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An introduction

Abstract 

The nucleus is one of  the largest organelles in eukaryotic cells, it contains most of  
the cells genome and keeps the DNA segregated from the cytoplasm. The development 
of  the membrane-bound structure of  the nucleus, the nuclear envelope (NE), was the 
evolutionary event that gave rise to eukaryotes. From that point on, the nuclear envelope-
embedded nuclear pore complexes (NPCs), formed the selective barrier to the flow of  
information that represents the central dogma in molecular biology – DNA makes RNA 
makes proteins –. The nuclear envelope also protects and organizes the genome and as 
such has fundamental impact on cellular organization and complexity. A growing list of  
integral membrane proteins of  the nuclear envelope are described to function in the or-
ganization of  the genome as well as the assembly of  the NPCs. In this thesis, we studied 
how the nuclear pore complex sorts these proteins between the nuclear and cytoplasmic 
compartments to obtain a specific protein composition of  the inner membrane. 

Proteins of  the inner nuclear membrane

The NE consists of  two phospholipid bilayers, called the inner and the outer nuclear 
membrane (INM, ONM), with the lumenal space in between (Fig. 1.1). The INM faces the nu-
cleoplasm and contains proteins that are involved in chromatin organization and the maintenance 
of  nuclear stability via interactions with the nuclear lamina (Dechat et al., 2008). The nuclear 
lamina is a network of  filaments present in metazoan nuclei that aligns with the INM (Gruen-
baum et al., 2005). Baker’s yeast lack the lamina, but have an INM-associated protein called Esc1 
(Enhancer of  silent chromatin 1), that shares features with components of  the lamina in metazo-
ans (Taddei et al., 2004). The ONM is continuous with the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) of  the cell 
and has partially overlapping functions in the transport, synthesis and folding of  proteins, and the 
synthesis of  lipids (Voeltz et al., 2002). While the NE is a cisternal membrane structure, the ER 
forms cisternae (flattend membrane disks) as well as tubules (tube structures) (West et al., 2011). 
In mammalian cells, most of  the ER network lies around the nucleus, while in baker’s yeast most 
of  the ER aligns the plasma membrane (Fig. 1.1). 

Historically, the NE was viewed as little more than a diffusion barrier between the cyto-
plasm and the nucleoplasm. But nowadays, the nuclear envelope is known to have a function in 
the genome architecture, epigenetics, transcription, splicing, DNA replication and control of  
the cell cycle. Also cytoskeletal stability, cell migration, and nuclear positioning are dependent 
on nuclear envelope function. In all of  these aspects integral membrane proteins of  the INM 
play a crucial role [reviewed in (Heessen and Fornerod, 2007;Gruenbaum et al., 2005;Wilson and 
Foisner, 2010;Hetzer and Wente, 2009;Zuleger et al., 2008)]. Using a proteomic study, Schirmer 
and coworkers identified initially ~80 nuclear envelope transmembrane proteins (NETs) in liver 
cells (Schirmer et al., 2003;Zuleger et al., 2011b) and later dozens unique hits were found in dif-
ferent other cell types (Korfali et al., 2010;Wilkie et al., 2011;Schirmer and Gerace, 2005). Apart 
from the membrane proteins of  the NPC, only a small fraction of  NETs is well studied. The vast 
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majority are lamina-associated proteins (LAPs), including LAP1, LAP2, LBR, Emerin, MAN1, 
Nurim, SUN1, SUN2, Unc-84, LEM2/NET25. Mutations in the lamins or in the LAPs are linked 
to many diseases which range from muscular dystrophies to lipodystrophies, neuropathy, os-
teopoikilosis, and premature aging syndromes (Dauer and Worman, 2009;Wilkie and Schirmer, 
2006;Worman et al., 2010). 

Different families or domains can be recognized among the proteins of  the inner nuclear 
membrane. One of  these families is the SUN (Schizosaccharomyces pombe Sad1 and Caenorhabditis 
elegans Unc-84 homology)-protein family, which is conserved among the eukaryotes and includes 
also the human SUN1 and SUN2 and the yeast Mps3 proteins. The SUN-proteins are localized 
at in INM and form a stable bridge with members of  the KASH (Drosophila Klarsicht, C. elegans 
ANC-1, and the mammalian paralogs Syne/Nesprin-1 and -2)-protein family, which are exclu-
sively localized at the ONM. While bridged in the lumenal space, the SUN-proteins interacts with 
the lamina and the KASH proteins with the cellular cytoskeleton. The SUN-KASH interaction, 
also referred to as the linker of  nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton (LINC) complex, is important 
to the position the nucleus in the cell and to transfer signals and forces across the NE (reviewed 
in (Starr and Fridolfsson, 2010)). 

Many lamina associated proteins share the LEM (LAP2, Emerin, MAN)-domain of  ~40 
– 50 conserved residues at or near their N-terminus (Laguri et al., 2001;Lin et al., 2000). The 
LEM domains bind chromatin via a 10 kDa small protein named BAF (Barrier-to-autointegration 
factor), which is conserved in different species (Margalit et al., 2007;Cai et al., 1998;Cai et al., 
2001;Furukawa, 1999;Lee and Craigie, 1998). While the majority of  characterized NET interacts 
with chromatin-associated proteins, some NETs bind directly to chromatin. MAN1 and LEM2 
for example binds directly to DNA via their conserved C-terminal winged helix domain (Caputo 
et al., 2006), later called the Man1/Src1 C-terminal domain (MCS) (Grund et al., 2008) or Man1 
C-terminal homology domain (MCHD) (Yewdell et al., 2011). LAP2β binds DNA using a domain 
on its N-terminus (Cai et al., 2001). Transcriptional regulation by inner membrane proteins occurs 

Figure 1.1: Simplified scheme of  the geometry of  the NE-ER network. The yeast endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER) adheres to the plasma membrane, while the mammalian ER is positioned throughout 
the cytosol and around the nucleus. The ER is continuous with the ONM. Insets: the outer nuclear 
membrane (ONM) is continuous with the inner nuclear membrane (INM) via the pore membrane 
(POM). The nuclear pore complex (NPC) is anchored at POM in the nuclear envelope (NE).
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via the tethering of  particular chromosome regions to the NE and orchestrating the recruitment 
of  transcriptional activators or silencers. For example, MAN1 was found to interact with the 
Smad transcription factors, which are crucial regulators for growth factors (transforming growth 
factor β or bone morphogenic proteins). Histone deacetylases, that are associated with promoter 
repression in general, interact with Emerin (Holaska and Wilson, 2007) and Lap2β (Nili et al., 
2001;Somech et al., 2005) and as such may explain partly how NE tethering induces repression 
(Egecioglu and Brickner, 2011). The INM localized protein Lamin B Receptor (LBR) features a 
sterol reductase domain at its extralumenal domain (Silve et al., 1998). The presence of  LBR in 
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Figure 1.2: Sequence alignment shows conservation of  the HEH/LEM-domain and the Man1 
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the INM is required to maintain the size and shape of  the NE (Hoffmann et al., 2002). Mutations 
in LBR or loss of  function cause malformation of  the nucleus and lead to different disorders 
(Hoffmann et al., 2007).

In Saccharomyces cerevisiae several INM-localized proteins have been studied: Doa10 is a 
transmembrane ubiquitin ligase that targets nuclear proteins for degradation (Deng and Hoch-
strasser, 2006). Src1/Heh1 and Heh2 are actively transported to the INM and show homology 
with MAN1 and LEM2 ((King et al., 2006), Fig 1.2). They have a role in NPC assembly (Yewdell 
et al., 2011), and Src1/Heh1 has a role in subtelomeric gene expression, mRNA export and chro-
matin segregation (Grund et al., 2008;Rodriguez-Navarro et al., 2002). Nur1 together with Heh1, 
tethers the ribosomal DNA to the INM in order to stabilize the highly repetitive sequence of  
the rDNA (King et al., 2006;Mekhail et al., 2008). Mps3 is a component of  the spindle pole body 
(Gardner et al., 2011), and Asi1, Asi2 and Asi3 are involved in the regulation of  the transcrip-
tion factors Stp1 and Stp2 (species-specific tRNA processing protein), which control the cellular 
import of  amino acids (Zargari et al., 2007;Boban et al., 2006). Altogether, the INM-localized 
proteins have essential roles in the spatial organization of  the chromatin and the regulation of  
gene-expression, as well as maintaining the general architecture and stability of  the nucleus. 

The structure of  the NPC

All transport between the cytoplasm and nucleus occurs through highly selective gates, 
called nuclear pore complexes. The NPCs are embedded in the NE and the ONM is connected 
with the INM in the NPC via a highly curved pore membrane (POM) (Fig. 1.1). The NPC is 
likely the largest molecular ‘machine’ in the cell, composed of  ~30 different proteins (Cronshaw 
et al., 2002;Rout et al., 2000), of  which in fact only a core subset is stably attached to the NPC 
(Rabut et al., 2004). In yeast, each of  the NPC proteins is present in multiple copies, totaling to 
456 proteins per NPC (Alber et al., 2007b) and a mass of  ~50 MDa. The proteins that form the 
NPC are collectively named nucleoporins (Nups). The overall structure of  the NPC has been 
extensively studied by electron microscopy and proteomic approaches, and its overall 8-fold rota-
tional symmetric shape (Fig. 1.3A, B) is conserved over the species (reviewed in (Brohawn et al., 
2009). 3-dimensional electron microscopy of  Dictyostelium discoideum nuclei and Xenopus oocytes 
nuclear envelope spreads showed that the diameter of  the NPC ranges from 100 to 150 nm and 
the thickness from 35 to 70 nm in the different species; the aqueous central channel is about 30 
to 50 nm wide (Beck et al., 2007;Frenkiel-Krispin et al., 2010;Stoffler et al., 1999;Beck et al., 2004). 
Besides the typical octagonal circular symmetry around the transport axis in the center, the scaf-
fold of  the NPCs also shows symmetry in the plane of  the membrane (Fig. 1.3C), and the copy 
number of  Nups in the NPC is likely a factor of  eight (8, 16 or 32). 

The peripheral components of  the NPC differ at both sides. The nuclear side contains 
the nuclear basket structure that protrudes 90 – 120 nm into the nucleoplasm and is involved in 
mRNA export, spindle pole body assembly and chromatin organization. At the other side, ap-
proximately 35 – 50 nm long fibrils extent out into the cytoplasm, and these function in protein 
entry to the NPC (reviewed in: (Schwartz, 2005)).      
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When looking at the position of  the individual Nups within the NPC one can distinguish 
3 co-axial layers: A) a membrane layer, B) a scaffold layer and C) a barrier or transport layer, 
each composed of  separate sets of  Nups (Table 1, Fig. 1.3C) (Alber et al., 2007b;Hoelz et al., 
2011;Onischenko and Weis, 2011). The yeast components and their vertebrate counterparts are 
indicated in Tabel 1; they have similar domain compositions, as far as studied they have a similar 
position within the NPC and perform similar functions. The membrane layer consists of  integral 
membrane proteins anchoring the NPC to the POM. The scaffold layer is the spoke-ring complex 
of  the two outer rings, one at the nuclear side and one at the cytoplasmic side, sandwiching the 
two inner rings. The transport layer consists of  linker Nups and FG-Nups (Fig. 1.3C). The func-
tion of  components of  the NPC in recruiting protein, RNA and DNA components to regulate 
silencing, transcription, mRNA quality control and export, cell cycle control and diverse other 
functions are not discussed in this chapter. We will focus in more detail on the structure of  the 
NPC and its function in nuclear transport.

A) At the sharply curved POM, where the ONM joins the INM, the membrane layer is 
formed by three integral membrane proteins. These pore membrane proteins, Pom152 
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Figure 1.3: The structure of  the NPC. (A) The distribution of  the nucleoporin mass density (white) 
within the yeast NPC shows the eigth-fold rotational symmetry, projected from the cytoplasmic side 
(Alber et al., 2007a;Alber et al., 2007b) (B) A model of  the yeast NPC was made on the basis of  a large 
array of  experimental data and subsequent computational modeling (Alber et al., 2007a;Alber et al., 
2007b); one symmetry unit (spoke) is indicated. (C) A schematic vertical cross section of  the NPC 
shows the different layers in the NPC and the scaffold symmetry about the plane of  the NE. The ~10 
nm wide lateral channels and the ~50 nm wide central channel are indicated. This schematic is based 
on the model of  the NPC from (Alber et al., 2007a;Alber et al., 2007b). The models and images are 
reproduced with permission. 
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(Wozniak et al., 1994), Pom34 (Miao et al., 2006) and Ndc1 (Chial et al., 1998) anchor 
the NPC at the NE (Alber et al., 2007b). The large soluble domains of  Pom152 form a 
stable ring-structure in the lumenal space of  the NE (Strambio-de-Castillia et al., 1995) 
(Fig. 1.3B, C). The three integral membrane proteins form a stable complex with each 
other (Onischenko et al., 2009). 

B) The architectural model by Alber et al. (Fig. 1.3), generated by a combined experi-
mental and computational approach, shows that the spoke-ring scaffold layer consists 
of  inner and outer rings (Alber et al., 2007a;Alber et al., 2007b). The outer rings are 
composed of  the seven Nups that constitute the Nup84-subcomplex. This complex 

Table 1.1
Composition of the NPC Composition of the NPC

Yeast Vertebrate Yeast Vertebrate

A) Membrane layer C) Transport layer, linker Nups

Ndc1 Ndc1 Nic96 Nup93

Pom34 - Nup82 Nup88

Pom152 - C) Transport layer, FG-Nups

Nup53 Nup35 Nup1 Nup153

Nup59 Nup35 Nup42 NLP1/hCG1

- gp210 Nup49 Nup58/Nup45

- Pom121 Nsp1 Nup62

Pom33 - Nup57 Nup54

B) Scaffold layer, outer ring Nup53 Nup35

Nup84 Nup107 Nup59 Nup35

Nup85 Nup75/Nup85 Nup60 -

Nup120 Nup160 Nup100 Nup98

Nup133 Nup133 Nup116 Nup98

Nup145C Nup96 Nup145N Nup98

Sec13 Sec13 Nup159 Nup214/CAN

Seh1 Seh1 NPC-associated components

- Nup37 Mlp1 Tpr

- Nup43 Mlp2 Tpr

- ALADIN - Nup358

B) Scaffold layer, inner ring

Nup157 Nup155

Nup170 Nup155

Nup188 Nup188

Nup192 Nup205

Table 1. The composition of  the NPC (adapted from (Alber et al., 2007b;Hoelz et al., 2011;Onis-
chenko et al., 2011)). 
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has been extensively studied by the Hurt, Schwartz, Blobel/Hoelz laboratories (Alber 
et al., 2007b;Amlacher et al., 2011;Brohawn et al., 2009;Hoelz et al., 2011), and high 
resolution structures are available of  several of  the Nups. The other essential core 
complex is composed of  Nup157, Nup170, Nup188 and Nup192, which directly con-
nects to Nic96, Nup53 and Nup59 and as such bridges the membrane proteins and 
the transport layer (Amlacher et al., 2011). Nup157, Nup170, Nup188 and Nup192 
form the inner rings in the architectural model (Alber et al., 2007b). α-Solenoids and 
β-propellers form the building blocks of  the NPC scaffold in an arrangement similar 
to that of  clathrin-coats, reflecting the shared function in stabilizing sharply curved 
membranes (Devos et al., 2004). Between the scaffold layer and the pore membrane 
are peripheral or lateral channels (Fig. 1.3C), which have been proposed to allow mem-
brane proteins to diffuse across the NPC. These lateral channels have been reported 
to be 10 nm in diameter and would allow membrane proteins with a soluble domain 
of  ~50 – 60 kDa to diffuse from the ONM to the INM (Worman and Courvalin, 
2000;Frenkiel-Krispin et al., 2010;Hinshaw et al., 1992;Soullam and Worman, 1995). 

C) The transport layer facilitates the movement of  cargo across the NPC, while it blocks 
the translocation of  non-cargo. It is thus both a transport channel and a selective 
barrier (reviewed e.g. in (Peters, 2009). The transport layer consists of  a subset of  
Nups, having a small terminus that is well-folded and anchored to the scaffold of  the 
NPC while the other terminus is long, unstructured and rich of  phenylalanine-glycine 
repeats (FGs) (Strawn et al., 2004). These FG-Nups protrude their disordered FG-
domains into the 30 – 50 nm wide central channel of  the NPC. The transport channel 
is thus filled with the long unstructured filaments, yielding an effective pore radius 
of  3 – 4 nm to restrict the free diffusion across to NPC to small molecules (Keminer 
and Peters, 1999;Pante and Kann, 2002). As discussed below, the transport of  cargo 
is facilitated by transport factors binding to the FG-repeats while the movement of  
other proteins across the NPC is repelled by the unfolded FG-Nups (Terry and Wente, 
2009). Individual FG-Nup proteins may consist of  up to 50 FG repeats, separated by 
hydrophilic linkers of  5 – 50 residues. Taking into account the stoichiometry of  FG-
Nups per NPC (Rout et al., 2000), there are in total about 190 FG-Nups and about 
2700 FG-motifs per NPC. Some Nups that are listed as part of  the transport layer 
have few (Nup59, Nup53) or none (Nic96, Nup82) of  these unfolded FG-repeats and 
function as a bridge between the different subcomplexes.

Despite more than 50 years of  research on the structure and function of  the NPC (Watson, 
1959), many new insights are still presented each year (Hoelz et al., 2011;Kahms et al., 2011;Stram-
bio-de-Castillia et al., 2010;Wente and Rout, 2010). It remains intriguing, that the architecture of  
the NPC forms a sophisticated complex that stabilizes an opening in the NE by maintaining the 
sharp curvature of  the POM and facilitates the transport of  cargo to the nucleus while obstruct-
ing the passage of  non-cargo. 
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Nuclear transport of  soluble proteins

The NPC handles large amounts of  proteins; the capacity of  the NPC is estimated at 
500 – 1000 molecules per second (Görlich et al., 1996;Smith et al., 2002;Dange et al., 2008;Yang 
et al., 2004). It also transports rather large structures such as ribosomal subunits (Johnson et al., 
2001;Yao et al., 2007;Zemp and Kutay, 2007) and messenger RNA-protein complexes (mRNPs, 
(Mehlin et al., 1992)). Even virus capsids of  32 and 36 nm in diameter or gold particles up to 39 
nm in diameter are transported across the NPC (Pante and Kann, 2002). Small molecules, like 
water, ions, peptides and small proteins, are able to diffuse freely through the central channel of  
the NPC. In general, it is accepted that macromolecules bigger than ~40 kDa or having a Stokes 
radius larger than ~5 nm require active import to overcome the selective permeability barrier 
of  the NPC at an appreciable rate (Keminer and Peters, 1999). The defining feature of  cargo is 
the nuclear localization signal (NLS) or nuclear export signal (NES). The well-exposed transport 
signals are recognized and bound by transport receptors, which shuttle the cargo across the per-
meability barrier of  the NPC (Pemberton and Paschal, 2005).  There are 15 identified nuclear 
transport receptors in yeast (and 20 in human cells), which are collectively named as karyopherins 
(Kaps) (Quan et al., 2008). In the ‘classical import pathway’, the Kapα transport factors, one in 
baker’s yeast and six in human cells, recognize NLSs on cargo and bind to a family member of  
the larger Kapβ-family (Conti and Izaurralde, 2001;Gorlich and Kutay, 1999;Tran et al., 2007;Weis, 
2003). In other cases, the transport can be independent of  Kapα and mediated by direct recogni-
tion of  the NLS or NES by a Kapβ. The availability of  different Kaps enables the cell to regulate 
the transport of  different types of  cargo (Terry et al., 2007). 

The ‘classical import pathway’ is the best-studied and is mediated by the cooperation of  
Kapα and Kapβ (Kap60 and Kap95 in yeast). Proteins imported via this pathway have an NLS 
resembling the classical NLS (cNLS), identified in the semian virus 40 (SV40) large T-antigen 
(PKKKRKV) (Dingwall et al., 1982;Dingwall and Laskey, 1991). The general principles of  nuclear 
transport are the same for the different transport pathways, and we will explain the classical im-
port cycle as an example for nuclear import and export. The nuclear transport can be divided in 
four steps: I) the cargo is recognized and bound by karyopherins in the cytoplasm, II) the karyo-
pherins transport the cargo across the NPC, III) the complex is dissociated in the nucleus and the 
cargo remains here, and IV) the Kaps are shuttled back to the cytoplasm. Essential for driving 
nuclear transport is V) the Ran-cycle, which maintains the asymmetric localization of  RanGTP in 
the nucleus and RanGDP in the cytoplasm to provide a concentration gradient across the NPC 
(Fig. 1.4 and reviewed in (Stewart, 2007)).

I. The transport cycle of  cargo via the classical pathway starts with the binding between 
the basic residues of  the cNLS and Kapα, followed by the subsequent binding of  
Kapα to Kapβ1. Proteins bearing a cNLSs need a Kapα as an adapter protein for 
Kapβ binding, other cargos are directly bound by Kapβ (Goldfarb et al., 2004). For 
stronger interaction with Kapα, some proteins bear a bipartite NLS, consisting of  two 
clusters of  basic residues separated by a linker (Lange et al., 2010;Robbins et al., 1991). 
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Figure 1.4: Overview of  the components of  nuclear transport. The nuclear import complex is 
formed between NLS-bearing cargo (NLS), karyopherin-α (α) and karyopherin-β (β). After passing the 
NPC, RanGTP (RGTP) dissociates karyopherin-β from the complex and shuttles back to the cytosol. 
Karyopherin-α is displaced from the complex by the exportin CAS and RanGTP. The cargo remains in 
the nucleus and karyopherin-α is exported back to the cytoplasm. The Ran GTPase activating protein 
(RanGAP) in the cytoplasm hydrolyzes the export complex-associated RanGTP to RanGDP (RGDP) 
to release karyopherin-β, karyopherin-α and CAS. To reset the Ran-cycle, the RanGDP is re-imported 
to the nucleus by NTF2 and converted to RanGTP by the Ran Guanine nucleotide exchange factor 
(RanGEF). The figure is based on (Stewart, 2007).

The first cluster binds the Armadillo (ARM)-repeats 1-4 in the first binding groove of  
Kapα and the second cluster binds the ARM-repeats 6-8 in the second groove (Conti 
and Kuriyan, 2000). 

 The N-terminus of  Kapα binds to Kapβ1 and is known as the importin-β binding 
(IBB)-domain (Gorlich et al., 1996). The IBB-domain has a cluster of  basic residues 
that resembles an NLS and binds one of  the NLS-binding grooves on Kapα (Kobe, 
1999). Cargo competes with the IBB-domain for the same binding site on Kapα. Upon 
cargo binding, the IBB of  Kapα gets exposed and the affinity for Kapβ1 is increased. 
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In turn, Kapβ1 interacts with the FG-repeats in the NPC to transport the Kapα-cargo 
complex into the nucleus (reviewed in (Stewart, 2007)). This auto-inhibitory mecha-
nism of  Kapα prevents binding to Kapβ1 when no cargo is bound and thus prevents 
futile cycling of  empty Kapα across the NPC. For an overview of  the molecular role 
played by the IBB domain in orchestrating nucleocytoplasmic transport see (Lott and 
Cingolani, 2011).

 
II. How exactly the complex is translocated across the pore is under fierce debate. Al-

though the transport across the NPC can be mimicked in silico and in vitro (Smith et al., 
2002;Zilman et al., 2010;Cai et al., 2001;Jovanovic-Talisman et al., 2009;Kowalczyk et al., 
2011), it remains still controversial how the cargo is exactly transported. In the recent 
years, different models are proposed to describe the mechanism of  the actual trans-
port. They have in common that the interactions between Kapβ1 and the FG-repeats 
are needed, and that the trimeric complex diffuses through the FG-Nup meshwork 
according to a random walk to cross the NPC (Peters, 2009;Stewart, 2007;Weis, 2007). 
The models aim to explain the selectivity of  the NPC, i.e. the discrimination between 
cargo and non-cargo, while taking in account that cargo can cross the NPC within 10-
20 ms (Cardarelli and Gratton, 2010;Yang et al., 1998). We will discuss the four most 
prominent models:
a. The Brownian-affinity gating or virtual gating model (Rout et al., 2000) de-

scribes the NPC as an entropic barrier for diffusion of  non-cargo into the 
nucleus. The high concentration of  FG-Nups in the central channel prevent 
cargo entering the NPC and facilitates the entrance of  cargo. The binding en-
ergy from the interaction between Kap-cargo and FG-Nups lowers the overall 
free energy barrier and enables passage. The FG-Nups extend into the central 
channel and are highly dynamic. As long as the interactions between Kap and 
FGs are not too strong, and binding and unbinding are fast, efficient trans-
port across the NPC is assured (Rout et al., 2000). One variant on this model 
predicts an affinity gradient for the Kap-cargo complex in the central channel, 
promoting the direction of  nuclear transport (Ben-Efraim and Gerace, 2001). 
Another variant, the reversible FG-domain collapse model, explains a higher 
selectivity of  the NPC. This model predicts that upon cargo interaction, the 
FG-domain at the cytoplasmic side of  the NPC collapse and pull specifically 
the Kap-cargo complex into the transport channel, where it undergoes the 
cycles of  random binding and unbinding as predicted by the virtual gating 
model (Lim et al., 2006). 

b. The selective phase model describes that the FG-repeats of  Nups are inter-
connected by weak hydrophobic interactions to form a hydrogel (Ribbeck and 
Gorlich, 2002). This hydrogel fills the central channel of  the NPC and acts like 
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a sieve with a small pore sizes so that only proteins smaller than 40 kDa can 
pass through. Kap-cargo complexes can form hydrophobic interactions with 
the FG-Nups and thus dissolve into the hydrogel (Ribbeck and Gorlich, 2002). 
A hydrogel of  a concentrated solution of  single FG-Nups was formed in vitro 
(Frey et al., 2006) and fast diffusion into the gel was demonstrated (Frey and 
Gorlich, 2007). 

c. To explain fast diffusion across the NPC, the reduction of  dimensionality 
model predicts that the FG-Nups form one coherent hydrophobic layer that 
coats the walls of  the central channel. Kap-cargo complexes can interact with 
the hydrophobic layer, while a hole of  8 – 10 nm is left open for diffusion of  
small proteins. This predicted organization in the NPC allows Kap-cargo to 
diffuse in 2-dimensions along the walls of  the channel, which would increase 
the transport rate (Peters, 2005;Peters, 2009). 

d. The Forest-model is a merge of  the virtual gate and the hydrogel models. It 
describes that some Nups adopt a globular or collapsed conformation, while 
others are more dynamic extended coil structure. These two types of  Nups 
form two distinct traffic zones in the interior of  the NPC, of  which zone 1 in 
the center would allow diffusion of  larger proteins and could act as the virtual 
gate. Zone 2 consists of  a thin hydrogel along the walls of  the channel and 
small cargo could dissolve in this layer (Yamada et al., 2010).  

III. Once the Kap-cargo complex reaches the nuclear side of  the NPC, Kapβ gets bound 
by the small molecule RanGTP and its conformation changes so that it is no longer 
able to bind the cargo-Kapα dimer. The cargo-Kapα dissociates from Kapβ and is 
released into the nucleus. This dissociation is dependent on RanGTP and occurs spe-
cifically at the nuclear side of  the NPC, because the RanGTP concentration is highest 
in the nucleus. The binding of  Kapβ by RanGTP promotes the interaction between 
Kapβ and the FG-Nups, which facilitates the diffusion of  Kapβ back to the cytoplasm 
(Görlich et al., 1996;Rexach and Blobel, 1995). Kapα is bound by the exportin CAS (or 
Cse1 in yeast) and RanGTP (Kutay et al., 1997) and exported back to the cytoplasm 
through the NPC, while interacting with the FG-Nups. The export of  Kapα is mecha-
nistically similar to the export of  NES-bearing cargos with the use of  CAS instead of  
the nuclear export receptor CRM1 (Fornerod et al., 1997).

 IV. Once the dimeric complex of  Kapβ-RanGTP and the trimeric complex of  Kapα-
RanGTP-CAS are translocated across the NPC and enters the cytoplasm, RanGAP 
(Ran GTPase activating protein or RCC1 in vertebrates) stimulates, together with the 
accessory protein RanBP1, the hydrolysis of  RanGTP to RanGDP (Bischoff  and 
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Gorlich, 1997;Görlich et al., 1996). The complexes are dissociated, to set Kapβ and 
Kapα free for another import cycle. CAS is unable to bind Kapα in the absence of  
RanGTP; this will thus not happen in the cytoplasm. CAS diffuses back to the nucleus 
through the NPC.

V. RanGDP needs NTF2, a small factor of  15 kDa for its transport back to the nucleus 
(Ribbeck et al., 1998;Smith et al., 1998). Here, RanGDP is phosphorylated to RanGTP 
by RanGEF (Ran guanine exchange factor) at the expense of  one ATP. Note that 
two RanGTP molecules are needed to dissociate the cargo from the trimeric import 
complex, and thus two molecules of  ATP are consumed to import one cargo mol-
ecule to the nucleus(Bischoff  and Ponstingl, 1995;Stewart, 2007). RanGEF is bound 
to chromatin, thus it is only found in the nucleus, while RanGAP exists exclusively in 
the cytoplasm. The asymmetric localization of  RanGEF in the nucleus and RanGAP 
in the cytosol creates a gradient of  RanGTP across the NE. This gradient assures that 
the import complexes are dissociated in the nucleus, while the export complexes are 
dissociated in the cytoplasm, giving directionality to nuclear transport. 

Membrane protein insertion into the ER

INM-localized membrane proteins are synthesized and inserted into the ER. Like for 
other membrane proteins, the mRNA is translated at the ribosomes and the nascent polypeptide 
is inserted in the membranes of  the ER via a protein translocation machinery. The vast major-
ity of  membrane proteins are co-translationally inserted into the ER via the Sec61 translocon. 
However, the insertion of  some proteins, like the small C-terminal tail-anchored proteins, is post-
translational and here the GET pathway is employed (reviewed in (Renthal, 2010;Schuldiner et al., 
2008;Hegde and Keenan, 2011)). 

The targeting of  most integral membrane proteins into the ER occurs via the Sec61 trans-
locon and starts when the first hydrophobic segment emerges from the ribosome during transla-
tion. This hydrophobic segment, either a cleavable N-terminal signal sequence or the first trans-
membrane sequence, is recognized by the signal recognition particle (SRP) (Walter and Blobel, 
1980) on the translating ribosome to slow down temporally the translation (Halic et al., 2004). The 
SRP brings the ribosome to the ER via the interaction with the SRP receptor (SR) and transfers 
the complex to the Sec61 translocon (Meyer et al., 1982). The ribosome docks at the translocon, 
and the hydrophobic segment of  the nascent polypeptide chain is transferred from the SRP into 
the Sec61 translocon. If  the hydrophobic element is a signal peptide, the soluble domain is trans-
located into the lumen of  the ER and the signal peptide is cleaved off. On the contrary, a trans-
membrane domain is released into the membrane of  the ER via the lateral gate of  the translocon 
(reviewed in (Cross et al., 2009;Osborne et al., 2005;du Plessis et al., 2011)). The topology of  the 
membrane protein is defined by the insertion of  the first transmembrane segment and depends 
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mainly on the charge distribution within the flanking sides of  the transmembrane segments, but 
the folded state of  translated domains and other factors may also influence the orientation of  
the protein in the membrane (reviewed in (van Klompenburg et al., 1997)). For multispanning (or 
polytopic) membrane proteins, the adjacent transmembrane segments are subsequently inserted 
into the ER with alternating topology. 

Tail-anchored proteins are small single-spanning membrane proteins having their trans-
membrane segment within ~40 residues of  the C-terminus (Renthal, 2010). The transmembrane 
segment is so close to the C-terminus, that the translation is terminated before the transmem-
brane segment can be exposed in the cytoplasm. The tail-anchored protein is thus released from 
the ribosome before it could be recognized by the SRP (Kutay et al., 1993). Post-translational 
insertion into the ER is needed to get the tail-anchored protein in the membranes. This path-
way of  targeting tail-anchored proteins has recently been studied in yeast, but it is not yet fully 
understood. The transmembrane segment is recognized by Sgt2 and transferred by the aid of  
Get4 and Get5 in an ATP-dependent manner to Get3 (Wang et al., 2010). A homodimer of  Get3 
stabilizes the membrane protein and targets the molecule to the membrane receptor formed by 
Get1 and Get2, which integrate the tail-anchored membrane protein into the ER (Mariappan et 
al., 2011;Hegde and Keenan, 2011). 

Membrane protein transport to the INM

Two different mechanisms exist to target integral membrane proteins to the INM in cells 
that undergo an open mitosis: one occurring during the interphase and the second during the 
open mitosis. The NE of  higher eukaryotes breaks down during mitoses, and the membranes of  
the NE, including INM proteins, are absorbed into the mitotic ER (Ellenberg et al., 1997;Yang et 
al., 1997). During the telophase, a new NE is formed around the decondensing chromatin. The 
membranes that will give rise to the INM are segregated from other membranes by the interac-
tion of  INM proteins to chromatin (Anderson et al., 2009;Pyrpasopoulou et al., 1996;Ulbert et 
al., 2006). These INM proteins may thus be captured in the INM during the reformation of  the 
NE and do not necessarily cross the NPC. A different targeting mechanism must apply in cells 
with a closed mitosis, like baker’s yeast, and in higher eukaryotic cells during the interphase. Here, 
sorting of  INM proteins relies on the transport of  membrane proteins across the NPC. Once 
inserted into the ER, membrane proteins are able to diffuse freely between ER and ONM, and 
destined for the INM they need to cross the NPC via the pore membrane that connects the INM 
and ONM (reviewed in (Antonin et al., 2011;Lusk et al., 2007;Zuleger et al., 2008)). In this thesis 
we will focus on the second mechanism. 

Initially it was shown by Powel and Burke in heterokaryons (cells with two nuclei) that the 
INM-located integral membrane protein p55 was able to diffuse from one nucleus via the ER to 
the other. This showed in the first place that the ONM and INM are connected via the NPC and 
suggested that nuclear transport of  membrane proteins is a diffusive process (Powell and Burke, 
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1990). Later, Soullam and Worman found that the N-terminal domain of  LBR was essential 
for its targeting to the INM (Soullam and Worman, 1993). They demonstrated that this domain 
lacked an NLS and reasoned that the proteins accumulated in the INM “by diffusion and ligand 
binding”. Subsequently, it was shown that the lateral diffusion rate of  GFP-labeled LBR was re-
duced in the INM compared to the diffusion in the ER, probably due to specific and functional 
interactions with nuclear components (Ellenberg et al., 1997). This led to the diffusion-retention 
model: a membrane protein is able to diffuses across the NPC and is retained in the nucleus by 
intranuclear interactions (Worman and Courvalin, 2000), like the binding to the lamina or hetero-
chromatin. Thus, the transmembrane domain(s) remain in the pore membrane during the trans-
port across the NPC, while the soluble domains pass through the lateral channel (Fig. 1.3C). The 
intra nuclear interactions are important for the localization of  several membrane proteins, as was 
demonstrated that e.g. LBR, Emerin, MAN1 and SUN1 were tethered in the nucleus in different 
organisms (Wu et al., 2002;Ellenberg et al., 1997;Graumann et al., 2007;Ostlund et al., 1999;Wor-
man and Courvalin, 2000;Ostlund et al., 2006;Lu et al., 2008;Zuleger et al., 2011a).

Similar to the nuclear transport of  soluble proteins, an upper size limit of  60 – 75 kDa was 
found, above which membrane proteins would not cross the NPC to reach the INM (Soullam 
and Worman, 1995;Wu et al., 2002;Ohba et al., 2004). As discussed by Hinshaw et al. and later by 
Soullam et al., the narrow lateral channel in the NPC is about 10 nm wide and this is large enough 
to provide access for cytosolic domains up to 60 – 75 kDa (Hinshaw et al., 1992;Soullam and Wor-
man, 1995). Specifically in yeast, Deng and Hochstrasser determined that Doa10 (Ssm4), a yeast 
transmembrane ubiquitin ligase, accumulated in the INM by diffusion and retention (Deng and 
Hochstrasser, 2006). Interestingly, Doa10 could accumulate in the INM by diffusion across the 
NPC while having the soluble domain of  an ER-localized protein Hrd1 (Der3), with a mass of  
38 kDa plus one GFP copy of  28 kDa. Replacing this Hrd1-domain for a larger globular protein 
Pgk1 (~45 kDa), the cytoplasmic domain increased from ~66 to ~73 kDa, and nuclear accumula-
tion was attenuated. This is consistent with the proposed upper size limit based on earlier studies 
in higher eukaryotes (Soullam and Worman, 1995). 

However, some observations of  Ohba et al. did not match the simple diffusion-retention 
model. It was found that nuclear transport of  a membrane reporter based on Lap2β was depen-
dent on metabolic energy; after ATP-depletion, the reporter did not accumulate at the INM but 
remained in the ER (Ohba et al., 2004). The reporter did not have an NLS and so there was no 
reason to think that nuclear transport was dependent on Kaps. They argued that electron micro-
scopic and tomographic studies of  the NPC in the NE of  Xenopus laevis had in fact not provided 
strong evidence for lateral channels in the NPC. They suggested that energy-dependent restruc-
turing of  the NPC could be needed for the diffusion of  membrane proteins across the NPC. A 
model of  the NPC was proposed, where “the NPC undergoes continuous, energy dependent 
restructuring…” which “…would create transient channels through the NPC at the nuclear pore 
membrane, thereby permitting lateral diffusional movement of  integral proteins in the lipid bi-
layer between the INM and ONM” (Ohba et al., 2004).  
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In the same year, another targeting mechanism for INM proteins was presented by Brau-
nagel et al. They reported the finding of  a sorting motif  in the occlusion-derived virus (ODV) 
protein E66, which would target the membrane protein towards the NPC immediately after its 
synthesis (Braunagel et al., 2004;Saksena et al., 2004). A cluster of  positively charged residues at 
the cytoplasmic site, immediately next to the predicted transmembrane segment, was marked as 
the INM sorting motif. This cluster would be recognized by an isoform of  p10, the homologue 
of  importin-α (Kapα) in Spodoptera frugiperda. They hypothesized that this isoform could target the 
protein through the ER to the NPC and even across the NPC (Saksena et al., 2006). 

In 2006, two proteins, Src1/Heh1 and Heh2, caught our attention in a proteomics study 
of  yeast nuclear envelopes. They had predicted LEM-domains indicating localization at the INM 
and they featured putative NLSs (L.M. Veenhoff, unpublished). This raised the exciting possibil-
ity that these proteins may be imported by a mechanism alike that of  soluble cargo and involving 
Kaps. Solid evidence, that Kap60 and Kap95 and RanGTP were needed for the INM-localization 
of  these two yeast proteins, was published that same year (King et al., 2006). Three other mem-
brane proteins featuring an NLS were later found: the human Pom121 (Funakoshi et al., 2011;Ya-
vuz et al., 2010), which is a component of  the membrane layer and essential for NPC-assembly 
(Antonin et al., 2005;Talamas and Hetzer, 2011) and two members of  the SUN family, the human 
SUN2 and the C. elegans Unc-84 (Tapley et al., 2011;Turgay et al., 2010). However, critics rightfully 
pointed out that the prevalence of  these sequences within INM proteins, which are rich of  posi-
tively charged residues, could be a contribution to their chromatin binding function (Antonin et 
al., 2011). Hypothetically, these putative chromatin-binding motifs could in principle support the 
capture of  INM proteins by chromatin-binding and their retention at the INM. The best proof  
to distinguish the function of  these sequences as being an NLS or a chromatin-binding motif, is 
to study if  the nuclear localization is karyopherin and RanGTP dependent and if  it can redirect 
a non-nuclear protein into the nucleus. Such experiments have not been successfully performed, 
adding to the doubts in the field. Further complications arrived as it was actually shown that 
location of  Unc-84 in the INM of  C. elegans cells requires multiple targeting signals, namely two 
NLSs plus an INM sorting motif  and a SUN-nuclear envelope localization signal (Tapley et al., 
2011). SUN2 targeting is also complicated, as in addition to a classical NLS, two other elements 
are needed for its proper INM localization (Turgay et al., 2010). One element is an arginine cluster 
that serves to recruit COPI components to retrieve SUN2 from the Golgi to the ER, i.e. in the 
case it escapes via the secretory pathway. The other element is a SUN domain which is located 
within the luminal space between ONM and INM, interacting with a KASH-domain and teth-
ering SUN2 at the INM. Many INM-localized proteins do not have predicted NLSs, and their 
nuclear targeting depends on intranuclear interactions. For example the yeast INM-localization of  
Mps3 depends on binding to the histone variant H2A.Z homologue Htz1 (Gardner et al., 2011). 
Finally, in a screen on the dependence of  INM targeting on ATP and/or the RanGTP-gradient, 
it was observed that different NETs respond differently (Zuleger et al., 2011a). Thus, in summary, 
there are probably multiple rather than one single import mechanisms. 
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Aim of  the project

At the start of  the project, we were far from understanding how NPC passage of  INM 
proteins is accomplished. Focusing on the Kap and NLS-dependent transport of  membrane pro-
teins across the NPC in baker’s yeast, we set out to answer the following questions:

I. The first question relates to the transport mechanism in general. We wanted to know 
if  the requirement of  karyopherins and RanGTP is directly needed to maintain the 
nuclear localization of  Heh1 and Heh2, or is their localization still due to nuclear 
tethering. In other words, is the accumulation of  membrane proteins in the INM 
maintained by just the transport kinetics, similar as the accumulation of  soluble cargo? 

II. The next question concerned the transport mechanism and pathway. While membrane 
proteins traverse the NPC, the transmembrane domain remains in the pore membrane 
and the soluble domain was thought to move through the 10 nm wide peripheral or 
lateral channel (Hinshaw et al., 1992;Soullam and Worman, 1995). Despite the critical 
note by Ohba et al. about the presence and role of  the lateral channel (Ohba et al., 
2004), they were widely referred to as the gate for membrane proteins transport to 
the nucleus (Deng and Hochstrasser, 2006;Kutay et al., 1997;Worman and Courva-
lin, 2000;Zuleger et al., 2008). Moreover, the lateral channels are clearly observed in 
high-resolution electron microscopic images of  the Xenopus oocytes NPCs (Frenkiel-
Krispin et al., 2010). With the finding of  an NLS and the Kap-dependent targeting 
mechanism, the question was raised if  and where the NLS-bound Kaps would interact 
with the FG-Nups.  

 III. Ohba et al. claimed that energy was needed for continuous NPC restructuring to allow 
membrane proteins to diffuse across the NPC (Ohba et al., 2004). King et al showed 
that the RanGTP-gradient was needed to actively transport two yeast membrane pro-
teins to the INM (King et al., 2006).  The question remained if  indeed an ATP-de-
pendent restructuring of  the NPC would be needed for membrane protein diffusion 
across the NPC.

IV. The question why only some proteins need an NLS for targeting to the INM was 
answered by Lusk et al.: membrane proteins with a small extralumenal domain (<25 
kDa) are allowed to diffuse freely across the NPC but membrane proteins with larger 
domains (up to 70 kDa) need Kap-mediated transport to access the nucleus (Lusk et 
al., 2007). Clearly, there was room for testing and fine-tuning of  this model as Doa10 
did accumulate at the INM while having a soluble domain of  ~66 kDa and no NLS 
(Deng and Hochstrasser, 2006). Also, Kap60 and Kap95 together make up a rather 
voluminous complex of  ~155 kDa; it is difficult to envision how this complex togeth-
er with a membrane protein would pass through  the  ~10 nm wide channels. We thus 
raised the question about the size-exclusion limits of  membrane protein transport to 
the nucleus.
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V. The last questions relate to the dynamics of  the NE composition. If  membrane pro-
teins are imported, (how) do they leave again if  no longer needed at the INM? What 
determines their concentration at the INM: can it be determined by the kinetics of  
import and leak, alike that of  soluble proteins? 

Outline of  the thesis

To answer the above questions, we first developed methods to study and quantify nuclear 
transport of  soluble proteins in yeast (chapter 2). In chapter 3, we use these methods to show that 
membrane reporter proteins in yeast can accumulate at the INM without nuclear retention and 
that high-affinity binding to Kap60 of  the cargo’s NLSs is essential for efficient nuclear accumula-
tion. In chapter 4, we provide evidence that a long intrinsically-disordered linker between the NLS 
and the transmembrane domain in integral membrane proteins is required for nuclear transport. 
Our data indicate that the intrinsically-disordered linker slices through the scaffold of  the NPC, 
facilitating the Kap-bound terminus to interact with the FG-Nups while the transmembrane do-
mains remain in the POM. Chapter 5 provides the methods we developed to study and quantify 
the nuclear transport of  integral membrane proteins to the INM. In chapter 6, we determined the 
kinetics of  transport of  membrane protein to the INM and showed that membrane proteins with 
large soluble domains (up to 174 kDa) can pass the NPC. We also discuss how Kap-independent 
nuclear efflux of  membrane proteins dependents on ATP. In chapter 7, we discuss our model of  
membrane protein transport across the NPC and hypothesize that the proposed mechanisms also 
holds for the nuclear transport of  membrane proteins in human cells. 
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Abstract

Cellular cargo destined for the nucleus bears a nuclear localization signal (NLS) 
that is recognized by karyopherins, the nuclear transport factors. The cargo is actively 
imported across the nuclear pore complex (NPC) into the nucleus. The NPCs, however, 
are leaky, and accumulated cargo can efflux back to the cytosol but with a lower rate con-
stant than during active import (Timney et al., 2006). In this study, we quantified nuclear 
import and the passive efflux of  GFP-NLS reporter proteins with a FRAP-based method. 
Consistent with the nuclear pore complex being a crowded environment that hinders ef-
flux and facilitates import, we observed that the import rate constant was less dependent 
on the cargo size than the efflux rate constant. Interestingly, we observed that the differ-
ence in nuclear accumulation of  GFP-tcNLS, Pho4NLS-GFP and rgNLS-GFP, mediated 
by respectively Kap60/95, Kap121 and Kap104, were due to differences in the efflux rate 
constant. Lastly, at high expression levels of  cargo, we see that the nuclear accumulation 
is reduced, which could reflect saturation of  the import pathway.

Introduction

Transport of  macromolecules into the nucleus is mediated by the nuclear pore complex 
(NPC). In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the NPC is a large assembly of  ~30 different proteins, called nu-
cleoporins or Nups, each present in multiple copies (Rout et al., 2000). This complex is embedded 
in the nuclear envelope and connects the nucleus with the cytoplasm. Proteins bearing a nuclear 
localization signal (NLS) or nuclear export signal (NES) are actively transported into or out of  the 
nucleus (reviewed in (Stewart, 2007;Wente and Rout, 2010)). The NPC functions as a barrier for 
large proteins without an NLS or NES, while smaller cargos, proteins up to 25 – 60 kDa, have been 
reported to diffuse freely across the NPC (Gorlich and Kutay, 1999;Keminer and Peters, 1999;Mohr 
et al., 2009;Paine et al., 1975). Import typically starts with the binding between the NLS on the cargo 
and a soluble transport factor, which is called a karyopherin (Kap, or Importin in human cells). Most 
members of  the Kapβ-family bind their cargo directly, only Kapβ1 (Kap95 in yeast) complexes with 
cargo via the adaptor protein Kapα (Kap60 in yeast)(Pemberton and Paschal, 2005). Associated 
with the cargo, Kapβ interacts with the phenylalanine-glycine (FG) repeats of  the FG-Nups that fill 
the central channel of  the NPC (reviewed in (Terry and Wente, 2009)). The interactions between the 
Kap and the FG-Nups facilitate the diffusion of  Kap-cargo through this dense and dynamic net-
work of  filaments into the nucleus. The cargo is released in the nucleus upon binding of  the Kaps 
to RanGTP (Görlich et al., 1996;Kutay et al., 1997). Together with RanGTP are the Kaps shuttled 
back to the cytoplasm where RanGEF hydrolyses RanGTP to RanGDP which releases Kapα and 
Kapβ and makes them available for another round of  import. The small molecule RanGDP is 
translocated by NTF2 across the NPC to the nucleoplasm, where it is converted to RanGTP by the 
nucleotide exchange factor RCC1 (RanGEF) at the expense of  an ATP (Bischoff  and Ponstingl, 
1995). The specific localization of  RCC1 in the nucleus and RanGAP in the cytoplasm generates 
the gradient of  RanGTP over the nuclear envelope as the motive force to drive nuclear transport. 
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 In higher eukaryotic cells, nuclear transport has been studied by the use of  isolated 
nuclei (Siebrasse and Peters, 2002), by permeabilization of  cells (Yang et al., 2004;Ribbeck et al., 
1999) and after microinjection of  cargo into the cytoplasm (Smith et al., 2002). More recently, 
single molecule imaging methods have contributed to our understanding of  the kinetics and the 
path of  transport (Yang et al., 2004;Grunwald et al., 2011;Dange et al., 2008;Tokunaga et al., 2008). 
In yeast cells, metabolic poisons have been used to measure nuclear transport rates in vivo (Leslie et 
al., 2006;Timney et al., 2006). In this poison assay, the yeast cells were treated with 2-deoxyglucose 
plus sodium azide to deplete the cells of  ATP and GTP, which disrupts the RanGTP gradient (as 
shown in (Schwoebel et al., 2002;Shulga et al., 1996)). Without a RanGTP gradient, nuclear import 
is abolished and the nuclear accumulated cargo equilibrates over the nucleus and cytoplasm. After 
the poisons are washed away, the RanGTP-gradient quickly recovers and nuclear import can be 
monitored. A pump-leak model for nuclear transport has been postulated, where the cargo flux 
into the nucleus is in equilibrium with leakage out of  the nucleus. As import rate constants are 
higher than efflux rate constants, it results in a net accumulation of  cargo in the nucleus (Timney 
et al., 2006).

In the present study, we developed a fluorescence after photo-bleaching (FRAP)-based 
method to quantify nuclear transport in Saccharomyces cerevisiae in vivo. Photobleaching of  fluo-
rescent cargo in the nucleus and monitoring of  the recovery as a result of  nuclear transport has 
been used before in mammalian cells (Koster et al., 2005). This technique, called selective-FRAP 
(sFRAP, reviewed in (Goodwin and Kenworthy, 2005)), is non-invasive and enables the study of  
nuclear transport under native conditions, provided that photo-damage is not occurring over the 
time period of  the measurement (Koster et al., 2005;Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 2001). 

We measured transport kinetics of  import via the classical import pathway mediated by 
Kap60 and Kap95 (i.e. Kapα and Kapβ1 in metazoans), with a GFP reporter linked to the clas-
sical NLS (cNLS) from the simian virus 40 large-T antigen (Dingwall et al., 1982).  We compared 
the transport of  cargo bearing a cNLS to cargo bearing the NLS of  Nab2 (rgNLS) imported by 
Kap104 (Lee and Aitchison, 1999) or bearing the NLS of  Pho4 (Pho4NLS) and imported by 
Kap121 (Kaffman et al., 1998). We thus performed similar experiments as carried out by Tim-
ney et al (Timney et al., 2006) but using sFRAP instead of  the poison-method. We observed that 
these reporters accumulated in the nucleus to different levels as a result of  differences in efflux 
rate constants, rather than differences in import rate constants. The efflux rate constants were 
lower for larger molecules, reinforcing the notion that the NPC is a crowded environment where 
competition for available space contributes to the selectivity of  transport. The efflux rates were 
also different for the different cargos, and we discuss possible explanations for this observation. 
Lastly, at the highest expression levels of  cargo, we see that the nuclear accumulation drops which 
could reflect saturation of  the import pathway.

Results
We measured nuclear transport of  fluorescent cargo with different NLSs and having dif-

ferent sizes in the yeast strain S. cerevisiae BY4742 using sFRAP. We imaged cells expressing the 
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following cargos: GFP fused to a tandem of  cNLS (GFP-tcNLS), GFP-tcNLS-GFP, Pho4NLS-
GFP, and rgNLS-GFP, and we compared their localization to that of  the non-cargo GFP. All 
cargos were accumulated in the nucleus, while GFP was distributed approximately equally over 
the cytoplasm and nucleus (Fig. 2.1A, B (pre-bleach)). The laser was focused for ~5 – 10 s in the 
nucleus until the fluorescence signal in the nucleus was reduced to ~40% of  the initial fluores-
cence signal (Fig. 2.1B, t = 0). The ratio of  fluorescence intensity in the nucleus over the cyto-
plasm (N/C ratio) was decreased during this photobleach pulse. A small fraction (<20%) of  the 
fluorescent cargo located in the cytoplasm was also photobleached while the laser was focused 
in the nucleus. This is partly caused by the continuous flux of  cargo across the NPC during the 
bleaching pulse, and partly because the laser beam also photobleaches some cytosol around the 
nucleus. Subsequently, we monitored the recovery of  fluorescence in the nucleus by recording a 
time-series of  images during 30 – 40 seconds (Fig. 2.1B). The reduced N/C ratio recovered to the 
original value, because photobleached and non-photobleached GFP-tcNLS redistributed over the 
nucleus and cytoplasm due to continuous nuclear import and leakage. 

For the analysis of  the sFRAP data a method was developed to determine the fluorescence 
intensities of  the nucleus and the cytoplasm, based on a pixel analysis (Fig. 2.2A, B). A mask over-
lay was used to distinguish the nucleus from the cytoplasm and the background fluorescence (Fig. 
2.2A). The fluorescence intensity of  the entire cell was plotted in a histogram and the regions of  
the mask could be set with thresholds (Fig. 2.2B). The peak fluorescence intensity for each region 
was obtained from the histogram, and the area under the graph defined the surface area of  the 
cross-section through the nucleus and cytoplasm. The fluorescence intensities were converted to 

Pre-bleach t = 2.5t = 0 t = 5 t = 7.5 t = 12.5t = 10

t = 15 t = 17.5 t = 20 t = 22.5 t = 25 t = 27.5 t = 30

GFP-tcNLS

Nucleus

Cytoplasm

GFP-tcNLSGFP GFP-tcNLS-GFP Pho4NLS-GFP rgNLS-GFP
A

B

V

N

C

Figure 2.1: Selective-FRAP to study nuclear transport. A) Confocal images of  yeast cells show the 
localization GFP, GFP-tcNLS, GFP-tcNLS-GFP, Pho4NLS-GFP and rgNLS-GFP. The cytoplasm 
(C), nucleus (N) and vacuole (V) are indicated, scale bar is 5 μm. B) The laser was focused for 5 – 10 
seconds in the nucleus of  a yeast cell expressing GFP-tcNLS to photobleach the fluorescent cargo in 
the nucleus. The level of  fluorescence in the nucleus is more decreased than in the cytoplasm, resulting 
in a reduced nuclear accumulation of  fluorescent cargo (t = 0). A time series of  images was recorded to 
follow the recovery of  the accumulation of  fluorescent cargo in the nucleus. Scale bar is 5 μm.
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cellular concentrations using the count-rate per molecule, as was determined from fluorescence 
correlation spectroscopy (FCS)-measurements (Fig. 2.2C). We performed FCS on crude cell ex-
tracts of  cells expressing GFP (Fig. 2.2C) and assumed that the fluorescent quantum yield of  
the fluorescent proteins in live cells was the same as in these extracts. We found a fluorescence 
count-rate per molecule of  0.75 ± 0.08 kHz/molecule for GFP, measured in a confocal volume 
of  ~0.2 fL (Veldhuis et al., 2006). We measured the average diameter of  the cell, the nucleus and 
the vacuole, and we assumed that these structures are spherical. We estimated the volume of  the 
nucleus to be 4.2 ± 0.19 fL (Fig. 2.2D) and the cytoplasm 49.1 ± 2.1 fL (n = 381) (Fig. 2.2E). 
The volumes determined with this method are similar to those calculated with more sophisticated 
3-dimensional imaging methods, like 3D reconstructions based on multiple confocal slices (Leslie 
et al., 2006;Timney et al., 2006).

Using this method the concentration of  GFP reporters in the nucleus and cytoplasm 
(Fig. 2.3A) and the NC-ratios were calculated from a large population of  cells under steady state 
conditions (Fig. 2.3B, C). The concentration of  GFP in the cytoplasm and nucleus was similar 
as apparent from an N/C ratio of  ~1. GFP-tcNLS accumulated 4.2 fold in the nucleus and 
GFP-tcNLS-GFP accumulated 10.4 fold. rgNLS-GFP and Pho4NLS-GFP showed an N/C ra-
tio of  more than 10-fold and their nuclear accumulation was thus substantially higher than that 
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Figure 2.2: Image analysis to determine the fluorescent cargo concentration and the volumes 
of  the nucleus and cytoplasm. A) A confocal image of  a yeast cell expressing GFP-tcNLS and a 
mask overlay of  the yeast cell are shown. The overlay was used to distinguish the nucleus (white) and 
the cytoplasm (gray) from the vacuole and background (black). Scale bar is 5 μm. B) The offset to 
define regions in the mask overlay was set in the histogram, where the pixel intensities of  the confocal 
image are plotted to the surface area of  the region. The peak intensities in the nucleus and cytoplasm 
were used to determine the concentrations. C) FCS measurement (■) and fit (solid line) on a cell-free 
lysate from yeast cells expressing GFP. The residuals from the fit are presented in the lower graph and 
the fluorescence trace in the inset. The number of  particles in the focal volume was 11.5 ± 1.8, the 
diffusion constant was 82 ± 14 μm2/s and the count-rate per molecule was 0.75 ± 0.08 kHz/molecule. 
The focal volume for the green channel of  our setup was ~0.2 fL (Veldhuis et al., 2006). D, E) The 
distributions of  the nuclear and cytoplasmic volumes are plotted for cells expressing GFP-tcNLS.
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of  GFP-tcNLS (Fig. 2.3C). Similarly, we quantified the cargo concentration of  the nucleus and 
cytoplasm during the sFRAP experiments (Fig. 2.1B) and fitted the recovery kinetics (Fig. 2.4A 
and see materials and methods section). For the calculations, we assumed that the NPC density 
in the nuclear envelope is 12 per μm2 (Leslie et al., 2006;Timney et al., 2006;Winey et al., 1997). 
The flux is defined as the number of  molecules per second that is transported across a singele 
NPC (molecules/s·NPC). The speed of  nuclear transport is defined by the import and efflux rate 
constants and these are expressed per μM of  cargo in the cytoplasm or nucleoplasm, respectively 
(expressed as molecules/s·NPC·μM). For all cargos, the import rate constants were higher than 
the efflux rate constants (Fig. 2.4B), resulting in a higher concentration in the nucleus than in the 
cytoplasm (Fig. 2.3B). Indeed, the nuclear accumulation (the N/C ratio) is determined by the ratio 
of  the import and efflux rate constants, and at steady state the flux into the nucleus equals the 
flux out of  the nucleus (Fig. 2.4C). 

The efflux rate constant of  Kap-unbound (naked) GFP-tcNLS did not significantly differ 
from both the influx and the efflux rate constants of  GFP without NLS (Fig. 2.4B). This indi-
cated that the leakage of  GFP-tcNLS across the NPC to the cytosol is a diffusive process, which 
is consistent with the earlier proposal of  the pump-leak model (Timney et al., 2006). The import 
rate constant of  GFP-tcNLS is ~4-fold higher than the efflux rate constant as apparent from an 
N/C ratio of  4.1. A 4-fold higher import speed of  GFP-tcNLS compared to GFP, together with 
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Figure 2.3: The cellular cargo concentration in the nucleus and cytoplasm. A) The cytoplasmic 
and nuclear concentrations of  various cargos is plotted in a column chart. SEM is indicated. B) The ra-
tio of  fluorescence intensity in the nucleus over the cytoplasm (N/C ratio) for various cargos is plotted 
as a measure of  the nuclear accumulation. SEM is indicated. C) Table listing for various cargos the mo-
lecular masses (Mass, (kDa)), the cytoplasmic ([X]cyt (μM)), the nuclear ([X]nucl (μM)), the total cellular 
cargo concentrations ([X]total (μM)), and the N/C ratio, as well as the cytosolic (Vcyto (fL)) and nuclear 
volumes (Vnucl (fL)), and the number of  cells analyzed (n). Average values are indicated with SEM.
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Figure 2.4: Import and efflux rate constants and fluxes over the NPC are obtained by selective 
FRAP. A) The concentration of  tcNLS-GFP in the cytoplasm (□) and nucleus (▲) during the sFRAP 
measurements (as in Fig. 2.1) were plotted. After photobleaching of  GFP in the nucleus , the N/C 
ratio relaxed to initial value as a result of  net import of  fluorescent GFP-tcNLS and a net efflux of  
photobleached GFP-tcNLS. The dashed lines show a fit with equation 2 (materials and methods). B) 
The import and efflux rate constants and C) the flux into and out of  the nucleus are plotted in column 
charts. SEM is indicated. D) A table listing the import (I (molecules/s·NPC· μM cargo)) and efflux 
rate constants (E (molecules/s·NPC· μM cargo)), the fluxes into (Φin (molecules/s·NPC)) and the out 
of  the nucleus (Φout (molecules/s·NPC)), the cytoplasmic ([X]cyt (μM)), the nuclear ([X]nucl (μM)), the 
total cellular cargo concentrations ([X]total (μM)) and the number of  cells analyzed (n). Average values 
are indicated with SEM. E) The nuclear accumulation of  Pho4NLS-GFP and rgNLS-GFP is plotted 
without (white bar) or with an additional PrA-tag of  6.4 kDa (gray bar). F) The nuclear efflux rate 
constant (B) decreases with larger flux across the NPC. This flux is the sum of  the flux into and out 
of  the nucleus (D, E). 
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a ~3-fold higher concentration of  cargo in the cytoplasm thus leads to a ~12 fold larger flux 
across the NPC (Fig. 2.4C) and thus a ~12 fold higher concentration in the nucleus (Fig. 2.4D). 

We addressed the effects of  cargo size on the transport kinetics by comparing the speed 
of  transport of  GFP-tcNLS-GFP of  58.2 kDa and GFP-tcNLS of  31.2 kDa. The cellular con-
centrations were similar (Fig. 2.4D), enabling us to compare the transport parameters directly. The 
efflux rate constant for GFP-tcNLS-GFP (0.3 molecules/s·NPC·μM cargo) was reduced com-
pared to GFP-tcNLS (0.8 molecules/s·NPC·μM cargo), while the import rate constants were 
similar (Fig. 2.4B). This results in higher nuclear accumulation (Fig. 2.3C) of  GFP-tcNLS-GFP 
compared to GFP-tcNLS. These data reinforce earlier findings that in S. cerevisiae passive nuclear 
efflux of  small cargos across the NPC is hindered at the NPC in a size-dependent manner (Leslie 
et al., 2006) and two-fold changes in molecular mass already significantly affected the accumula-
tion levels. Consistently, nuclear accumulation of  Pho4NLS-GFP and rgNLS-GFP were lower 
than those of  the same proteins but with an additional 6.4 kDa Protein A-repeat sequence of  58 
residues (Fig 4E). Together, we conclude that a relatively small increase in molecular mass of  the 
protein already reduces the efflux speed and thereby decreases nuclear accumulation. Our sFRAP 
assay can detect such subtle differences in nuclear transport.

As discussed in more detail below, if  the barrier function of  the NPC would be similar 
for cargos of  a given mass, one would expect the average efflux rate constants of  the GFP car-
gos with or without NLS to be similar. However, we observe that they are different (Fig. 2.4B). 
Comparing the fluxes of  the three GFP-NLS cargos and GFP we see that they correlate with 
the efflux rate constants: the larger the flux over the NPC, the lower the efflux rate constant (Fig. 
2.4F). Larger fluxes are achieved at higher cellular cargo concentrations. When we thus plot the 
N/C ratio of  Pho4NLS-GFP, rgNLS-GFP and GFP-tcNLS of  a large population of  cells as a 
function of  the cellular cargo concentration, we see in the concentration range up to ~30 μM 
a trend of  increased nuclear accumulation with increasing cellular concentrations of  Pho4NLS-
GFP, rgNLS-GFP and GFP-tcNLS (Fig. 2.5A, C, E). The increase in nuclear accumulation can 
indicate a decreased efflux rate constant or, less likely, an increased import rate constant. In turn, 
at highest concentrations, we observed that the N/C ratio decreases again (Fig. 2.5A, C, E), indi-
cating a decreased import rate constant or, less likely, an increased efflux rate constant. Plotting 
the nuclear cargo concentration versus the cytoplasmic cargo concentration showed that at the 
highest concentrations, the N/C ratio of  rgNLS-GFP and Pho4NLS-GFP deviated from the 
average NC-ratio as represented by the dotted line (Fig. 2.5B, D, F). The trends are less apparent 
for GFP-tcNLS, possibly because the cellular cargo concentrations were much lower.

Discussion

We studied the nuclear transport of  fluorescent cargos featuring an rgNLS, a tcNLS or a 
Pho4NLS in S. cerevisiae, using the selective-FRAP assay, where we quantified both the import and 
efflux rate constants. The efflux of  naked cargo is passive and hindered by the permeability barri-
er of  the NPC, while import is facilitated by Kap-FG-nup interactions. In the cell, nuclear import 
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and efflux are parallel processes; as soon as cargo enters the nucleus and the Kaps are stripped 
off, it becomes naked-cargo ready to efflux back to the cytoplasm. We measured import rate con-
stants of  ~3 molecules/s·NPC·μM for different cargos, while the efflux rate constants ranged 
between 0.3 to 1 molecules/s·NPC·μM. The nuclear import rate constants of  rgNLS-GFP and 
Pho4NLS-GFP measured previously were lower, namely 0.07 and 1.2 molecule/s·NPC·μM car-
go, respectively (Timney et al., 2006). These transport rate constants were obtained with an assay 
based on the use of  metabolic poisons; their low import rate constants compared to our values 
may reflect the slow recovery from the metabolic poisoning (Schwoebel et al., 2002) rather than 
slow transport. Our transport rate constants in yeast fall within the range of  import kinetics from 
~4 to ~100 molecules/s·NPC·μM cargo measured in different eukaryotic systems, using a variety 
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Figure 2.5: Variation in import rate constants and efflux rate constant. A) The N/C ratio of  
Pho4NLS-GFP of  individual cells is as function ofthe cellular concentration is plotted on a logarith-
mic scale (n = 128). B) The nuclear concentration of  Pho4NLS-GFP as a function of  the cytoplasmic 
concentration. C, E) As (A) for rgNLS-GFP (n = 125) and GFP-tcNLS (n = 91). D, F) As (B) for 
rgNLS-GFP and GFP-tcNLS. The dotted lines present the average N/C ratio.
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of  assays (Smith et al., 2002;Yang et al., 2004;Ribbeck et al., 1999;Siebrasse and Peters, 2002). The 
sFRAP allowed measurement of  subtle differences in in vivo nuclear transport kinetics, such as 
the differences in passive nuclear efflux for cargo of  different size. Our observation that passive 
nuclear efflux of  small cargos across the NPC is size-dependent has been suggested before in S. 
cerevisiae (Leslie et al., 2006). Also for artificial nanopores, mimicking the dimensions of  the NPC, 
it was shown that the fluxes of  naked cargo through the nanopore are dependent on protein size 
(Jovanovic-Talisman et al., 2009). 

We observed that the nuclear accumulation levels correlated with the efflux rate constants 
rather than the import rate constants. One possible explanation for this observation  is that the 
NPC could be differently permeable for different GFP-NLS proteins, meaning that passive ef-
flux through the NPC is dependent on the type of  NLS present on the cargo. Alternatively, the 
efflux rate constants may depend on the total amount of  cargo in transit, thus that is present in 
(travelling through) the pore. We observed that the efflux rate constants correlated with the total 
flux: the larger the total flux across the NPC, the lower the efflux rate constant (Fig. 2.4F). An 
increased import flux results in a higher concentration of  NPC-resident cargo, and in principle 
this could affect the permeability barrier in two ways. First, the presence of  Kap-cargo complexes 
may result in altered physicochemical properties of  the transport barrier, like the induction of  
a different conformation of  the FG-Nups (Lim et al., 2006). Second, the flux of  GFP may rep-
resent a significant fraction of  the total flux through the NPC and thus have contributed to an 
increased molecular crowding in the pore. At average cellular concentrations of  10 – 20 μM, we 
measured a net flux into the NPC of  about 35 – 60 molecules/s·NPC (Fig. 2.3F); the total flux 
was thus 70 – 120 molecules/s/NPC. Estimates of  the fluxes across the NPC range from 200 
to 1000 parallel transport events per pore per second in diverse metazoan systems (Dange et al., 
2008;Ribbeck and Gorlich, 2001;Smith et al., 2002;Tokunaga et al., 2008;Yang et al., 2004). Assum-
ing that the maximum cargo flux in S. cerevisiae cells is in the same range, then the flux of  GFP-
cargo would indeed be relative substantial contribution to the total flux of  endogenous cargos. 

Cargo in transit contributing to the passive permeability has been described previously 
for NPC-mimics where was found that the presence of  cargo in the NPC inhibits the passage 
of  non-cargo (Jovanovic-Talisman et al., 2009;Zilman et al., 2010). A decreased permeability by 
saturation of  the NPCs seems a likely cause for the decrease in efflux rate constant at increased 
cargo concentration, but we cannot provide a definitive explanation, and further studies should 
be performed. The implication of  a flux/crowding-dependent permeability barrier is that the 
NPCs would have a differential permeability, depending on the physiological state of  a cell. This 
may be relevant for instance in the context of  maintaining a permeability barrier in quiescent cells.

Finally, we found that the N/C ratio dropped at high cellular cargo concentrations, despite 
lower efflux rate constants under these conditions. One explanation could be that, at these high 
cargo concentrations, components of  the import machinery becomes limiting, such as the trans-
port factors or the capacity of  RCC1 to convert RanGDP to RanGTP (Smith et al., 2002). We 
measured for rgNLS-GFP and Pho4NLS-GFP that the saturation of  the import pathway started 
at a cytoplasmic cargo concentration of  ~25 μM or ~700,000 copies per cell. At these concen-
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trations the total flux per NPC is larger than 150 molecules/s and this may indeed represent a 
significant increase compared to the endogenous flux. 

Overall our transport data support that transport of  proteins through the NPC can be 
explained by a simple pump-leak with high crowding in the pore contributing to the overall trans-
port kinetics. Our data also demonstrates that sFRAP is a powerful tool to measure quantitatively 
the nuclear import and efflux rate constants.
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Materials and methods

Plasmids and strains
The plasmids (listed in table 2.1) were obtained with conventional techniques, as follows: 

The construct coding for GFP was present on pUG34(Niedenthal et al., 1996). The plasmid cod-
ing for tcNLS-GFP, pACM068-GFP-tcNLS, was constructed by ligating a tandem version of  
the SV40-NLS (tcNLS: PKKKRKVDPKKKRKV(Dingwall and Laskey, 1991)) in the multiple 
cloning site of  pUG34. The tcNLS was ligated into the BamHI and EcoRI sites as hybridized 
oligonucleotides (5’-GATCC CCAAA AAAGA AGAGA AAGGT AGATC CAAAA AAGAA 
GAGAA AGGTA GCTAG CG and 5’-AATTC GCTAG CTACCT TTCTC TTCTT TTTTG 
GATCT ACCTT TCTCT TCTTT TTTGG G). The constructs coding for Pho4NLS-GFP and 
rgNLS-GFP were obtained by removing the PrA coding sequence from respectively pBT018-
Pho4NLS-GFP-PrA or pBT016-Nab2NLS-GFP-PrA (Timney et al., 2006), using restriction en-
zymes HindIII and XhoI and ligation (T4 Ligase, Fermentas, Burlington, Canada) of  the vector 
after filling in the complementary overhangs with the Klenow fragment of  DNA polymerase I. 
All constructs were confirmed by sequencing. 

All experiments were performed in yeast strain BY4742 ((Brachmann et al., 1998) MATα 
his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 lys2Δ0 ura3Δ0, Invitrogen), grown in (low fluorescent) synthetic-dropout medium 
complete (SDC, Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO) at pH 5.4, supplemented with 2% (w/v) glucose 
and without histidine or leucine. 

Table 2.1 Plasmids
Name Description Source

pUG34 Met25 promoter, His3 selection marker, CEN, GFP (Niedenthal et al., 1996)

pBT018-Pho4NLS-GFP-PrA TPI1-promoter, Leu2 selection marker, 2μ, Pho4NLS-GFP-PrA (Timney et al., 2006)

pBT016-Nab2NLS-GFP-PrA TPI1-promoter, Leu2 selection marker, 2μ, Nab2NLS-GFP-PrA (Timney et al., 2006)

pACM068-GFP-tcNLS pUG34 where tcNLS and GFP were inserted This study

pACM052-GFP-tcNLS-GFP pACM068-tcNLS-GFP where an extra GFP was inserted (Meinema et al., 2011)

pACM069-Pho4NLS-GFP pBT018-Pho4NLS-GFP-PrA without PrA This study

pACM070-Nab2NLS-GFP pBT016-Nab2NLS-GFP-PrA without PrA This study

Microscopy
Microscopy and selective FRAP were performed with a laser scanning confocal micro-

scope, as described before (van den Bogaart et al., 2007). Exponentially growing cells were kept 
in the minimal growth medium at 30 °C. The dwell times for laser scanning confocal microscopy 
were between 0.1 and 0.3 ms, the pixel steps were 50 nm and the focal volume was 0.2 fL (Veld-
huis et al., 2006). For each of  the images, a pixel analysis was used to determine the volumes and 
fluorescence intensities of  the various cell compartments (nucleus and cytoplasm; Fig. 2). To 
determine volumes, the surface areas of  the confocal cross sections of  the nucleus, vacuole and 
cytoplasm were measured and converted to a 3D volumes, assuming spherical shapes of  these 
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compartments. The fluorescence intensities were converted into absolute GFP-concentrations, 
using the count rate per molecule estimated from fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) 
measurements on crude cell extracts. The fluorescence quantum yield in these cell extracts was 
assumed similar to that in cells. 

Selective FRAP
Selective FRAP, also called selective photobleaching (reviewed in (Goodwin and Kenwor-

thy, 2005)), was performed to determine the kinetics of  nucleocytoplasmic transport. For selec-
tive FRAP, a confocal image of  a yeast cell was recorded and the laser was focused on the nucleus 
for 5–10 s, resulting in partial (about 40–50%) photobleaching of  the GFP. Because nucleocyto-
plasmic transport still occurred during this photobleaching step, the signal from the cytoplasm 
was also decreased by about 20–30%. The ratio of  the GFP concentration in the nucleus to that 
in the cytoplasm (the N/C ratio) was decreased by the selective photobleaching and subsequently 
recovered to the steady-state N/C ratio through a net nuclear import of  fluorescent molecules. 
The import of  intact GFP was followed by recording a time series of  images, using the same laser 
intensity as for photobleaching (less than 10 μW at the back aperture of  the objective). Additional 
photobleaching during imaging was less than 3% and was neglected. The changes in the concen-
trations of  cargo-GFP in the cytoplasm and the nucleus were fitted by using a model based on the 
assumption that diffusion of  cargo in the cytoplasm and nucleus is much faster than the import 
and efflux rates and therefore these rate constants depend linearly on the cytoplasmic and nuclear 
concentrations of  cargo. For the concentration change in the nucleus:

                 (1)

where CN(t) and CC(t) are the concentrations in the nucleus and cytoplasm, respectively; I 
and E are the influx and efflux rate constants and A = VN, where VN is the volume of  the nucleus. 
For the concentration change in the cytoplasm, the solution is similar but now A = −VC, where 
VC is the volume of  the cytoplasm. The analytical solution for equation (1) for CN(t) is given by

                 (2)

where B = I, C = VC and CN(0) and CC(0) are the initial concentrations of  cargo. For CC(t), 
the solution is similar, but now B = E and C = −VN. The rates from equation (2) were converted 
to the turnover of  the NPC by assuming a constant density of  12 NPCs/μm2, as reported in (Les-
lie et al., 2006;Timney et al., 2006;Winey et al., 1997). Equation (3) and (4) were used to calculate 
the fluxes into (Φin) or out of  the nucleus (Φout) across the NPC:

                                            (3)

                                        (4)
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Abstract

Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) and soluble transport factors control the highly 
selective passage of macromolecules across the nuclear envelope (NE). The mecha-
nism of import of membrane proteins from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to the inner 
nuclear membrane (INM) is not well characterized. For efficient targeting to the INM, a 
subset of Saccharomyces cerevisiae integral INM proteins require the soluble transport factors 
Kap60/Kap95 and the Ran GTPase (King et al., 2006). To further explore this transport 
mechanism through the NPC, we constructed a GFP-tagged transmembrane domain-
containing reporter, having the minimal features required for nuclear targeting. This 
reporter protein consist of the NLS-containing domain and the first transmembrane 
segment of Heh2 and suffice for INM targeting in a Kap95-, Nup170- and RanGTP-
dependent manner, alike Heh2. We confirmed the its localization at the INM and estab-
lished assays to measure the nuclear accumulation. The reporters were mobile within 
the NE-ER network and their accumulation at the INM was the result of reversible 
import and efflux, and independent of selective retention at the INM. The NLS encoded 
on Heh2, is a high affinity NLS (KD < 1 nM) compared to the classical NLS and other 
bipartite NLS’s, and it is required for the strong nuclear accumulation.

Introduction

Proteins are transported across the nuclear pore complex (NPC) to reach the nucleus 
and to accumulate there. Proteins require a nuclear localization signal (NLS) for active nuclear 
transport, while small molecules are thought to diffuse freely across the NPC. The smaller a pro-
tein the more difficult it is to maintain large concentration gradients across the nuclear envelope 
as diffusion down the concentration gradient becomes more prominent. (Keminer and Peters, 
1999). The NLS is recognized by a family of  soluble transport factors called karyopherins (Kaps 
or importins and exportins). The Kap binds the NLS on the cargo protein and the Kap-cargo 
complex associates with a specific subset of  proteins in the NPC, called nucleoporins (Nups)
(Pemberton and Paschal, 2005). These Nups are enriched in Phe-Gly (FG) amino acid residues 
and interactions between Kaps and these FG-repeats are central to the transport mechanism 
(reviewed in (Wente and Rout, 2010)). In the nucleus, the Kap-cargo complex is dissociated by 
the binding of  the small Ras-related nuclear protein in its GTP-bound form (RanGTP). The 
predominantly nuclear localization of  RanGTP provides a directional cue to the transport cycle. 
The hydrolysis of  GTP during Kap recycling to the cytoplasm provides the metabolic energy for 
nuclear transport (reviewed in (Stewart, 2007)). Although it is assumed that most of  the cellular 
cargo that is imported into the nucleus interacts with intranuclear complexes or structures, the 
import machinery is capable to accumulate cargo that is not trapped. These cargos are actively 
imported into the nucleus and are able to leak back to the cytoplasm when the RanGTP gradient 
is dissipated or Kaps are no longer available (Timney et al., 2006). 
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To enrich membrane proteins at the inner nuclear membrane (INM), they travel from 
their point of  synthesis and insertion in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to the outer nuclear 
membrane (ONM) and finally across the NPCs along the pore membrane (POM) that con-
nects the INM and outer nuclear membrane (ONM) (see Fig. 3.1A, reviewed in (Lusk et al., 
2007;Zuleger et al., 2008)). In EM analyses of  the NPC, channels with a diameter of  ~10 nm 
have been observed close to the POM (Frenkiel-Krispin et al., 2010;Hinshaw et al., 1992), and 
it has been suggested that they act as conduits for the diffusion of  membrane proteins with 
soluble domains up to ~60 kDa (Ellenberg et al., 1997;Soullam and Worman, 1995;Worman and 
Courvalin, 2000). In a number of  cases, interactions with the nuclear lamina are required for 
the accumulation of  specific membrane proteins at the INM (Graumann et al., 2007;Lu et al., 
2008;Ostlund et al., 1999;Ostlund et al., 2006;Wu et al., 2002;Zuleger et al., 2011). Cumulatively, 
these data have contributed to a model in which the localization of  integral INM proteins is a 
result of  diffusion across the POM and selective retention at the INM. 

More recent work suggests that, similar to transport of  soluble molecules, the target-
ing of  membrane proteins to the INM is mediated by Kaps (Funakoshi et al., 2011;King et al., 
2006;Tapley et al., 2011;Turgay et al., 2010). Specifically, the two Saccharomyces cerevisiae proteins 
Src1/Heh1 and Heh2 are identified to have an NLS and their localization was confirmed at the 
INM. Heh1 and Heh2 are homologues of  the metazoan MAN1 and LEM2 (Fig. 1.2). They con-
tain the well conserved helix-extension-helix (HEH)-motif  in the LAP2-Emerin-MAN (LEM)-
homology-domain at the N-terminus and the MAN1 C-terminal homology domain (MCHD) 
at the C-terminus (Grund et al., 2008;King et al., 2006;Lusk et al., 2007). The LEM-domain is 
reported to bind chromatin via a small protein barrier-to-autointegration factor (BAF) (Margalit 
et al., 2007), and MAN1 would bind directly to DNA via the positively charged helix in the con-
served C-terminus (Caputo et al., 2006). Heh1 and Heh2 bear also a bipartite NLS, consisting 
of  two clusters of  positive residues, required for INM-targeting by Kap60/Kap95 to the INM 
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Figure 3.1: Heh2-based reporter proteins in a yeast cell. A) The geometry of  a yeast cell. The 
nucleus is surrounded by the nuclear envelope (NE), consisting of  an inner nuclear membrane (INM) 
and an outer nuclear membrane (ONM). The ONM is continuous with endoplasmic reticulum (ER). 
The INM is continuous with the ONM via the pore membrane (POM), which bends through the nu-
clear pore complex (NPC). B) Representation of  Heh2-based GFP reporter proteins. LEM: domain 
with homology to members of  the LEM (Lap2, emerin, MAN1)-family of  integral INM proteins, 
MCHD: the MAN1-C-terminal Homology Domain, TM: transmembrane spanning segment, LD: lu-
menal domain, L: linker domain. The bipartite-like NLS is represented by two red dots and the amino 
acid sequence is indicated. Numbers correspond to the amino acids in full-length Heh2.
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(King et al., 2006). For other bipartite NLSs was shown that the first cluster binds in the first 
binding groove of  Kap60 and the second cluster in the second groove (Conti and Kuriyan, 
2000). Consequently, the interaction with a bipartite NLS is stronger than with a monopartite 
NLS (Hodel et al., 2006). The lumenal domain between the two transmembrane segments (TMs) 
of  Heh1 and Heh2 is exposed in the lumenal region between the INM and the ONM and might 
have a role in NPC-assembly (Yewdell et al., 2011).

A greater level of  control over the targeting of  integral membrane proteins to the INM 
might exist than previously thought. We have set out to investigate the mechanism and path of  
nuclear transport of  integral INM proteins. We constructed a membrane reporter protein having 
the minimal features for nuclear transport which turned out to consist of  consecutively: (i) a high 
affinity NLS, (ii) a linker domain and (iii) a transmembrane domain. Similar to the full length pro-
tein Heh2, the reporter was efficiently targeted to the INM. But unlike Heh2, the reporter was 
able to leak back to the endoplasmic reticulum when the import step was disrupted. We found 
that the binding between the NLS and the transport factor Kap60 was strong (KD < 1 nM), and 
this high affinity NLS was needed for strong accumulation of  the reporter at the INM. We pos-
tulated that the nuclear accumulation of  the reporter was thus solely based on the equilibrium of  
the rates of  import and export kinetics and independent of  intranuclear tethering.

Results

Heh2-based membrane protein reporters
We designed membrane reporters on the basis of  Heh2, an integral membrane protein in 

yeast. To generate the membrane reporter with the features minimally needed for INM-targeting, 
we removed the homology domains LEM/HEH and MCHD at the N- and C-terminus, to pre-
vent possible intranuclear interactions. In addition the second transmembrane segment (TM) 
and a major part of  the lumenal domain (LD) were deleted. The reporter, named h2NLS-L-
TM, consisted of  GFP fused to amino acids 93-378 of  Heh2 and comprised the bipartite NLS 
(Lange et al., 2010) (hereafter called h2NLS), a linker region (L) and one TM (Fig. 3.1B). Similar 
to Heh2, the reporter protein h2NLS-L-TM, accumulated specifically at the NE (Fig. 3.2). A 
control lacking the h2NLS, named L-TM, distributed over the NE and peripheral or plasma 
membrane-associated ER (ER) (Fig. 3.2). Thus, the h2NLS is essential for nuclear accumulation, 
whereas the MAN1 and LEM homology domains as well as the second TM are not required for 
NE localisation (King et al., 2006). 

Heh2
NE/ER = 13.3 ± 1.4
( = 42)n

h2NLS-L-TM
NE/ER = 34.9 ± 4.5
( = 38)n

L-TM
NE/ER = 2.0 ± 0.3
( = 12)n

Figure 3.2: Localization of  the membrane report-
ers in yeast cells. Confocal fluorescence images of  a 
wild type (W303) strain expressing the reporters shown 
in figure 3.1. h2NLS-L-TM localizes exclusively to the 
NE, like Heh2. On the other hand, L-TM localizes 
throughout the NE-ER network. The average NE/ER 
ratios are shown with the standard error of  the mean 
(SEM), scale bar is 5 μm.
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The import pathways of h2NLS-L-TM and Heh2 are similar
For Heh2 it has been shown that its nuclear targeting is dependent on functional Kap95, 

the presence of  Nup170 in the NPC and the concentration gradient of  RanGTP over the NE 
(King et al., 2006). To determine whether or not the membrane reporter h2NLS-L-TM had similar 
transport characteristics as Heh2, we tested the dependence of  h2NLS-L-TM on Kap95, Nup170 
and RanGTP. First, we examined the distribution of  h2NLS-L-TM in a Kap95 (Karyopherin-β/
Importin-β) “anchor away” strain (KAP95-AA) (Haruki et al., 2008). KAP95-AA expresses an 
allele of  KAP95 fused to the FRB fragment of  TOR1 and a plasma membrane ‘anchor’ fused to 
FKB12 (PMA1-FKB12). The addition of  rapamycin (RAP) yields a ternary complex of  FKBP12 
with FRB with nanomolar affinity (Chen et al., 1995). After the formation of  this complex, the 
cell is depleted of  functional Kap95 and all Kap95-mediated nuclear transport is abolished (Fig. 
3.3A). This enabled us to conditionally deplete the cells of  functional Kap95 and thereby disrupt 
Kap95-mediated transport to the nucleus. Importantly, in the absence of  RAP, the KAP95-AA 
strain has similar nuclear transport characteristics as the isogenic wild-type, because we found that 
the localization and nuclear accumulation of  the reporters is similar (Fig. 3.3B and 3.2). In the 
presence of  RAP the nuclear accumulation of  h2NLS-L-TM is reduced dramatically (+RAP, Fig. 
3.4A). Secondly, we found that h2NLS-L-TM is also mislocalized to the ER in a nup170Δ strain 
(Fig. 3.4B), suggesting that Nup170 plays a role in the nuclear accumulation of  h2NLS-L-TM, like 
it does for Heh2. The deletion of  Nup170 specifically disrupts nuclear transport of  membrane 
proteins (King et al., 2006) while it stimulates that of  soluble proteins (Shulga et al., 2000). Thirdly, 
we used a RanGEF mutant strain (mtr1-1) to determine the RanGTP-dependency of  h2NLS-
L-TM targeting to the NE. At the non-permissive temperature of  37°C, RanGEF is unable to 
convert RanGDP to RanGTP and the concentration gradient of  RanGTP is readily dissipated 

plasma membrane

PMA1-FKBP12
(Anchor)

KAP95-FRB
(Target)

rapamycin (RAP)

+RAP

NPC

Nucleus

Heh2
NE/ER = 18.5 ± 2.2
( = 35)n

h2NLS-L-TM
NE/ER = 32.5 ± 3.1
( = 45)n

L-TM
NE/ER = 2.3 ± 0.2
( = 22)n

A B

Figure 3.3:  The KAP95-AA strain has similar transport properties as the wild-type strain. A) 
The cells in the KAP95-AA strain are depleted of  functional Kap95 upon addtion of  rapamycin. Sche-
matic representation of  the trapping of  Kap95-FRB (Target) to Pma1-FKBP (Anchor) at the plasma 
membrane upon addition of  rapamycin (RAP). Without rapamycin, Kap95-FRB facilitates nuclear im-
port, whereas upon addition of  rapamycin a ternary (nanomolar affinity) complex of  FKBP12 and the 
FRB is formed (Chen et al., 1995). The cell is then depleted of  functional Kap95-FRB, and all Kap95 
mediated cargo import to the nucleus is abolished. B) Confocal fluorescence images of  the KAP95-AA 
strain expressing the reporter proteins Heh2, h2NLS-L-TM and L-TM tagged with GFP. The localiza-
tion and the accumulation at the INM of  these reporters were similar to that in wild-type cells (Fig. 
3.2): Heh2 and h2NLS-L-TM were accumulated at the NE, while L-TM was localized throughout the 
NE-ER network. The average NE/ER ratios are shown with the SEM, scale bar is 5 μm.
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(Kadowaki et al., 1994). We found that h2NLS-L-TM was mislocalized in mtr1-1 at the non-
permissive temperature (Fig. 3.4C). Taken collectively, we conclude that the import pathway of  
Heh2 and h2NLS-L-TM are similar and thus independent of  the presence of  the LEM-domain, 
the MCHD or the second TM in the reporter.

h2NLS-L-TM accumulates at the INM
To validate if  h2NLS-L-TM is indeed localized in the INM, we performed immuno- elec-

tron microscopy (immuno-EM) and the theta-assay. For the immuno-EM, we used anti-GFP anti-
bodies and gold-conjugated secondary antibodies on cells expressing h2NLS-L-TM. The primary 
antibody binds to the reporter, while the secondary antibody labels the complex with a 10 nm 
large gold antibody. Significantly more gold particles were observed at the INM than at the ONM 
(Fig. 3.5A). Quantification of  the gold particles’ location showed 64% of  the particles localized 
at the INM, 21% at the ONM and 15% in the lumen between the INM and ONM and/or the 
localization was ambiguous (Fig. 3.5B). 

The theta assay was used as an additional proof  that h2NLS-L-TM localizes at the INM. 
The theta assay is based on the phenomenon that over-expression of  the nucleoporins Nup53 
specifically causes INM proliferation (Marelli et al., 2001), and this approach was previously used 
to discriminate between localisation of  proteins in the INM or ONM. The extra intranuclear 
membrane lamellae are generally aligned with the INM, but often they also cut across the nucleus 
and then form typical nuclear envelope shapes resembling the Greek letter theta (θ)(Deng and 
Hochstrasser, 2006). If  a fluorescent protein is localized at the INM, the proliferated membranes 
in the interior of  the nucleus are visible as thetas in fluorescence microscopy; when the reporter 
is excluded from the INM, only the circular outline of  the ONM is observed. We could see 
theta shaped nuclei in cells expressing Heh2 and h2NLS-L-TM, but also for L-TM (Fig. 3.5C). 
We quantified the number of  the cells having theta-nuclei and found a fraction of  0.35 ± 0.07 
for Heh2 expressing cells and a fraction of  0.35 ± 0.09 for h2NLS-L-TM expressing cells (Fig. 
3.5D). This is consistent with about 30% of  the cell population having theta-shaped nuclei as 
was reported for the INM-localised protein Doa10 and its interaction partners (Deng and Hoch-
strasser, 2006). The fraction of  cells expressing L-TM with theta nuclei was significantly lower: 
0.14 ± 0.08. This fraction was not as low (5-6%) as reported for proteins that are excluded from 
the INM (Deng and Hochstrasser, 2006). We reasoned that L-TM may be small enough to reach 
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Figure 3.4: h2NLS-L-TM has similar nuclear transport properties as Heh2. A) Confocal fluores-
cence images show that h2NLS-L-TM mislocalizes when the cells are depleted of  functional Kap95 (in 
the Kap95-AA strain in the presence of  rapamycin (RAP)), B) when Nup170 is knocked out (nup170Δ) 
or C) when the RanGTP gradient across the NE is dissipated [in a RanGEF mutant strain (mtr1-1) at 
non-permissive temperature]. The scale bar is 5 μm.
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the INM by diffusion across the NPC. The cause for more theta’s with h2NLS-L-TM than with 
L-TM may be related to the strong nuclear accumulation of  INM-resident proteins, which give 
rise to a more pronounced changes in the NE-morphology (e.g. h2NLS-L-TM, Fig. 3.2 and 3.3B) 
than ONM-ER reporters do (L-TM, Fig. 3.2 and 3.3B). The overexpression of  Nup53 is thus a 
double stimulus to form theta nuclei for h2NLS-L-TM. Based on both the immuno-EM and the 
theta assay, we conclude that the h2NLS-containing reporter is indeed accumulated at the INM. 

Quantification of nuclear accumulation
To quantify the accumulation of  the reporter proteins at the INM, we used the average 

pixel intensities at the NE and ER (NE/ER ratio) (Fig. 5.2), since the INM cannot be resolved 
from the ONM by standard light microscopy (Fig. 3.2 and 3.3B). The reporters were expressed 
from low-copy plasmids under the control of  the GAL1 promoter, and their subcellular distribu-
tion was monitored by confocal fluorescence microscopy. For each cell, the average pixel intensi-
ties at the NE and at the ER was determined from which the NE/ER ratio was calculated. The 
average NE/ER ratio was calculated over multiple cells (n > 18 for each point).

We measured the NE/ER ratios in time after inducing the expression of  the reporter 
proteins. Over three hours of  induction the h2NLS-L-TM accumulated ~35-fold at the NE, the 
full length Heh2 protein accumulated at somewhat lower levels. The reporter L-TM showed a 
significant lower nuclear accumulation with only 2 to 4-fold enrichment at the NE. This low level 
of  L-TM at the NE is consistent with the inability of  the reporter to be efficiently targeted to the 
INM. The small nuclear accumulation of  L-TM is likely due to the different morphology of  the 
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Figure 3.5: h2NLS-L-TM is imported to the INM as shown by ImmunoEM and the theta as-
say. A) Immunoelectron micrograph of  h2NLS-L-TM in the KAP95-AA strain labelled with anti-GFP 
antibodies, followed by binding of  a 10-nm diameter gold-conjugated secondary antibody. Scale bar 
is 250 nm. B) The localization of  gold particles in the immuno-electron micrographs was quantified 
and plotted. Gold particles were localized closely to the inner nuclear membrane (INM), outer nucle-
ar membrane (ONM) or ambiguous/between the membranes (Lumen) (n = 350). C) Representative 
wide-field microscope images of  the KAP95-AA strain expressing the membrane reporters in com-
bination with the overproduction of  Nup53. The typical theta-shaped nuclei were visible for all three 
reporters. Scale bar is 5 μm. D) The fraction of  cells having theta-shaped nuclei. A fraction of  0.3 has 
been reported for INM accumulated proteins (Deng and Hochstrasser, 2006).
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membranes of  the NE compared to the ER (West et al., 2011) and/or inaccuracies in the estima-
tion of  the ER area. The NE is a continuous cisternael membrane with low curvature, consisting 
of  relatively flat parallel membrane bilayers separated by the perinuclear space. In contrast, the 
large ER is composed of  both cisternae and membrane tubules with high membrane curvature 
and only 20 – 40% of  the plasma membrane is covered with ER (West et al., 2011). Moreover, 
optical microscopy does not resolve these details and we considered the ER as a continuous 
membrane, aligned with the plasma membrane. Thus in fact may have overestimated the area of  
the ER. We infer that deviation from 1× may thus be due to the higher density of  membranes at 
the NE. Despite the inaccuracies in estimating the membrane areas, we can use the NE/ER ratio 
as a relative measure for nuclear accumulation of  membrane proteins.

The NE/ER ratios were plotted against the average fluorescence intensity in the cell (Fig. 
3.6). The NE/ER ratios of  the reporters were stable between 1 and 3 hours after induction, cor-
responding to 35-100% of  maximal expression. The NE/ER ratios are thus independent of  the 
expression levels within this timeframe, allowing reproducible measurements. 

The nuclear accumulation of h2NLS-L-TM in the INM is independent of nuclear tethering
Using the Kap95-AA strain, we are able to conditionally deplete the cells of  Kap95 and 

monitor the redistribution of  the INM-localized h2NLS-L-TM to the ONM-ER network upon 
blocking of  the import (Fig. 3.3A). We induced h2NLS-L-TM in the Kap95-AA cells for 2 hours 
and imaged the localization of  the reporter. At time point zero, we added RAP to anchor Kap95 
at the plasma membrane and quantified the fluorescence intensity in the nucleus and ER. Upon 
the addition of  rapamycin, the nuclear accumulation dropped with a half-time of  14 ± 2.7 minutes 
(Fig. 3.7A). In contrast, the fluorescence intensity of  Heh2 at the NE remained unaltered for over 
90 min. The reduction of  fluorescence intensity at the INM is not caused by protein degradation 
since the average overall fluorescence intensity of  the cell remained constant for both h2NLS-
L-TM and Heh2 during the course of  the experiment (Fig. 3.7B). We conclude that, while Heh2 
is bound to nuclear factors, h2NLS-L-TM is fully mobile within the NE-ER network. The LEM 
and MAN1 homology domains of  Heh2 likely bind to interaction partners in the nucleus, as was 
reported for their homologues (Caputo et al., 2006;King et al., 2006;Margalit et al., 2007). The lo-
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calization of  h2NLS-L-TM at the INM is thus independent on nuclear retention and the nuclear 
import is faster than efflux. We show for the first time that the Kap and RanGTP-dependent 
nuclear accumulation of  membrane proteins is the resultant of  fully reversible import and efflux. 

The h2NLS promotes strong nuclear accumulation
We compared the transport characteristics of  a soluble GFP-reporter containing the 

h2NLS with that of  a soluble reporter with a tandem of  the SV-40 classical NLS (tcNLS) (Ding-
wall et al., 1982;Dingwall and Laskey, 1991). For this purpose, we constructed a reporter contain-
ing the h2NLS and the full length linker domain (L), consisting of  176 residues (GFP-h2NLS-L), 
a similar reporter with a truncated linker of  33 residues (GFP-h2NLS-L(33)), a reporter contain-
ing two copies of  GFP having tcNLS in between (GFP-tcNLS-GFP), and one with GFP without 
an NLS as a negative control. Interestingly, the h2NLS-containing constructs had 15× higher 
nuclear accumulation levels than GFP-tcNLS-GFP (Fig. 3.8A).

These high accumulation levels were measured irrespective of  the presence of  the linker 
domain, suggesting that the linker region does not contribute directly to Kap60/95 binding or 
interactions with the FG-Nups. The high accumulation is not caused by retention in the nucleus, 
because the accumulation of  h2NLS-L-TM and GFP-tcNLS-GFP dropped with comparable 
half-times in the Kap95-AA assay (Fig. 3.8B). The higher import rate might be caused by a higher 
affinity of  the Kap60/Kap95 complex for h2NLS than for tcNLS. The fraction of  karyophering-
cargo will be higher and consequently the import rate. The role of  the linker domain will be 
discussed in Chapter 4. 
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of  time after the anchoring of  Kap95 at the plasma membrane (RAP at t = 0, n ≥ 13). The decrease of  
nuclear accumulation of  h2NLS-L-TM indicates its mobility over the NPC, while Heh2 is tethered to 
nuclear proteins or other INM structures. B) Addition of  rapamycin did not affect the cellular reporter 
levels. The average fluorescence of  a cell is plotted for Heh2 (□) and h2NLS-L-TM (▲) after addition 
of  rapamycin. The total average fluorescence of  a cell is the weighted average of  the intensities at the 
surface of  the NE and the ER. To calculate the surface of  the double membrane of  the NE (~16 μm2) 
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tensities were normalized to time zero, i.e. before the addition of  rapamycin. The SEM is indicated.
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Figure 3.8: The h2NLS provokes a strong nuclear accumulation of  soluble proteins. A) Repre-
sentation of  soluble reporters (i) GFP-h2NLS-L, (ii) GFP-h2NLS-L(33) (L is truncated to 33 residues) 
and (iii) GFP-tcNLS-GFP (tandem SV-40 classical NLS, fused to two copies of  GFP) and (iv) GFP 
alone. The confocal fluorescence images show the localization of  the reporters in live cells. We quanti-
fied the concentration of  reporter in the nucleus (N) and in the cytosol (C) and calculated the N/C 
ratio as described in (Chapter 2, Fig. 2.2). The cytosolic fluorescence signal in cells expressing h2NLS-L 
and h2NLS-L(33) was close to the cellular auto-fluorescence levels, for which we did not correct. The 
N/C-ratios are thus somewhat underestimated. The scale bar is 5 μm. B) The accumulation of  both re-
porters, GFP-h2NLS-L (53 kDa) and GFP-tcNLS-GFP (56 kDa), was measured after adding rapamy-
cin (RAP) in the KAP95-AA strain to evaluate the nuclear efflux. The accumulation was normalized to 
t = 0, i.e. before addition of  rapamycin. Regardless of  the high accumulation of  GFP-h2NLS-L (N/C 
ratio of  148, panel A), the efflux could be fitted to a mono-exponential decay function. The efflux of  
GFP-h2NLS-L was a slightly slower than that of  GFP-tcNLS-GFP (i.e. half-times t0.5 = 89 ± 10 s and 
56 ± 4 s, respectively) (n ≥ 14). The SEM is indicated.

Figure 3.9: The high-affinity interaction between Kap60 and h2NLS allows high-level accumu-
lation of  membrane reporters at the INM. A) An in vitro solid-phase binding assay was performed, 
using purified Kap60 lacking the Importin-β binding domain, Kap60ΔIBB, and purified tcNLS-GFP 
(○) and h2NLS-L-GFP (■). Beads with Kap60ΔIBB were incubated with different concentrations of  
fluorescent cargo (ligand). The binding (intensity) was determined from in-gel fluorescence (inset) and 
fitted with a simple one-site model for binding to yield dissociation constants of  27 nM for tcNLS-GFP 
and <1 nM for h2NLS-L-GFP. B) The accumulation at the INM of  reporter containing a bipartite 
h2NLS (h2NLS-L-TM), without NLS (L-TM), with single partite NLS (sp h2NLS-L-TM), or with 
tandem cNLS (tcNLS-L-TM) (n ≥ 32) was measured in vivo in the KAP95-AA strain. The high-affinity 
NLS is clearly needed for a strong nuclear accumulation. The SEM is indicated.
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High affinity binding between Kap60 and h2NLS
Using an in vitro assay, we estimated the dissociation constant of  Kap60ΔIBB for the 

h2NLS. The importin-β binding (IBB)-domain and NLS-cargo compete for the same NLS-bind-
ing groove on Kap60. This auto-inhibitory effect prevents futile cycling of  Kap60/Kap95 across 
the NPC in the absence of  cargo but also reduces the binding of  NLS-containing cargo protein 
if  Kap95 is not present (reviewed in (Lott and Cingolani, 2010)). NLS-binding affinities measured 
with Kap60ΔIBB resemble those in the presence of  both Kap60 and Kap95 (Hahn et al., 2008). 
We conjugated beads with Kap60ΔIBB and incubated them with purified tcNLS-GFP or h2NLS-
L-GFP (Chapter 5). Amounts of  bound cargo were estimated from in-gel fluorescence and fitted 
to yield dissociation constants (Lanfermeijer et al., 1999). Although the data did not allow accu-
rate determination of  the dissociation constant, we estimated that the dissociation constant of  
Kap60ΔIBB for tcNLS-GFP was ~27 nM and for h2NLS-L-GFP <1 nM (Fig 3.9A). The affinity 
of  Kap60 for h2NLS is thus an order of  magnitude higher than for tcNLS. 

The high affinity interaction between Kap60 and h2NLS is essential for nuclear accumula-
tion

To assess whether this high affinity is actually required for the import of  h2NLS-L-TM 
and thus for the import of  membrane proteins, we replaced the bipartite h2NLS by a lower af-
finity NLS: either a single-partite version of  the h2NLS, lacking the first KRKR basic region (sp 
h2NLS), or a tandem classical NLS (tcNLS). Both membrane reporters still accumulated at the 
INM, but the NE/ER ratios were significant lower (8.1 and 4.0, respectively) than for h2NLS-L-
TM (Fig. 3.9B). The data indicates a correlation between the affinity of  Kap60 for an NLS and 
the nuclear accumulation of  membrane proteins. 

Conclusion and discussion

The INM-localized integral membrane protein Heh2 was minimized to delineate the de-
tails of  nuclear transport of  membrane proteins into the nucleus. The LEM/HEH and  MCHD 
homology-domains at the N- and C-terminus, which are thought to bind chromatin, were re-
moved to prevent intranuclear binding (Caputo et al., 2006;King et al., 2006;Margalit et al., 2007). 
One of  the two TMs and the lumenal domain, which could interact with components of  the 
NPC (Yewdell et al., 2011), were deleted as well. This minimal reporter, h2NLS-L-TM, contained 
the h2NLS, a linker domain and the first TM. Immuno-EM and the theta-assay indicated that the 
reporter localization in the NE corresponds to accumulation at the INM. Its accumulation in the 
INM was dependent on Kap95, the RanGTP gradient and Nup170. We thus infer that the nuclear 
transport of  h2NLS-L-TM was, like Heh2, mediated by the cells nuclear transport machinery and 
its import pathway across the NPC is via the pore membrane. 

The membrane reporter h2NLS-L-TM leaked out of  the nucleus and diffused back to 
the ER across the NPC, after the cells were depleted of  Kap95 upon the addition of  rapamycin 
to the strain Kap95-AA. The diffusion of  h2NLS-L-TM across the NPC indicates that the path 
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of  efflux tolerates soluble domains of  at least 51 kDa. This is consistent with the observation 
of  L-TM localization at the INM in the theta-nucleated cells and published data (Ellenberg et al., 
1997;Soullam and Worman, 1995;Worman and Courvalin, 2000). 

The observation that h2NLS-L-TM leaked out of  the nucleus, unlike Heh2, showed that 
h2NLS-L-TM was not tethered in the INM. The nuclear accumulation of  membrane proteins is 
thus possible without selective nuclear retention. The nuclear accumulation of  membrane pro-
teins can be maintained by only transport kinetics. This allows the cell to control the levels of  
membrane proteins in the nucleus, independent of  the concentration of  cargo-retention sites.

The h2NLS provokes very efficient nuclear targeting of  soluble proteins. The dissociation 
constant of  Kap60ΔIBB for h2NLS was at least one order of  magnitude higher than for tcNLS. 
The here reported dissociation constants are in line with published data (Hodel et al., 2006;Lange 
et al., 2010). The dissociation constant of  Kap60 for h2NLS-L-GFP is among the highest mea-
sured for any yeast cargo (Hahn et al., 2008;Lange et al., 2010). The strong interaction between 
Kap60 and h2NLS-L-TM promotes a high accumulation of  the reporter in the INM. We specu-
late that the relatively high-affinity NLS enables effective competition of  membrane proteins with 
‘more abundant’ soluble cargos, that is, those that use Kap60/Kap95 for nuclear accumulation 
(see Chapter 7). 
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Abstract

Active nuclear import of  soluble proteins involves the recognition of  a nuclear 
localization signal (NLS) on cargo by transport factors (karyopherins). In turn, the karyo-
pherins shuttle the cargo through the nuclear pore complex (NPC) by binding to phenyl-
alanine-glycine (FG)-rich domains of  nucleoporins (Nups). Similarly, some membrane 
proteins carry an NLS as well and require also transport factors for their nuclear localiza-
tion. How these membrane proteins cross the NPC to reach the inner nuclear membrane 
is presently unclear. Here, we found that an intrinsically-disordered linker of  at least 
120 residues, spanning the distance between the NLS and the transmembrane segment 
in transmembrane proteins, is required for nuclear transport. Using mutant strains, we 
show that membrane protein import specifically requires the GLFG-rich regions of  FG-
Nups, Nup145N, Nup100 and Nup57. We show that membrane reporters with an extralu-
menal domain up to 174 kDa are still imported to the INM, indicating a spacious trans-
port path through the NPC. A membrane reporter with an N-terminal FKBP affinity-tag 
could be trapped at a complementary C-terminal FRB-moiety that was fused to Nsp1. 
The position of  the FRB-domain on Nsp1 is on the pore side of  the NPC scaffold and 
thus we conclude that the linker can span the distance between the pore membrane and 
the central channel. We propose an import mechanism for membrane proteins in which 
an unfolded linker slices through the NPC scaffold to enable binding between the trans-
port factor and the FG-domains in the centre of  the NPC.

Introduction

The nuclear envelope (NE) consists of  an inner and outer nuclear membrane (INM, ONM) 
connected by the pore membrane (POM) at sites where the NPCs are embedded (Fig. 3.1). The 
ONM is continuous with the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). NPCs are composed of  a membrane-
anchored scaffold that stabilizes a cylindrical central channel, in which nucleoporins (Nups) with 
disordered phenylalanine–glycine (FG)-rich regions provide the selectivity barrier (Wente and 
Rout, 2010). In order for a membrane protein to move through the NPC, its transmembrane 
domains pass through the pore membrane (POM), while its extralumenal soluble domain(s) pass 
through the NPC by a mechanism yet to be clarified (Lusk et al., 2007;Ohba et al., 2004;Zuleger 
et al., 2008;Antonin et al., 2011). Some proteins reach the INM by diffusion through the pore 
membrane and adjacent lateral channels (Frenkiel-Krispin et al., 2010;Hinshaw et al., 1992;Malik 
et al., 2010;Soullam and Worman, 1995) and accumulate by binding to nuclear structures (El-
lenberg et al., 1997;Ostlund et al., 1999;Ostlund et al., 2006;Wu et al., 2002). Other membrane 
proteins, like Heh1 and Heh2 in yeast, have a nuclear localization signal (NLS) (King et al., 2006). 
These proteins need binding to karyopherin 60 and 95 (Kap60 and Kap95 or karyopherin-α and 
karyopherin-ß1 in mammalian cells) for nuclear import into the INM and the RanGTP-gradient 
across the NE provides directionality to this transport. 
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Heh1 and Heh2 are members of  the LEM (Lap2, Emerin, MAN1)-family of  integral 
INM proteins (King et al., 2006). These two membrane proteins share sequence identity in their 
HEH/LEM-domains at the N-terminus, the NLS, the MAN1-C-terminal Homology Domain 
(MCHD) and the lumenal domain (LD) between the first (TM1) and second transmembrane 
segment (TM2) (Fig. 4.1). The LD is positioned within the lumenal space between the INM and 
ONM, it interacts with components of  the NPC (Yewdell et al., 2011). 

In chapter three we removed the HEH/LEM homology domain, LD, TM2 and MCHD 
in Heh2. The resulting membrane protein reporter, named h2NLS-L-TM, consisted of  GFP 
to probe the reporter, the NLS of  Heh2 (h2NLS), a linker domain (L) and the transmembrane 
helix (TM) to localize the reporter in the membrane (Fig. 2.1B). We showed that this membrane 
reporter protein still accumulated at the INM and concluded that the removed domains are not 
essential for nuclear targeting, even though they likely contribute to the nuclear accumulation 
by binding to nuclear binding partners. We observed that the membrane reporter h2NLS-L-TM 
could accumulate in the nucleus without being trapped to nuclear structures (Fig. 3.7A); this 
enabled us to study the mechanism of  Kap-dependent nuclear targeting of  membrane proteins. 
We concluded that membrane proteins need a high-affinity NLS (like the h2NLS) for strong ac-
cumulation in the nucleus (3.9B). In this chapter, we present studies on the role of  the linker in 
nuclear targeting of  membrane proteins. 

Results
The linker between the NLS and TM is essential for nuclear accumulation of h2NLS-L-TM 

The function of  the linker domain, spacing the h2NLS and the first transmembrane seg-
ment in Heh1 and Heh2, was unknown. We truncated the linker in h2NLS-L-TM and measured 
the nuclear accumulation (as described in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5, Fig. 5.2), because the linker 
domain was not conserved (Fig. 4.1). Since this h2NLS-L-TM was not tethered in the nucleus, we 
could directly study the linker’s contribution to the transport efficiency of  the membrane reporter 
across the NPC. The reporter having a linker truncated to 135 residues accumulated at the INM, 
but the NE/ER ratio was markedly decreased from 34.1 ± 4.8 to 9.4 ± 0.7. Two other reporters, 
having a linker domain of  90 and 37 residues, respectively, did not accumulate at the INM (Fig. 
4.2). Although the amino acid sequence of  the linker domain is not conserved, the data indicate 
that the linker is important for nuclear import of  h2NLS-L-TM. 

The linkers of Heh2 and Heh1 are intrinsically disordered
 To further investigate how the linker contributed to nuclear targeting of  these membrane 

proteins, we determined the biochemical properties of  the linker domain. A construct composed 
of  the h2NLS-L (Heh2 84-309) fused to, in consecutive order, a TEV-cleavage site, GFP and a 
His-tag was expressed in Lactococcus lactis. The protein h2NLS-L-TEV-GFP-His was purified by 
nickel-sepharose and size-exclusion chromatograpy (Fig. 4.3A). The GFP was removed by TEV-
cleavage and h2NLS-L was isolated in a second size-exclusion chromatography step. The elution 
volume of  purified h2NLS-L (25.5 kDa) was compared to a standard curve and a large Stokes 
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Linker-domain

TM1

Lumenal-domain
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Figure 4.1: Minimal 
conservation in the 
linker domain of  Heh1 
and Heh2. The sequence 
alignment of  the amino 
acid sequences was per-
formed with Clustal W 
(Larkin et al., 2007). Simi-
larity was found in the 
HEH/LEM-domain, the 
MAN1-C-terminal ho-
mology domain (MCHD) 
and the lumenal domain 
(LD). The transmem-
brane domains, in partic-
ular TM1, and the NLS-
region show also some 
sequence similarity, but 
the linker domains are 
minimally conserved. An 
asterisk (*) indicates iden-
tical amino acids, whereas 
the dots (: and .) indicates 
analogous residues.

h2NLS-L(135)-TM
NE/ER = 9.4 ± 0.7
( = 60)n
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Figure 4.2: The linker domain is required for nuclear targeting of  membrane proteins. Repre-
sentation of  h2NLS-L-TM and the three derived reporters with shortened linker domains. The length 
of  the linker domain is indicated by the number of  residues; the native linker of  h2NLS-L-TM is 180 
residues long. The corresponding confocal fluorescence images show the localization of  the reporters 
in the KAP95-AA strain; the nuclear accumulation (NE/ER ratio) with SEM is indicated under the 
images. The scale bar is 5 μm.
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radius of  45 Å was found (Fig. 4.3B). The Stokes radius of  an unfolded protein domain of  a 
25.5 kDa with an extended coil conformation is predicted to be 47 ± 17 Å; while for a similar 
protein but folded and globular, the radius is expected to be 22 ± 7 Å) (SD is indicated) (Wilkins 
et al., 1999;Tcherkasskaya et al., 2003). The experimental Stokes radius thus indicates an unfolded 
structure for h2NLS-L. An intrinsically-disordered linker domain in both Heh1 and Heh2 is also 
suggested by on-line structure prediction algorithms as FoldIndex (Prilusky et al., 2005) and Fold-
Unfold (Galzitskaya et al., 2006) (Fig. 4.3C). 

To confirm that linker domain is indeed unstructured, we performed nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy on h2NLS-L. The NMR spectra of  (unlabeled) h2NLS-L were 
similar to the spectra of  a typical intrinsically-disorded human protein called α-synuclein (Mulder 
et al., 2010) and different from the folded mammalian calbindin-D9k (Oktaviani et al., 2011). The 
absence of  stable secondary and tertiary structure was gauged from a lack of  signal dispersion 
of  the backbone amides for h2NLS-L in 1D 1H-NMR spectra (Fig. 4.4A, shaded area). For com-
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Figure 4.3: h2NLS-L has a large Stokes radius and is predicted to be intrinsically-disordered. 
A) The elution profile from size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) of  h2NLS-L-GFP (containing a 
TEV-site and a His-tag, expressed in L.lactis) and a CBB-stained SDS-PAGE gel of  peak fractions (left 
inset). The CBB-stained SDS-PAGE gel of  h2NLS-L after removal of  GFP by TEV-cleavage is also 
shown (right). B) The Stokes radius of  the purified h2NLS-L domain (25.5 kDa) determined by SEC 
was 45 Å. The fractional volume (Kav) of  the protein standards is plotted to the belonging Stokes radii 
as the calibration of  the SEC-column. The fractional volume represents the fraction of  the stationary 
gel volume that is available for diffusion of  a given solute species; molecules elutes in order of  decreas-
ing molecular size. C) The output from the FoldIndex prediction algorithm (Prilusky et al., 2005) for 
the propensity to fold gives a negative value when the peptide is predicted to be unstructured over a 
stretch of  51 amino acids. The fold prediction is plotted for h2NLS-L from Heh2 (gray), h1NLS-L 
from Heh1 (green), h2NLS-LR1 (blue) and h2NLS-LR2 (orange).
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parison, the 1D 1H NMR spectra of  α-synuclein and calbindin-D9k are shown. The intrinsically-
disordered nature of  h2NLS-L is further confirmed by a lack of  dispersion of  the side chain 
methyl signals in a 2D [1H-13C]-Heteronuclear Single Quantum Coherence (HSQC) spectra (Fig. 
4.4B), indicating a lack of  persistent tertiary interactions. Comparison of  both the 1D and the 2D 
spectra of  h2NLS-L with the intrinsically-disordered protein human α-synuclein, and the folded 
protein calbindin-D9k show that h2NLS-L is natively unstructured.

The nuclear accumulation of h2NLS-L-TM depends on the length of the linker, rather than 
on its amino acid sequence

We conclude that the linker domains of  Heh1 and Heh2 are intrinsically-disordered and 
reasoned that the length and flexibility might be required during nuclear transport of  membrane 
protein, while the amino acid sequence is less important. To test this hypothesis, we replaced the 
coding regions of  the linker domain in h2NLS-L-TM for two synthetic sequences, LR1 and LR2. 
These were generated randomly but had the same relative amino acid abundance as L. LR1 and 
LR2 are also predicted to be unfolded (Fig. 4.3C). The randomized linker-containing reporters, 
h2NLS-LR1-TM and h2NLS-LR2-TM, were expressed in the Kap95-AA strain (see Chapter 3) 
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Figure 4.4: The intrinsically-disordered nature of  h2NLS-L is revealed by NMR spectroscopy. 
A) 1D 1H NMR of  the backbone amides for (unlabeled) h2NLS-L, compared with the intrinsically-
disordered protein human α-synuclein, and the folded protein calbindin-D9k. B) Methyl region of  the 
[1H-13C]-Heteronuclear Single Quantum Coherence (HSQC) spectrum of  the intrinsically-disordered 
protein human α-synuclein (left), h2NLS-L (middle), and the folded protein calbindin D9k (right)(Mul-
der et al., 2010). The dotted circles designate the typical positions of  methyl groups of  the different 
amino acid types in disordered proteins. Signals in blue or indicated with an asterisk originate from 
methylene- and methine-groups in the amino acid side chains. Dispersion of  spectral correlations of  
methyl groups outside the regions shown is indicative of  a folded protein/domain. Comparison of  the 
spectrum of  h2NLS-L with a disordered (middle) and folded (right) protein establishes the disordered 
nature of  h2NLS-L.
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and efficiently transported to the INM (Fig. 4.5A, left). We confirmed that the nuclear transport 
of  the reporters containing the synthetic linker is similarly dependent on Kap95 as h2NLS-L-TM 
(Fig. 3.4A), because the reporter leaked back from the INM to the ONM upon conditional cel-
lular depletion of  functional Kap95 by the addition of  rapamycin (Fig. 4.5A, right). Systematic 
truncations of  LR1 and LR2, together with the truncations of  the native linker (L) (Fig. 4.2), 
resulted in three sets of  reporters with variable linker lengths (see Chapter 5, Table 5.2 and 5.3). 
The shortest truncations of  each linker set did not lead to accumulation of  the reporters to the 
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h2NLS-LR2-WALP23 leaked back to the ER with similar kinetics as NLS-L-TM. The SEM is indicated.
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nucleus, rather they were randomly distributed over the NE-ER network similar to the h2NLS-
lacking reporter, L-TM (Fig. 4.5B). We quantified the INM accumulation of  each reporter con-
struct and found a striking dependence of  INM import on linker length irrespective of  the linker 
sequence (Fig. 4.5C). A linker length of  120 amino acids was minimally required and with a length 
of  more than 150 residues maximal nuclear import was observed. We conclude that the length 
rather than sequence or a specific structure of  the linker between h2NLS and TM is important 
for nuclear transport of  membrane proteins. 

An ER-localized integral membrane protein could be targeted to the INM
We reasoned that the high-affinity h2NLS separated by a long linker domain from the 

TM could be a sorting signal to target membrane proteins to the INM. To test whether this 
“h2NLS - linker” can act as a general targeting signal for membrane proteins, we designed a 
reporter consisting of  the h2NLS, a randomized linker (LR2) of  215 residues long and the syn-
thetic transmembrane segment WALP23 (de Planque and Killian, 2003). This reporter was com-
pletely artificial, except for the bipartite h2NLS. Indeed, h2NLS-LR2(215)-WALP23 had a similar 
accumulation as the reporter containing the Heh2-derived TM (Fig. 4.6A). The accumulation 
of  h2NLS-LR2(215)-WALP23 was Kap-mediated, because the reporter leaked back to the ER-
network when Kap95 was sequestered to the plasma membrane upon addition of  rapamycin 
(Fig. 4.6A). Even the efflux kinetics of  h2NLS-LR2(215)-WALP23 were similar to h2NLS-L-TM, 
indicating that a different TM has no influence on the transport properties over the NPC (Fig. 
4.6B). However, after the nuclear efflux of  h2NLS-L-WALP23, fluorescence blobs were seen in 
the ER and the ONM, possibly caused by aggregation of  the reporter. 

To target an ER-localized protein to the INM, we subsequently fused h2NLS-LR1 (having 
a randomized linker of  138 residues) to a single TM of  the ER protein Sec61, as well to the full-
length version of  Sec61, having 10 transmembrane spanning helices. After 2 hours of  induction, 
the nuclear accumulation of  h2NLS-LR1(138)-Sec61(TM1) and h2NLS-LR1(138)-Sec61 were 
compared to the nuclear accumulation of  h2NLS-LR1(138)-TM, having the Heh2-derived TM 
(Fig. 4.7A). Interestingly, both the Sec61-fusions, with the first TM (Fig. 4.7B) and all 10 TMs 
of  Sec61, (Fig. 4.7C) were targeted to the INM (left panels). The reporters with the Sec61-TMs 
without an h2NLS (middle panels) or containing a short linker (LR1 truncated to 78 residues, 
right panels) did not target to the INM. However, the accumulation of  h2NLS-LR1(138) fused 
to full length Sec61 was lower than h2NLS-LR1(138) fused to the Heh2-derived TM or the Sec61 
single TM. A reason for the lower nuclear accumulation could be that a part of  the reporters 
fused to Sec61 is in complex with the Sec-translocon and thus functionally trapped in the ER. We 
conclude that the h2NLS-L is sufficient to target a synthetic TM and a full length ER-localized 
transmembrane protein to the INM, and this polypeptide can be considered as a sorting signal for 
INM-destined membrane proteins. And indeed, a similar “NLS-L-TM” domain structure could 
be found in Heh1. This sorting signal, h1NLS-L, could also transport the Heh2-derived TM to 
the nucleus (Fig. 4.8). Of  note is that although the linker in Heh1 is longer (230 residues) than in 
Heh2 (180 residues) and the NLS-L sorting signals sequence homology (identity score <0.18), the 
proteins share the intrinsically-disordered nature in their linkers (Fig. 4.1).
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Is the linker length needed to allow the h2NLS to reach in the central channel of the NPC?
We hypothesized that the length of  the linker in the membrane proteins might be needed 

to position the Kap-bound NLS in the central channel of  the NPC during nuclear transport. This 
would allow the Kaps to interact with the FG-Nups to carry the membrane protein across the 
NPC. To study if  the h2NLS at the N-terminus of  the reporter is indeed transported through the 
central channel, we performed three experiments. First, we determined if  the nuclear transport 
of  h2NLS-L-TM is dependent on the FG-Nups in the central channel. Secondly, we evaluated 
whether reporters with large extralumenal domains are imported. It has been reported that the 
10 nm wide lateral channels along the POM allow passage of  extralumenal domains of  up to 
60 kDa (Deng and Hochstrasser, 2006;Hinshaw et al., 1992;Wu et al., 2002), and obviously the 
wider central channel accommodates larger cargo. Thirdly, we trapped the h2NLS-containing N-
terminus of  the membrane reporter during its transit through the central channel at a FG-Nup 
within the NPC. 
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I) Nuclear transport of membrane proteins is dependent of a specific subset of nucleoporins. 
We first determined the FG-Nup dependency of  membrane protein transport across the 

NPC. We used yeast strains, generated by the Wente laboratory (Strawn et al., 2004), in which the 
FG-regions of  several nucleoporins were deleted, and we measured the nuclear accumulation of  
the reporters. We evaluated the accumulation of  the soluble tcNLS-GFP within the nucleus to 
confirm that general classical transport was affected compared to wild type cells in the strains 
where FG-domains of  subsets of  nucleoporins were deleted. Specifically, we examined nuclear 
accumulation in SWY2950 (nup100ΔGLFG nup145nΔGLFG nup57ΔGLFG, Fig. 4.9A, yellow), 
SWY3062 (nup42ΔFG nup159ΔFG nup1ΔFxFG nup2ΔFxFG nup60ΔFxFG nsp1ΔFGΔFxFG, 
Fig. 4.9A, orange) and SWY3042 (nup42ΔFG nup159ΔFG nup1ΔFxFG nup2ΔFxFG nup60ΔFxFG 
nup100ΔGLFG, Fig. 4.9A, green). In all these strain, we found a strong decrease in nuclear ac-
cumulation of  the soluble reporter tcNLS-GFP (2.7 – 8 fold, Fig. 4.9A). The decrease of  soluble 
transport shows that indeed the classical transport pathway of  Kap60/95-mediated transport 
through the NPC was affected in all three strains. 

However, we observed minimal reduction (~1.6-fold) in the nuclear accumulation of  
h2NLS-L-TM in the strains, in which the FxFG and FG regions were deleted (SWY3062 and 
SWY3042) (Fig. 4.9A). Only the strain that lacked the GLFG repeats of  Nup100, Nup145 and 
Nup57 (SWY2950), which are anchored symmetrically to both the cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic 
halves of  the NPC scaffold (Alber et al., 2007;Rout et al., 2000), showed severe reduction of  INM 
accumulation (Fig. 4.9A) when compared to the wild type, while minimal effects were seen with 
single deletions (Fig. 4.9B).We thus observe that the import of  membrane reporters specifically 
requires the combination of  GLFG-regions of  the Nup100, Nup145 and Nup57, but to a lesser 
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extent the combination the FxFG and FG-regions of  the Nup1, Nup2, Nup60, Nup42, Nup159 
and Nsp1. It thus seems that the Kap60/95-mediated import of  membrane proteins specifically 
requires the symmetrical GLFG-Nups, which are considered to localize in the central channel. 

We then examined the nuclear accumulation of  Heh2, after 2 hour induction in the strain 
that lacks the GLFG repeats of  Nups 100, 145 and 57 (SWY2950). We did not observe a signifi-
cant decrease in nuclear accumulation in this mutant strain (Fig. 4.9A, 4.10A). Heh2 maintains the 
nuclear accumulation, probably by a retention mechanism through interactions at the INM (Fig. 
3.7A). We looked how fast the final accumulation levels were reached in the wild type and mutant 
strains after the induction of  the expression of  the reporters. Although the final nuclear accumu-
lation was not affected, it took about 4 times longer to reach the same Heh2-accumulation level in 
the mutant strain as compared to the wild-type (Fig. 4.10A, C). We reason that the Nup-deletions 
caused reduced import kinetics and a slower passage through the NPC observed. This resulted in 
an increase in time to reach the final accumulation for Heh2 and a lower nuclear accumulation for 
h2NLS-L-TM (Fig. 4.10B, C). We concluded that the symmetrical GLFG-Nups are essential for 
the transport of  both the membrane reporter protein and the full length Heh2. This suggests that 
the pathway of  nuclear transport of  the membrane protein is indeed through the central channel.

II) Membrane reporter proteins having an extralumenal N-terminal domain up to 174 kDa 
still accumulate in the INM

The finding, that the GLFG-Nups in the central channel of  the NPC are required for 
nuclear transport of  membrane proteins, supports the idea that the long linker is needed for the 
Kap-bound h2NLS to reach out from the pore membrane to interact with FG-Nups in the cen-
tral channel. Since the central channel facilitates the transport of  large soluble cargo, we tested if  
reporters with extralumenal soluble domains, larger than the proposed size limit of  60 kDa for 
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III) The membrane reporter protein was trapped with its N-terminus at Nsp1 in the central 
channel of the NPC. 

Proof  for the idea that the extralumenal soluble domains pass through the central channel 
came from experiments where we designed a trap for the reporters that are on transit through 
the NPC. We constructed a strain expressing FRB tagged FG-Nup Nsp1. The C-terminal FRB-
tag on Nsp1 is anchored on the pore side of  the scaffold of  the NPC within the central cahnnel 
(Alber et al., 2007;Rout et al., 2000;Bailer et al., 2001;Schrader et al., 2008). The h2NLS-L-TM 
reporter, with FKBP at its N-terminus, was expressed to enable rapamycin-dependent trapping 
at Nsp1-FRB in the NPC (Fig. 4.12A). This rapamycin-dependent trapping can only occur when 
the N-terminus of  the reporter is in close proximity of  the FRB-tag at Nsp1 in the central chan-
nel of  the pore. Without rapamycin, or in wild-type cells, the reporter distributed evenly over 
the NE, which was quantified from confocal images by measurement of  the standard deviation 
of  the fluorescence along the NE (Fig. 4.12). Upon addition of  rapamycin, the standard devia-
tion of  fluorescence along the NE increased from ~27% to ~41%, and a typical punctate stain 
was observed, analogous to what is seen for NPC-localized proteins. Indeed, the deviation of  
fluorescence at the NE after rapamycin was added became similar to cells where Nsp1-GFP was 
expressed, suggesting that the reporter was trapped in the NPC (Fig. 4.12C). 

Subsequently, we assessed if  trapping of  the reporter at the NPC affected nuclear trans-
port. We used a reporter expressed at higher levels (with an additional N-terminal Protein A 
tag (PrA)) for these experiments and observed a blockage of  INM import: after PrA-FKBP-
h2NLS-L-TM was conditionally trapped at Nsp1-FRB in the NPC, we noticed a steady increase 
in fluorescence at the ER from newly synthesized proteins (Fig. 4.13A, RAP). We confirmed that 
the increase of  fluorescence at the ER was not the result of  INM-accumulated membrane pro-
teins leaking back to the ER, because we did not see any increase in fluorescence at the ER when 
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Figure 4.11: Reporters with extralumenal domain of  up to 174 kDa are imported to the INM. 
Representation of  h2NLS-L-TM and derived reporters with one, two or three additional MBP domains 
are shown. The localization of  the reporters, with indicated nuclear accumulation, show that they are 
still imported at the INM. The SEM is indicated and the scale bar is 5 μm.

the lateral channel would also be imported. We stepwise enlarged the extralumenal soluble do-
main with copies of  the Maltose Binding Protein (MBP), to get a series of  4 reporters, having an 
N-terminal extralumenal domains from 51 kDa to 174 kDa (Fig. 4.11). Surprisingly, all membrane 
reporters were imported to the INM, although the efficiency went down with increasing size (Fig. 
4.11). Our data point toward passage of  the extralumenal soluble domains of  the membrane 
proteins through a spacious area of  the NPC, such as the central channel.
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the expression of  the reporter was inhibited with glucose at the moment that the reporter was 
trapped at Nsp1-FRB (Fig. 4.13A, Gluc/RAP). We quantified the percentage of  cells in a large 
population having visible fluorescence at the ER during 80 minutes after addition of  rapamycin 
(Fig. 4.13B). The percentage of  cells having a detectable fluorescence signal in the ER was initially 
very small, namely 5 – 10 %. This is smaller than what was observed for h2NLS-L-TM, where > 
60% of  the cells has visible ER strain. The difference between the reporters is due to the 10-fold 
lower expression level of  PrA-FKBP-tagged reporter in combination with a stronger nuclear ac-
cumulation than h2NLS-L-TM. It was not the result of  different transport properties caused by 
the FRB-tagged Nsp1 as we see normal accumulation of  the reporter h2NLS-L-TM (Fig. 4.13C). 
We clearly observed an increase in the percentage of  cells having visible fluorescence signal at the 
ER after trapping the PrA-FKBP-reporter at Nsp1, but not for cells where the expression was 
inhibited with glucose (Fig. 4.13B, bars). As a result of  emerging fluorescence signal at the ER, 
the NE/ER ratio decreased (Fig. 4.13B, line). With these reporters we did not see a punctuate NE 
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Figure 4.12: The membrane reporter FKBP-h2NLS-L-TM could be trapped at Nsp1-FRB in 
the central channel of  the NPC. A) In order to trap the N-terminus of  the reporter at the pore side 
of  the nucleus,  two copies of  FKBP (2×FKBP) were fused to the N-terminus of  the h2NLS-L-TM re-
porter (1). FRB was fused to the C-terminus of  Nsp1, a FG-Nup that is present in multiple copies and 
anchored to the NPC scaffold by its C-terminal domain. Once rapamycin is added to the cell culture, 
it will bind to the FKBP at the reporter (2), enabling the FKBP to bind to FRB (3). B) Localization of  
a reporter with an N-terminal FKBP-tag in a strain expressing Nsp1-FRB before (left) and after addi-
tion of  rapamycin (right). Trapping of  FKBP-tagged reporter at NPCs is apparent from the punctate 
staining at the NE; the deviation in fluorescence at the NE is higher in the presence of  rapamycin. The 
scale bars is 2 μm and SEM is indicated. C) Confocal fluorescence image of  the localization of  Nsp1-
GFP at the NPC (deviation of  fluorescence at the NE is indicated), showing a punctate stain at the 
NE, which is typical for NPC-localized proteins. The localization of  FKBP-h2NLS-L-TM in a strain 
expressing Nsp1-FRB before addition of  rapamycin (RAP) show a uniform stain at the NE, similar 
to the localization of  the reporter in a wild-type (K14708) strain (Haruki et al., 2008). Confocal images 
of  FKBP-h2NLS-L-TM in Nsp1 after 40 min of  incubation with rapamycin (RAP) show a similar 
punctate stain at the NE as for NPC-localized proteins (deviation of  fluorescence at the NE is similar 
to Nsp1-GFP). The scale bar is 5 μm and SEM is indicated.
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when the reporter was trapped at Nsp1-FRB, because the expression level of  PrA-FKBP-tagged 
reporter was ~10 fold higher than the FKBP-tagged reporter used in Fig. 4.12; the subtle changes 
in fluorescence due to specific reporter localization of  some reporters at the NPC was overruled 
by the fluorescence relatively large pool of  reporters distributed over the NE. Trapping the re-
porter at Nsp1-FRB specifically blocked the nuclear transport of  membrane proteins and not the 
nuclear transport of  soluble proteins. This shows that the NPCs are still functional for transport 
of  non-membrane reporters (Fig. 4.13D). 
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of  the nucleus,  two copies of  FKBP (2×FKBP) were fused to the N-terminus of  the h2NLS-L-TM re-
porter (1). FRB was fused to the C-terminus of  Nsp1, a FG-Nup that is present in multiple copies and 
anchored to the NPC scaffold by its C-terminal domain. Once rapamycin is added to the cell culture, 
it will bind to the FKBP at the reporter (2), enabling the FKBP to bind to FRB (3). B) Localization of  
a reporter with an N-terminal FKBP-tag in a strain expressing Nsp1-FRB before (left) and after addi-
tion of  rapamycin (right). Trapping of  FKBP-tagged reporter at NPCs is apparent from the punctate 
staining at the NE; the deviation in fluorescence at the NE is higher in the presence of  rapamycin. The 
scale bars is 2 μm and SEM is indicated. C) Confocal fluorescence image of  the localization of  Nsp1-
GFP at the NPC (deviation of  fluorescence at the NE is indicated), showing a punctate stain at the 
NE, which is typical for NPC-localized proteins. The localization of  FKBP-h2NLS-L-TM in a strain 
expressing Nsp1-FRB before addition of  rapamycin (RAP) show a uniform stain at the NE, similar 
to the localization of  the reporter in a wild-type (K14708) strain (Haruki et al., 2008). Confocal images 
of  FKBP-h2NLS-L-TM in Nsp1 after 40 min of  incubation with rapamycin (RAP) show a similar 
punctate stain at the NE as for NPC-localized proteins (deviation of  fluorescence at the NE is similar 
to Nsp1-GFP). The scale bar is 5 μm and SEM is indicated.
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In summary, we could visualize that the FKBP-reporter was conditionally trapped at 
Nsp1-FRB in the NPC. This caused a punctated fluorescence stain at the NE, which is typical 
for NPC-localized proteins. As a consequence of  the trapping in the NPC, we observed that the 
transport of  newly synthesized membrane reporters was blocked. Since the N-terminus of  the 
(PrA)-FKBP-reporter was trapped at Nsp1 in the central channel of  the NPC, we conclude that 
h2NLS-containing N-terminus of  the reporter must pass where Nsp1 is anchored to the NPC 
scaffold.

Discussion and Conclusions

Import to the inner nuclear membrane of  the yeast membrane proteins Heh1 and Heh2 
depends on the presence of  an extralumenal NLS that is recognized by Kap60 plus a linker that 
spaces the distance with the first TM. The Heh2-derived reporter proteins accumulate at the 
INM, not because they are retained or trapped at the INM, but because Kap60/95-mediated im-
port is faster than export. In this study, we unravel that the linker region is intrinsically-disordered. 
Import of  the h2NS-L-TM reporters requires a minimum length of  the linker domain of  about 
120 amino acids. Using randomized versions of  the native linker domain, we show that the amino 
acid sequence is not important. 

We concluded that the linker is needed to position the Kap-bound NLS in the central 
channel of  the NPC while the transmembrane domain stays in the membrane. But is the linker 
long enough to span this distance? The cell cycle-dependent kinase inhibitor P27Kip has an in-
trinsically-disordered tail at the C-terminus of  almost 100 residues (Galea et al., 2008), for which 
was experimentally shown that it could adopt an extended or stretched conformation of  ~14 
nm (Galea et al., 2008). By comparison, the linker domain of  Heh2 consistS of  180 amino acids 
would thus be able to stretch to ~26 nm. This length is sufficient to extend the h2NLS from 
the pore membrane to the central channel of  the NPC and allow Kap95/60 to interact with the 
different FG-Nups. Moreover, we assume that it takes little energy to stretch the linker, because 
intrinsically disordered domains are typically less stiff  than folded domains (Miyagi et al., 2008). 
The more elongated or stretched conformation of  the linker may be promoted by the interaction 
of  the NLS-bound Kaps with the FG-Nups. 

The reporters that we use in our studies have a domain structure that categorizes them as 
tail anchored, as they have a carboxy-terminal transmembrane domain. They may belong to the 
~5 % of  membrane proteins that cannot be inserted by the co-translational pathway, employing 
the signal recognition particle (SRP)-dependent pathway and the Sec61 translocon (reviewed by 
(Osborne et al., 2005;Stirling, 1999)). Instead, the Get3 cytosolic ATPase might be used for post-
translational insertion in the ER (Cross et al., 2009;Schuldiner et al., 2008). In that case import 
could theoretically involve soluble chaperoned proteins and insertion could occur post-import. 
But a number of  observations strongly argue against this explanation: first we have shown for 
h2NLS-L-TM that the nuclear import is dependent on Nup170 (Fig. 3.4), this is similar as Heh2 
(King et al., 2006) but different than for soluble proteins (Shulga et al., 2000). Secondly, we found 
that for the transport of  membrane proteins different FG-Nups were required than for the trans-
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port of  soluble proteins (Fig. 9A). Thirdly, the multi-pass transmembrane domain of  Sec61 can 
also be imported to the INM and translocation over the NPC is fully reversible. It is implausible 
to imagine the multi-pass membrane protein to be extracted from the membrane of  the ER and 
reinserted into the INM or vice versa. Additional arguments are discussed in chapter 7.

Altogether, we conclude that the Kaps facilitate the transport of  the soluble domain of  
the membrane proteins through the central channel while the TM domain remains embedded in 
the pore membrane. A corollary of  this conclusion is that the linker will dodge between the NPC 
scaffold allowing the karyopherins to bind the FG-Nups (Fig. 4.14). The proposed transport 
route implies that, at least transiently, openings must exist between the space immediately align-
ing the POM and the central channel. These conduits between the POM and the central channel, 
which are called the lateral gates of  the NPC, allow the linker to slice through the scaffold of  the 
NPC. At present, structures of  the NPC do not have the resolution to reveal such conduits, but 
its plasticity and the overall lattice-like scaffold structure observed in electron microscopy (Beck 
et al., 2007;Frenkiel-Krispin et al., 2010;Hinshaw et al., 1992;Yang et al., 1998) and computational 
structures (Alber et al., 2007) are compatible with our model. The transport mechanism described 
here is likely to exist in parallel with a previously proposed route based on diffusion and nucle-
ar retention (Ellenberg et al., 1997;Malik et al., 2010;Ostlund et al., 1999;Soullam and Worman, 
1995;Wu et al., 2002;Zuleger et al., 2008). 
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Figure 4.14: Model for active nuclear import of  membrane proteins. Prior to transport over the 
NPC, Kap60/95 binds the high affinity h2NLS of  the membrane reporter. It will not take much energy 
to stretch the intrinsically-disordered linker, to allow the Kap60/95 bound to the h2NLS, to interact 
with the FG-Nups in the central channel of  the NPC. Facilitated diffusion of  the h2NLS-containing 
soluble domain is through the central channel of  the NPC, while transmembrane spanning segments 
diffuse through the pore membrane. As a consequence, conduits must exist to allow the linker to slice 
through the scaffold of  the NPC.
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Introduction

The directional transport of  membrane proteins across the nuclear pore complex (NPC) 
toward the inner nuclear membrane (INM) is mediated by karyopherins (Kap60 and Kap95) and 
depends on nuclear RanGTP. We have shown that a high-affinity interaction between Kap60 and 
the nuclear localization signal of  Heh2 (h2NLS) is required for efficient targeting of  a membrane 
protein to the INM (Chapter 3). The h2NLS is spaced from the transmembrane segment by a 
long intrinsically-disordered linker domain (L) and a minimal linker length of  120 residues is 
required for the transport to the INM (Chapter 4). We discussed that this linker enables the NLS-
bound Kaps to interact with the FG-nups in the central channel of  the nuclear pore complex 
(NPC), while the transmembrane domain remains in the pore membrane. The linker domain 
slices through the NPC’s scaffold during the translocation. 

This chapter presents the materials and methods belonging to these chapters (3 and 4). 
The different yeast strains used to study the nuclear transport are listed in Table 5.1 and the 
generation of  the Kap95 anchor away (KAP95-AA) and the NSP1-FRB strain are described 
(see Strains). The use of  the KAP95-AA strain in the Kap95-depletion assay is explained and the 
method to trapping the reporter protein at Nsp1 in the NPC is detailed (see fluorescence microscopy 
and Fig. 5.2). All the reporters used in this study were expressed from plasmids, which are listed in 
Table 5.2. The design and construction of  the plasmids are described in the section plasmids. The 
polypeptide sequences of  the reporters are listed in Table 5.3 and the expression of  the reporters 
was confirmed on Western blots (Fig. 5.1). The subcellular localization was routinely addressed by 
fluorescence laser scanning microscopy; the intensity of  the reporters was quantified with a pixel 
analysis of  fluorescent images (see Fluorescence microscopy). INM localization of  the reporters was 
confirmed by immuno-electron microscopy (see Immuno-Electron Microscopy). h2NLS-L-GFP was 
expressed in Lactococcus lactis and purified for characterization with size-exclusion chromatography 
(SEC) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (see Characterization of  h2NLS-L). Kap60IBB and 
tcNLS-GFP were purified from Escherichia coli and binding of  Kap60∆IBB to the h2NLS-L-GFP 
and tcNLS-GFP assayed in a bead-binding assay (Karyopherin-cargo binding assay).

Materials and methods
Strains  

The E.coli strain MC1061 was used for DNA manipulation and expression was controlled 
by the arabinose-promoter. The L.lactis strain NZ9000 was used for production of  h2NLS-L-
GFP using the nisin A-promoter system. The KAP95-gene in the S.cerevisiae HHY110 strain and 
NSP1 in strain K14708 were tagged with FRB to obtain the KAP95-AA and NSP1-FRB strains, 
respectively, as described in (Haruki et al., 2008). The FRB::KanMx cassette in pFA6a-FRB-Kan-
MX6 was amplified by PCR (primers for KAP95-AA: forward (frw): 5’- aagat gggct agaga gcaac 
agaag cgtca attat cctta GGTCG ACGGA TCCCC GGGTT, reverse (rvs): 5’-ATGGA AAAGA 
ACCAA AATCA GCTTG TAAGT TCTAT CGTAA tcgat gaatt cgagc tcgtt; primers for NSP1-
FRB: frw: 5’- ctcca cctct ctgga aaaac aaatc aactc gataa agaaa GGTCG ACGGA TCCCC GGGTT, 
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rvs: 5’- gtcaa ataag tgtag aatag aggga atttt ttctt ttaga TCGAT GAATT CGAGC TCGTT; upper-
case: annealing sequence, lower case: primer overhang, Phusion polymerase (Finnzymes, Espoo, 
Finland)). See Table 5.1 for a list of  the strains used in this study. The chromosomal integration 
of  the cassettes after transformation was confirmed by colony PCR and Western blotting (Fig. 
5.1). 
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Figure 5.1: Western blot of  whole cell extracts showing the expression of  various proteins. A) 
Cells were grown to 107 cells per mL, and, after 2 hours of  induction with 0.1% (w/v) D-galactose, 
whole cell lysates were prepared. For immuno-detection, an anti-GFP antibody was used. B) The con-
centration of  Kap95 was determined in wild-type and KAP95-AA strains, expressing h2NLS-L-TM. 
Cells were grown to 107 cells per mL, an equivalent of  7 × 106 cells was loaded onto the gel. The in-
crease in molecular weight is due to the presence of  the 14 kDa FRB-tag. The expression in S. cerevisiae 
w303 of  Kap95-tagged with FRB is similar to that of  wild-type Kap95. Tubulin levels were used as a 
loading control.
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Plasmids 
See Table 5.2 for a list of  plasmids and Table 5.3 for the amino acid sequences of  all 

constructs. All DNA constructs were confirmed by sequencing and full length expression of  the 
various gene constructs was determined by Western blotting (Fig. 5.1).

The plasmid pACM021-GFP was obtained by replacing the Met25 promoter of  pUG34 
(Niedenthal et al., 1996) for a Gal1 promoter, which was amplified from pYes3/CT (Invitrogen) 
and ligated into the XbaI and SacI sites (primers used: frw: 5’-gcatc tagaG GTTTT TTCTC CTT-
GA CGTTA AAGTA TAGAG G and rvs: 5’-gcaga gctcA CGGAT TAGAA GCCGC CGAGC). 
A ligation-independent cloning (LIC) cassette was inserted in the pACM021-GFP, which was 
adapted from (Aslanidis and de Jong, 1990;Geertsma and Poolman, 2007) and optimized for 
the expression vector in yeast by replacing the SwaI for a StuI restriction site and ligated into the 
SpeI and the BamHI sites as hybridized oligonucleotides (5’-CTAGT CATGG TGAGA ATT-
TA TTAGG CCTTC CCACC CTCCC AG; 5’- GATCC TGGGA GGGTG GGAAG GCCTA 
ATAAA TTCTC ACCAT GA). The coding sequence of Heh2, h2NLS-L-TM and L-TM were 
amplified by PCR from genomic DNA of  BY4742 (primers used, respectively: frw: 5’-atggt gagaa 
tttat taggt ATGGA CCACA GAAAC CTTGA TCCGA AAACG C and rvs: 5’- tggga gggtg 
ggaag gtcat taTTC TTTCC ACTCC CAACA TGTCA TG; frw: 5’- atggt gagaa tttat taggt caagg 
tGTCA AAGAT GAAAA TGTTG AAACT AACAA GAG and rvs: 5’- tggga gggtg ggaag gtcat 
taTCG ATAAG CTTGC AACAC TGAAT CTAC; frw: 5’-atggt gagaa tttat taggt caagg tCCAC 
CAGAG TCTCC TCCAC AATCT AAG and rvs: 5’- tggga gggtg ggaag gtcat taTCG ATAAG 
CTTGC AACAC TGAAT CTAC). The PCR-fragments were inserted in the expression vector 
pACM021-GFP-Lic by ligation-independent cloning to obtain the plasmids pACM022-GFP-
Heh2, pACM023-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM and pACM024-GFP-L-TM. 

The linker domain L of  Heh2 (amino acids 146 – 294) was replaced by two random se-
quences of  149 and 186 residues with identical amino acid composition as in the Heh2 linker. 
The sequences were generated by RandSeq tool on ExPASy.org with user specified amino acid 
composition of  Ala(5.4%), Arg(4.0%), Asn(6.0%), Asp(6.7%), Cys(0%), Gln(2.0%), Glu(16.1%), 
Gly(2.7%), His(1.3%), Ile(4.0%), Leu(8.7%), Lys(10.7%), Met(0.7%), Phe(1.3%), Pro(5.4%), 
Ser(12.15), Thr(7.4%), Trp(0%), Tyr(0.7%), and Val(4.7%). The linkers replaced 154 amino acids 
in the linker of  the h2NLS-L-TM reporter, while keeping 8 amino acids C-terminal of  the h2NLS 
and 18 amino acids N-terminal of  the transmembrane helix (TM). The amino acid sequences 
were for LR1(178): ASEES APSKK LQFDE VNSKN EELEE EREDG KDTEL SEQHN 
VSYPK TLEDP DANPL EALFE PSRIE SKTDE NIITS VSRVD KRGGS PNRVL GITSA 
KIVTL RELDA EEPTL QATAT ETNDN ESLSK SKLKE SNTHE PEKKD KLSSK KMVI 
and for LR2(215): NEYDR ATHVT LSSLD QVVPR NLGLS KVPIE KNEEA TSPSL ELE-
KN VKQSG SILVS DSTSE KEEIQ KFMLV ASKLD HEANN EGVKR DERGE PNFPK 
AEEED LAKES PPSTT SPEENE KTKRS ESESN ESRLS DSTDT KTKQK ELPSK AK-
KEN TAIKI TEKRV RDLLI TEEDI DTDLA ALEEG SPNSD. Both are predicted to be un-
folded by a number of  prediction algorithms, e.g. FoldIndex (Prilusky et al., 2005) (Fig. 4.3C). The 
gene fragments for h2NLS-LR1(178)-TM and h2NLS-LR2(215)-TM were ordered as synthetic 
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DNA (GeneArt, Regensburg, Germany) and subsequently the fragments were ligated into the 
BamHI and EcoRI sites of  pACM21-GFP; the linkers were truncated by PCR-based mutagenesis 
(adapted from Quik Change protocol, Stratagene, La Jolla, USA)(primers used: frw LR1(158): 
5’-GAAGA ATTGG AAGAA GAAAG AGAAG ATG; frw LR1(138): 5’-GTTTC TTATC 
CAAAA ACTTT CGAAG ATCC; frw LR1(118): 5’-CCATC AAGAA TTGAA TCTAA AACTG 
ATG; frw LR1(098): 5’-AAAAG AGGTG GTTCT CCAAA TAGAG TTTTG; frw LR1(078): 
5’-AGAGA ATTGG ATGCT GAAGA ACCAA C; frw LR2(175): 5’-GAATT GGAAA AAAAT 
GTTAA ACAAT CTGG; frw LR2(155): 5’-AAAGA AGAAA TTCAA AAATT TATGT TG-
GTT G; frw LR2(135): 5’-GAAGG TGTTA AAAGA GATGA AAGAG GTG; frw LR2(115): 
5’-TTGGC TAAAG AATCT CCACC ATCTAC; frw LR2(075): 5’- AAAGA ATTGC CATCT 
AAAGC TAAAG ATTTG; rvs RND: 5’-GACGT CAGAT TGTGG AGGAG ACTC). The 
truncation of  the native linker in h2NLS-L-TM was similar as written above, we used the prim-
ers: frw L(135): 5’-GTATC AAACG AATT TTTAG CTCAA CTAAA TAAAG; frw L(090): 
GGAGC AGAAA CAAGA AATGA AAGTG AG; frw L(037): CGAAG TCCAA AAGGT CG-
CAC C; rvs: 5’-AGATT GTGGA GGAGA CTCTG GTGG. The amino acid sequences of  the 
fragments are listed in Table 5.3.

To construct pACM053-GFP-tcNLS-LR2(215)-TM and pACM054-GFP-sp h2NLS-
LR2(215)-TM, the coding sequence of  h2NLS in pACM034-GFP-h2NLS-LR2(215)-TM was 
replaced for the coding sequence of  respectively the tcNLS (PKKKR KVGPK KKRK) or the 
sp h2NLS; this is a single-partite version of  the h2NLS that lacks the first KRKR basic region 
(PKKKR KKRSS KANK). The coding sequence for the NLSs were ordered as single stranded 
oligonucleotides (tc NLS: 5’- GATCC CCAAA AAAGA AGAGA AAGGT AGGGC CCAAA 
AAGAA GAGAA AGGTA GCTAG CGACG T and 5’- CGCTA GCTAC CTTTC TCTTC 
TTTTT GGGCC CTACC TTTCT CTTCT TTTTT GGG; sp h2NLS: 5’- GATCC GTCAA 
AGATG AAAAT GTTGA AACTA ACGGG CCCAA AAAGA AAAGA AAGAA AAGAT 
CTAGT AAGGC CAATA AACCA CCAGA GTCTC CTCCA CAATC TGACG T and 5’- CA-
GAT TGTGG AGGAG ACTCT GGTGG TTTAT TGGCC TTACT AGATC TTTTC TTTCT 
TTTCT TTTTG GGCCC GTTAG TTTCA ACATT TTCAT CTTTG ACG). The oligonucle-
otides are annealed and ligated in the vector at BamHI and AatII.

To construct pACM050-GFP-h2NLS-L(176) and pACM051-GFP-h2NLS-L(033), the 
sequence coding for the transmembrane domain was removed in pACM23-GFP-L-TM and 
pACM27-GFP-L(037)-TM, respectively, by PCR-based mutagenesis (adapted from Quik Change 
protocol, Stratagene, La Jolla, USA). We used the primers frw: 5’- CCTTC CCACC CTCCC 
AGGAT C and rvs: 5’- ttatc atgaC GGTTT CATAA TATCT ATCCC TCTTT TAGTT TTG. 
To construct pACM052-GFP-tcNLS-GFP, the coding sequence of  tcNLS and an extra gene of  
GFP were ligated into pUG34 (Niedenthal et al., 1996), at respectively BamHI and EcoRI and 
EcoRI and EcoRV. The coding sequence of  the tcNLS was ordered as single stranded oligonucle-
otides (5’- GGATC CCCAA AAAAG AAGAG AAAGG TAGAT CCAAA AAAGA AGAGA 
AAGGT AGCTA GCGAA TTC and 5’- GAATT CGCTA GCTAC CTTTC TCTTC TTTTT 
TGGAT CTACC TTTCT CTTCT TTTTT GGGGA TCC) and annealed. The gene coding for 
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GFP was amplified by PCR from pUG34 (frw: 5’- gccga attcA TGTCT AAAGG TGAAG AAT-
TA TTCAC TGGTG TTG, rvs: 5’- gccga tatcA GCGGA TTTGT ACAAT TCATC CATAC 
CATGG GTAAT ACC).

The gene coding for WALP23 (de Planque and Killian, 2003) was ordered as synthetic DNA 
(GeneArt, DNVGE PALSR KITKK PKGWW LALAL ALALA LALAL ALWWA TARGD 
HMFSE PILVQ). The transmembrane domain of  Heh2 was replaced in vector pACM034-GFP-
h2NLS-LR2(215)-TM for the WALP23-sequence, using the restriction sites KasI and EcoRI.  

The transmembrane domain in pACM030-GFP-h2NLS-LR1(138)-TM was replaced by 
Sec61 as written for the WALP23-sequence. Full-length Sec61 (25-471), encoding a protein with 
10 transmembrane segments (reviewed in (Robson and Collinson, 2006)), was amplified with-
out N-terminal XXRR-like ER membrane retention signal (Teasdale and Jackson, 1996) (frw: 
5’-attgg cgccA GGAAG GTTCC ATACA ATCAG AAACT TATCT G) and lacks a potential 
C-terminal KDEL-signal (Teasdale and Jackson, 1996) (rvs: 5’-cggga attct catta GTTCT TAG-
TA AACCC ACCTT CCTTG GC); The transmembrane domain for pACM030-GFP-h2NLS-
LR1(138)-Sec61TM1 was amplified using the primer: frw: 5’-attgg cgccA GGAAG GTTCC 
ATACA ATCAG AAACT TATCT G and rvs: 5’-attga attct catta TAGCC AGTAC AGAGG 
GTCGG AAGTC. The Sec61 fragments were amplified from pBG1805-Sec61 (Open Biosystems, 
Huntsville, USA). To construct pACM046-GFP-h2NLS-LR1(078)-Sec61 and pACM047-GFP-
h2NLS-LR1(078)-Sec61TM1, the linker LR(138) was truncated as written before. To construct 
pACM048-GFP-LR1(138)-Sec61 and pACM049-GFP-LR1(138)-Sec61TM1, the sequence cod-
ing for the h2NLS was exchanged for a oligonucleotide without NLS. This oligonucleotide was 
ordered as single stranded DNA (5’- gatcc GTCAA AGATG AAAAT GTTGA AACTA ACCCC 
GGGGA ACAAA TTAGT ACGCC TAGGT CTAGT AAGGC CAATA AACCA CCAGA 
GTCTC CTCCA CAATC Tgacg t and 5’- cAGAT TGTGG AGGAG ACTCT GGTGG TT-
TAT TGGCC TTACT AGACC TAGGC GTACT AATTT GTTCC CCGGG GTTAG TTTCA 
ACATT TTCAT CTTTG ACg) annealed and ligated in the vectors at BamHI and AatII,

To construct the MBP-reporters, the restriction site SacII was introduced 5’ of  the GFP 
gen and AscI was made 3’ of  the GFP gene. Therefore, GFP was replaced by a fragment of  
GFP that was amplified with primers containing 5’ the SacII and AscI sites (primers: 5’-cagtc 
tagac cgcgg agatc tccta ggATG TCTAA AGGTG AAGAA TTATT TACTG GTGTT GTC, 
5’- ccgtc tagag catgc TTTGT ACAAT TCATC CATAC CATGG GTAAT AC). To construct 
pACM040-MBP-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM, the gene for maltose binding protein was amplified from a 
plasmid published in (van den Bogaart et al., 2009) (primers: 5’- cggcc gcggA TGAAA ATCGA 
AGAAG GTAAA CTGGT AATCT G, 5’- cgacc gcggA GTCTG TGCAG CTGCC AGGG) 
and ligated (T4 Ligase, Fermentas, Burlington, Canada) into the SacII restriction site. To con-
struct pACM041-MBP-GFP-MBP-h2NLS-L-TM and pACM042-MBP-GFP-2×MBP-h2NLS-L-
TM, the gene encoding maltose binding protein was amplified, using a forward primer containing 
an AscI restriction site (frw: 5’- cttgg cgcgc ctaAT GAAAA TCGAA GAAGG TAAAC TGGTA 
ATC) and a reverse primer containing a MluI restriction site (rvs: 5’- ccgac gcgtA GTCTG AG-
CAG CTGCC AGGGC), and the fragment was ligated in the AscI site.
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To construct pACM055-mCh-h2NLS-L(175) the gene of  GFP was exchanged for the 
gene of  mCherry in pACM050-GFP-h2NLS-L(176). The mCherry was amplified by PCR (frw: 
GGTCT AGAAT GGTGA GCAAG GGCGA GG; rvs: 5’- GCTCT  AGATT ACTTG TACAG 
CTCGT CCATG CC) from pcDNA3.1-mCherry (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and ligated in the 
XbaI-sites of  the plasmid. 

To construct pRAH01-h1NLS-L-h2TM, the NLS-L encoding fragment of  Heh1 was ampli-
fied by PCR from genomic DNA of  BY4742 (primers: frw: cggga tccAC CAATG ATTTTCAG-
CA AAATT CC, rvs: attgg cgccG TTCCC GACCT TCCCA GATCC). The h2NLS-LR2(205) 
encoding region in pACM023 was replaced by the h1NLS-L fragment, using the BamHI and KasI 
sites. 

To construct pJKL01-2×FKBP12-GFP-Lic-h2NLS-L-TM a tandem version of  FKBP 
(2×FKBP), containing the restriction sites SacII, AatII and, StuI at the 5’-site and SacII at the 3’-
site, was ordered as synthetic DNA (GeneArt, Regensburg, Germany; PRMDV RPGAG VQVET 
ISPGD GRTFP KRGQT CVVHY TGMLE DGKKF DSSRD RNKPF KFMLG KQEVI RG-
WEE GVAQM SVGQR AKLTI SPDYAY GATGH PGIIP PHATL VFDV ELLKL ETRGV 
QVETI SPGDG RTFPK RGQTC VVHYT GMLED GKKFD SSRDR NKPFK FMLGK QE-
VIR GWEEG VAQMS VGQRA KLTIS PDYAY GATGH PGIIPP HATLV FDVEL LKLET 
GAPR). The 2×FKBP12 encoding fragment was ligated into the SacII site of  pACM023-GFP-
Lic-h2NLS-L-TM. To construct pJKL02-PrA-2FKBP12-GFP-Lic-h2NLS-L-TM, PrA was sub-
sequently amplified from pBXa-His5 and ligated in the restriction sites AatII and StuI (frw: 5’-cg-
gaa tgacg tcGGT GAAGC TCAAA AACTT AATGA CTC, rvs: 5’- ccgaa taggc ctAGG ATCGT 
CTTTA AGACT TTGGA TGAAG C).

To produce tcNLS-GFP and to purify the protein from Escherichia coli, an arabinose-in-
ducible expression vector was used. The fragment coding for the tcNLS containing LIC com-
petent overhangs was ordered as single stranded oligo’s (5’-ATGGG TGGTG GATTT GC-
TAT GCCAA AAAAG AAGAG AAAGG TAGAT CCAAA AAAGA AGAGA AAGGT 
AGCTA GCATG GGTGGT GGATTT AAATTT ATACT TCCAAG GG; 5’- TTGGA AG-
TAT AAATT TTCCC TTGGA AGTAT AAATT TAAAT CCACC ACCCA TGCTA GCTAC 
CTTTC TCTTC TTTTTT GGATC TACCT TTCTCT TCTTTT TTGGC ATAG), annealed and 
inserted in pBADcLIC-GFP using ligation-independent cloning (Geertsma and Poolman, 2007). 
The plasmid for expression in E.coli of  Kap60 with the StrepII sequence (WSHPQFEK) at the 
C-terminus (p1BAD-Kap60-Strep) was made by ligation of  a fragment of  Kap60 in p1BAD be-
tween SpeI and AscI. Kap60 was amplified from genomic DNA of  BY4742 (primers: frw: 5’-gacta 
gtatg gataA TGGTA CAGAT TCTTC CACG; rvs: 5’-ggcgc gcctt atttt tcgaa ttgag gatga gacca 
GTTAA AATTG AATTG TTGGT TGACA TTAGA AC).

The vector for expression of  h2NLS-L-GFP in Lactococcus lactis (pNZ-h2NLS-L-GFP-
His) was made by PCR amplification of  the h2NLS-L encoding fragment (5’-atggg tggtg gattt 
gctat gGAAT CAAGT TCTAG TGAGA GTAAA ACTGT CAAAG, 5’-ttgga agtat aaatt ttcAA 
TATCT ATCCC TCTTT TAGTT TTGTT GGC) and inserted into pREcLIC by using ligation-
independent cloning (LIC) as described (Geertsma and Poolman, 2007), yielding plasmid pRE-
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h2NLS-L-GFP-His. This pRE vector was converted into pNZ-h2NLS-L-GFP-His by Vector 
Backbone Exchange (VBEx) with pERL as described (Geertsma and Poolman, 2007) to express 
h2NLS-L-GFP in L. lactis.

Fluorescence Microscopy 
Growth conditions: Yeast strains were grown at 30°C  in synthetic defined medium without 

L-histidine, supplemented with 2% (w/v) filter-sterilized D-raffinose and 0.01 % (w/v) adenine, 
unless indicated otherwise. The reporter proteins were expressed from low-copy plasmids under 
the control of  the GAL1 promoter by 1-2 hours induction with 0.1% (w/v) D-galactose, unless 
indicated otherwise. Exponentially growing cells were kept in the SD growth medium at 30°C. 

Image acquisition: Imaging was performed on a laser-scanning confocal microscope, as de-
scribed previously (van den Bogaart et al., 2007), and on a commercial LSM 710 confocal micro-
scope (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Jena, Germany), using an objective C-Apochromat 40/1.2NA, a 
solid state laser (488 nm) for excitation and ZEN2010B software. The pixel dwell times for laser-
scanning ranged from 0.2 to 0.5 ms with a pixel step of  50 nm. When measuring cells containing a 
high accumulation of  reporter at either the inner nuclear membrane (INM) or in the nucleoplasm, 
a longer dwell time of  0.5 ms was used, such that the low fluorescence intensity at the ER and in 
the cytoplasm could be quantified. 

Data analysis and NE/ER-ratios: For each cell, the distribution of  pixel intensities at the 
nuclear envelope (NE) and at the cortical endoplasmic reticulum (ER) was determined, and the 
ratio of  the average intensities at both locations, the NE/ER ratio, was calculated for at least 20 
cells (Fig. 2). These NE/ER ratios were stable between 1 and 3 hours after induction (Chapter 
3, Fig. 3). In all cases, only cells showing a clear ER or a higher than background intensity in the 
cytoplasm were analyzed, using home-made software or ZEN2010B. In all strains expressing the 
h2NLS-L-TM-derived reporters, >60% of  the cells could be quantified; in the other cells the 
signal at the ER was too low to determine an NE/ER ratio. The fraction of  cells that showed no 
signal at the ER was very high for h1NLS-L-h2TM (88%) and PrA-FKBP-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM 
(~90%), so the average NE/ER ratio should be considered as a lower limit, in these cases. We 
emphasize that in these cells the accumulation of  membrane proteins in the INM is even more 
compelling, but we are unable to give a precise NE/ER ratio. The differences between the report-
ers are explained by differences in expression levels; at lower expression levels the fluorescence 
at the ER is too close to background levels. We measured the average fluorescence intensity of  
PrA-FKBP-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM by confocal microscope and compared it to h2NLS-L-TM, and 
indeed we found that on average the expression level was 10× lower (n = 40). As mentioned in 
chapter 4, FKBP-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM, was even lower expressed than PrA-FKBP-GFP-h2NLS-
L-TM. Obviously, in all cases, after depleting the cells of  Kap95 or trapping cargo, a larger (up to 
100%) percentage of  the cells could be quantified (Fig. 4.5 – 4.8 and 4.13A). In the case of  the 
soluble reporter h2NLS-GFP, an N/C-ratio was determined (nucleus/cytoplasm). The nuclear 
accumulation was so strong that only a small fraction of  cells showed no cytoplasmic staining and 
thus the underestimation of  the accumulation of  h2NLSGFP is significant (Fig. 3.8).
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Nuclear efflux of  membrane reporter protein. KAP95-AA expresses an allele of  KAP95 fused 
to the FRB fragment of  TOR1 and a plasma membrane ‘anchor’ fused to FKBP12 (PMA1-FK-
BP12) (Haruki et al., 2008). The addition of  rapamycin drives the formation of  a ternary complex 
of  FKBP12 with FRB with nanomolar affinity (Chen et al., 1995), allowing to conditionally trap 
Kap95-FRB at the plasma membrane and thereby inhibit Kap95-mediated import. After 2 hours 
of  expression of  the reporters in exponentially growing cells, 2 μg/mL of  rapamycin was added 
to trigger Kap95-FRB interaction with Pma1-FKBP to abolish the Kap95-mediated nuclear im-
port (Fig. 3.5A). The absence of  Kap95-facilitated import will result in a loss of  nuclear accumu-
lation for free moving cargo (not trapped). This can be measured as temporary net efflux of  cargo 
from the nucleus. During the experiment, the cells were kept at 30°C and for every time point a 
new fresh sample was prepared. We measured the fluorescence intensity at the NE and at the ER 
and divided NE/ER to find the accumulation value (Fig. 5.2). The total fluorescence intensity in 
the cells did not change after adding rapamycin to the cells (Fig. 3.7B).

 

Immuno-Electron Microscopy 
Samples from KAP95-AA strains expressing h2NLS-L-TM were fixed in 4% parafor-

maldehyde and 0.1% glutaraldehyde in 100 mM HEPES for 1 hour at room temperature, rinsed 
in PBS and re-suspended in 10% gelatin. Blocks were placed in 2.3 M sucrose overnight at 4°C, 
transferred to aluminum pins and dropped into liquid nitrogen. The frozen block was trimmed 
on a Leica Cryo-EMUC6 UltraCut and 65 nm thick sections were collected and placed on a 
nickel formvar/carbon coated grid. The grids were treated with 100 mM ammonium chloride and 
blocked with 1% fish skin gelatin in PBS. Grids were incubated with an anti-GFP antibody (gift 
of  M. Rout) for 30 minutes. After washing, the grids were incubated with 10nm gold-conjugated 
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Figure 5.2: Membrane reporter proteins accumulate at INM. Image analysis to determine the ac-
cumulation levels in a typical confocal image of  a cell expressing h2NLS-L-TM, the area of  the nucleus 
(red box) and the ER were selected (green box) as indicated. The corresponding distributions of  the 
pixel fluorescence intensities in the entire selected areas are plotted in a histogram for the ER (left) and 
the NE (middle). The histogram shows two populations of  pixels: the low fluorescence intensity pixels 
correspond to background and out-of-focus signal and the high intensity pixels to the focused signal at 
the membranes of  the cell. A mask was created to exclude all the low intensity pixels. Therefore a mini-
mum threshold was set between these populations. The values of  the pixels not excluded by the mask in 
the image are plotted in the graphs: in red for the focused signal at the ER (left) and green for the INM 
(middle), and combined in one graph (right). The accumulation is defined as the mean fluorescence in-
tensity in the NE (in this case 40,000) divided by the mean fluorescence intensity in the ER (here 1,300, 
thus the NE/ER-ratio was 31). The differences in NE/ER-ratios of  one experiment in a double blind 
test was <10% (n = 26).
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antibodies for an additional 30 minutes. All grids were washed in PBS and post-fixed with 1% 
gluteraldehyde followed by uranyl acetate treatment. Grids were all viewed with a FEI Tecnai Bio-
twin TEM at 80kV. Images were acquired using a Morada CCD and iTEM (Olympus) software 
(Fig. 3.5A, B).

Characterization of h2NLS-L 
Purification of  h2NLS-L. Purified h2NLS-L was obtained by expression of  h2NLS-L-GFP 

(containing a His-tag) in Lactococcus lactis NZ9000 (Kuipers et al., 1997) grown on M17 medium 
(Oxoid, Basingstoke, United Kingdom) supplemented with 0.5% glucose and 5 μg/mL chloram-
phenicol at a constant pH (6.5) and temperature (30°C). Expression was induced at an OD of  0.7 
by the addition of  nisin A to a 1:10,000 (v/v) dilution of  the supernatant from a stationary-phase 
(OD of  1.5) of  a L. lactis NZ9700 culture (Kuipers et al., 1993). Cells were harvested after 3.5 
hours and washed once with 50 mM potassium phosphate pH 7.0. After cryogenic lysis (Alber 
et al., 2007), the frozen, ground cells were resuspended in buffer (100 mM sodium phosphate 
(NaPi) pH 7.0, 0.1 mM MgCl2, 18 mg/mL PMSF, 0.3 mg/mL pepstatin A plus 10% glycerol) 
with 150 mM NaCl, and 5 μg/mL DNase, using a Polytron Pt-K (Kinematica Swiss). Cell de-
bris was removed by centrifugation for 20 minutes at 20,000×g at 4°C. h2NLS-L-GFP-His was 
purified on Ni-Sepharose (Fast Flow; GE Healthcare) after washing with 20 column volumes 
lysis buffer with 300 mM NaCl plus 15 mM imidazole and 20 column volumes lysis buffer with 
300 mM NaCl plus 50 mM imidazole. The protein was eluted in 100 mM NaPi pH 7.0, 0.1 mM 
MgCl2, 10% glycerol plus 300 mM imidazole, and peak fractions were loaded (0.5 mL/min) onto a 
size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) Superdex-200 column equilibrated with 50 mM potassium 
phosphate pH 7.0 plus 200 mM NaCl. After SEC, the protein was stable for days at 4°C. Peak 
fractions were concentrated on Vivaspin 30 kDa cut-off  filters (GE Healthcare) to 4.8 mg/mL 
in 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 1 mM DTT plus 1 mM EDTA. GFP-His was cleaved off  using 60 
μg/mL TEV-protease, overnight at 4°C (TEV-protease was produced as described by Waugh, D. 
S. on http://mcl1.ncifcrf.gov/waugh_tech.html). Non-cleaved h2NLS-L-GFP-His and GFP-His 
were removed by incubation with Ni-Sepharose. The flow-through and wash fractions contain-
ing 50 mM KPi (pH 7.0) plus 15 mM imidazole were combined and subsequently, h2NLS-L was 
concentrated on pre-washed Vivaspin 3 kDa cut-off  filters to 1.4 mg/mL (55 μM). The resulting 
h2NLS-L in ~12.5 mM Tris-HCl, 37.5 mM KPi (pH 7.0), 6 mM imidazole, 0.4 mM EDTA plus 
0.4 mM DTT was supplemented with D2O to contain 93/7% v/v H2O/D2O. 

NMR. NMR experiments were performed on a Varian Unity Inova spectrometer operat-
ing at 600 MHz, equipped with a triple-resonance room temperature probe. Data for unlabeled 
h2NLS-L and 15N/13C-labeled α-synuclein were acquired at 10°C; in the case of  15N/13C-labeled 
calbindin D9k, the temperature was set to 28°C. One-dimensional 1H spectra were recorded using 
a water-flip-back scheme for the intrinsically disordered proteins, while presaturation of  the water 
resonance was applied for calbindin D9k. The [1H–13C]–HSQC experiment on unlabeled h2NLS-
L was recorded with 128 (13C) × 1024 (1H) complex data points (10.7 × 128 ms maximum evolu-
tion times, respectively) averaging 160 scans per FID, giving rise to a net acquisition time of  13 
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hours. A constant-time [1H–13C]–HSQC experiment was acquired on α-synuclein, using 200 (13C) 
× 512 (1H) complex data points (25 × 64 ms maximum evolution times, respectively) averaging 2 
scans per FID, giving rise to a net acquisition time of  15 minutes. For calbindin D9k, the same ex-
periment was recorded, but with 160 (13C) × 512 (1H) complex data points (16 × 64 ms maximum 
evolution times, respectively) averaging 2 scans per FID (Mulder et al., 2010).

 Determination of  the Stokes radius using SEC. The Stokes radius of  h2NLS-L, as obtained 
after TEV-cleavage of  h2NLS-L-GFP, was calibrated using size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) 
standards (thyroglobulin (669 kDa, Rs = 85 Å), ferritin (440 kDa, Rs = 61 Å), catalase (232 kDa, 
Rs = 52 Å), albumin (67 kDa, Rs = 35 Å), ovalbumin (43 kDa, Rs = 30.5 Å), ribonuclease (13.7 
kDa, Rs = 16.4 Å)). SEC was performed in 50 mM potassium phosphate pH 7.0 plus 200 mM 
NaCl. The partition coefficient of  the proteins was determined with Kav = (Ve-V0) / (Vc-V0), and 
the Stokes radius calculated by linear regression of  the standard curve; where Ve is the elution 
volume, V0 is the void volume and Vc is the geometric column volume. A theoretical value for 
the Stokes radius was calculated with Rh = (4.75 ± 1.11)N0.29 ± 0.02 and Rh = (0.75 ± 0.05)M0.33 ± 0.02  
for a globular folded protein and Rh = (2.21 ± 1.07)N0.57 ± 0.02 and Rh = (0.19 ± 0.01)M0.54 ± 0.02 for 
a unfolded protein (Tcherkasskaya et al., 2003;Wilkins et al., 1999). Where Rh is the hydrodynamic 
or Stokes radius of  h2NLS-L, N the number of  residues in the protein domain (227 amino acids) 
and M the molar mass in Dalton (25592.03 Da). 

Karyopherin-cargo binding assay
Kap60, under the control of  the arabinose-promoter (PBAD), was expressed in E. coli 

MC1061 by induction with 10-3% (w/v) arabinose for approximately 2 hours at 30°C. Cells were 
lysed in 50 mM potassium phosphate pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 2 mM DTT, 18 mg/
mL PMSF plus 0.3 mg/mL pepstatin A and purified using a two-step purification protocol with 
first Strep-Tactin Superflow (Qiagen) and second SEC Sephadex 200 in 50 mM sodium phospate 
pH 8.0 plus 300 mM NaCl. GFP with C-terminal His10 and N-terminal tandem cNLS (tcNLS) 
sequences was purified by Ni-Sepharose and SEC. h2NLS-L-GFP purification was performed as 
described in the NMR section. A significant fraction of  Kap60 was proteolysed, and the fraction 
lacking the IBB domain was used in the binding assay. The cleavage site was confirmed with linear 
mode MALDI MS on a 4800 mass analyzer.

The binding affinity of  Kap60ΔIBB to h2NLSL-GFP and tcNLS-GFP was measured using 
a solid phase binding assay (Fanara et al., 2000;Hahn et al., 2008). Fresh fractions of  Kap60ΔIBB 
(2× excess of  binding capacity of  the beads) from SEC were incubated with Strep-Tactin magnet-
ic beads (Qiagen) for 30 minutes. These bead-containing suspensions were divided into 5 µL tube 
reactions (approximately containing 1 µg = 16.6 µmol of  Kap60ΔIBB each). Cargoes (h2NLS-
L-GFP and tcNLS-GFP-His) were added at different concentrations in TBT buffer (20 mM K/
HEPES, pH 7.4, 110 mM KOAc, 2mM MgCl2 plus 0.1% Tween-20) and incubated overnight at 
4°C. Beads were washed twice with 50 mM NaH2PO4, pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl plus 0.05% Tween 
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20 and eluted in 20 µL of  the same buffer, supplemented with 10 mM biotin, 0.5% SDS plus 5 
mM DTT. Elution fractions were incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature and separated on 
12.5% SDS-PAGE gels. In-gel fluorescence of  GFP, representing the amount of  bound cargo 
was quantified using ImageJ software (U. S. National Institutes of  Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). 
Fractional saturation curves were fitted with simple binding kinetics (Lanfermeijer et al., 1999).

Western blots
Exponentially growing cells were lysed in NaOH and β-mercaptoethanol and TCA-pre-

cipitated. The samples were separated on SDS-PAGE gels and transferred to a PVDF membrane. 
For detection of  GFP we used anti-GFP antibody (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) at a dilution of  
1:2,000 (v/v) and a secondary with anti-rabbit-alkaline phosphatase conjugate at 1:10,000 (v/v) 
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA). For the detection of  tubulin, we used anti-Tubulin at 1:1,000 
(v/v) (AbCam, Cambridge, UK) with anti-rat-alkaline phosphatase conjugate at 1:10,000 (v/v) 
(Sigma-Aldrich). To detect Kap95 we used anti-Kap95 at 1:1000 (v/v) (Santa Cruz Biotechnol-
ogy, Santa Cruz, USA) with anti-goat-alkaline phosphatase conjugate at 1:10,000 (Sigma-Aldrich). 
Pre-stained molecular weight marker (Fermentas) was used.

Tables

Table 5.1: S. cerevisiae strains
Name Description Source
w303 mata/α leu2-3,112 trp1-1 can1-100 ura3-1 ade2-1 his3-11,15
BY4742 (Brachmann et al., 1998) matα his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 lys2Δ0 ura3Δ0 Invitrogen
HHY110 w303, matα tor1-1 fpr1::NAT PMA1-2xFKBP12::TRP1 (Haruki et al., 2008)
K14708 w303, matα tor1-1 fpr1::NAT (Haruki et al., 2008)
KAP95-AA HHY110, KAP95-FRB::KanMX This study
NSP1-FRB K14708, NSP1-FRB::KanMX This study
Mtr1-1 mtr1-1 (Kadowaki et al., 1994)
Nup170Δ (Winzeler et al., 1999) BY4743, Homo 2N, NUP170::KanMX Open Biosystems
SWY2950 nup100ΔGLFG nup145ΔGLFG nup57ΔGLFG (Strawn et al., 2004)
SWY3042 nup42ΔFG nup159ΔFG nup60ΔFxF nup1ΔFxFG nup2ΔFxFG 

nup100ΔGLFG
(Strawn et al., 
2004;Strawn et al., 2004)

SWY3062 nup42ΔFG nup159ΔFG nup60ΔFxF nup1ΔFxFG nup2ΔFxFG 
nsp1ΔFGΔFxFG

(Strawn et al., 2004)

Table 5.2: Plasmids
Name Description Source
pACM021-GFP pUG34 Gal1 promoter (in stead of Met25) (Niedenthal et al., 1996),
pACM022-GFP-Heh2 GFP-Heh2 under GAL1 promoter (HIS, Cen) This study
pACM023-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM As above, coding for Heh2 (93-378) This study
pACM024-GFP-L-TM As above, coding for Heh2 (138-378) This study
pACM25-GFP-L(135)-TM As pAC023-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM, truncated L containing 135 

residues 
This study

pACM26-GFP-L(090)-TM As pAC023-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM, truncated L containing 90 
residues

This study

pACM27-GFP-L(037)-TM As pAC023-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM, truncated L containing 37 
residues

This study
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Table 5.2: Plasmids
Name Description Source
pACM028-GFP-h2NLS-LR1(178)-TM pAC023-GFP-Lic-h2NLS-L-TM where the L is replaced for a 

artificial linker LR1, containing 178 residues
This study

pACM029-GFP-h2NLS-LR1(158)-TM As above, truncated LR1 containing 158 residues This study

pACM030-GFP-h2NLS-LR1(138)-TM As above, truncated LR1 containing 138 residues This study

pACM031-GFP-h2NLS-LR1(118)-TM As above, truncated LR1 containing 118 residues This study

pACM032-GFP-h2NLS-LR1(098)-TM As above, truncated LR1 containing 98 residues This study

pACM033-GFP-h2NLS-LR1(078)-TM As above, truncated LR1 containing 78 residues This study

pACM034-GFP-h2NLS-LR2(215)-TM pAC023-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM where the L is replaced for a artifi-
cial linker LR2, containing 205 residues

This study

pACM035-GFP-h2NLS-LR2(175)-TM As above, truncated LR2 containing 175 residues This study

pACM036-GFP-h2NLS-LR2(155)-TM As above, truncated LR2 containing 155 residues This study

pACM037-GFP-h2NLS-LR2(135)-TM As above, truncated LR2 containing 135 residues This study

pACM038-GFP-h2NLS-LR2(115)-TM As above, truncated LR2 containing 115 residues This study

pACM039-GFP-h2NLS-LR2(075)-TM As above, truncated LR2 containing 75 residues This study

pACM040-MBP-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM Heh2 (93-378) fused to MBP-GFP This study

pACM041-MBP-GFP-MBP-h2NLS-
L-TM

Heh2 (93-378) fused to MBP-GFP-MBP This study

pACM042-MBP-GFP-2xMBP-h2NLS-
L-TM

Heh2 (93-378) fused to MBP-GFP-MBP-MBP This study

pACM043-GFP-h2NLS-LR2(215)-
WALP23

pAC034-GFP-h2NLS-LR2(215)-TM where the TM is replaced 
for WALP23

This study

pACM044-GFP-h2NLS-LR1(138)-
Sec61

pAC030-GFP-h2NLS-LR1(138)-TM where the TM is replaced 
for full-length Sec61 (Residues 25-471)

This study

pACM045-GFP-h2NLS-LR1(138)-
Sec61TM1

As above, Sec61 but with only N-terminal TM (Residues 
25-42)

This study

pACM046-GFP-h2NLS-LR1(078)-
Sec61

pACM044-GFP-h2NLS-LR1(138)-Sec61 where the linker is 
truncated to 78 residues

This study

pACM047-GFP-h2NLS-LR1(078)-
Sec61TM1

pACM045-GFP-h2NLS-LR1(138)-Sec61TM1 where the linker is 
truncated to 78 residues

This study

pACM048-GFP-LR1(138)-Sec61 pACM044-GFP-h2NLS-LR1(138)-Sec61 where the h2NLS is 
removed

This study

pACM049-GFP-LR1(138)-Sec61TM1 pACM045-GFP-h2NLS-LR1(138)-Sec61TM1 where the h2NLS 
is removed

This study

pACM050-GFP-h2NLS-L(176) pAC023-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM, where the TM is removed This study

pACM051-GFP-H2NLS-L(033) pACM050-GFP-h2NLS-L(176), where L is truncated to 33 
residues

This study

pACM052-GFP-tcNLS-GFP pACM021-GFP, where tcNLS and GFP are inserted This study

pACM053-GFP-tcNLS-LR2(215)-TM pACM034-GFP-h2NLS-LR2(215)-TM where the h2NLS is 
replaced for tcNLS

This study

pACM054-GFP-sp h2NLS-LR2(215)-
TM

pACM034-GFP-h2NLS-LR2(215)-TM where the h2NLS is 
replace for the single partite sp h2NLS

This study

pACM055-mCh-h2NLS-L(175) pACM050-GFP-h2NLS-L(176), where GFP is replaced for 
mCherry

This study

pFA6a-FRB-KanMX6 Cassette for amplification of FRB and KanMx with F2 and R1 
primer binding sites

(Haruki et al., 2008)

pJKL01-2xFKBP12-GFP-Lic-h2NLS-
L-TM

pAC023-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM where 2xFKBP12 is N-terminally 
fused to h2NLS-L-TM

This study

pJKL02-PrA-2xFKBP12-GFP-Lic-
h2NLS-L-TM

pJKL01-2xFKBP12-GFP-Lic-h2NLS-L-TM where PrA is N-
terminally fused to 2xFKBP12-h2NLS-L-TM

This study

pRAH01-h1NLS-L-h2TM pAC023-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM where NLS-L of Heh2 is replaced for 
NLS-L of Heh1

This study

p1BAD-Kap60-Strep Vector for expression of Kap60 with Strep-tag in E.coli This study

pBADcLic-tcNLS-GFP Vector for expression of tcNLS-GFP in E. coli This study

pNZ-h2NLS-L-GFP-His Vector for expression of h2NLS-L-GFP in L. lactis This study
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Table 5.3: The amino acid sequences of the reporters
Name1 Sequence2

GFP MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVSGEGEGDATYGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTFGYGVQCFARYPD
HMKQHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTIFFKDDGNYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGIDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNYNSHNV
YIMADKQKNGIKVNFKIRHNIEDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGPVLLPDNHYLSTQSALSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFV
TAAGITHGMDELYKSRTSHGENLLGQG

h2NLS-L(180)-TM3

            -L(135)
            -L(090)
            -L(037)

VKDENVETNKRKREQISTDNEAKMQIQEEKSPKKKRKKRSSKANKPPESPPQS>KSDGKATSADLTSELETVEELH
KKDSSDDKPRVKELPKPELPNLK<VSNEFLAQLNKELASAATENYDHSIKSTDLSSIRIETEEPVGPST<GAETRNESE
VMENINLEVQPEVKEAKEELTKISETFDNQDEEDTSRLSSKKNI<RSPKGRTRHFIANKTKRGIDIMKPFIAHLFIWL
WNGAIFLSIICPILFGLWYREQRIQVGYCGHEKPLKSLAISAFPQTERVDSVLQAYR

L-TM3 PPESPPQSKSDGKATSADLTSELETVEELHKKDSSDDKPRVKELPKPELPNLKVSNEFLAQLNKELASAATENYDH
SIKSTDLSSIRIETEEPVGPSTGAETRNESEVMENINLEVQPEVKEAKEELTKISETFDNQDEEDTSRLSSKKNIRSPK
GRTRHFIANKTKRGIDIMKPFIAHLFIWLWNGAIFLSIICPILFGLWYREQRIQVGYCGHEKPLKSLAISAFPQTER
VDSVLQAYR

PrA-2×FKBP124

       2×FKBP12

>GEAQKLNDSQAPKADAQQNNFNKDQQSAFYEILNMPNLNEAQRNGFIQSLKDDPSQSTNVLGEAKKLNESQ
APKADNNFNKEQQNAFYEILNMPNLNEEQRNGFIQSLKDDPSQSANLLSEAKKLNESQAPKADNKFNKKQQNA
FYEILHLPNLNEEQRNGFIQSLKDDPSQSANLLAEAKKLNDAQAPKADNKFNKEQQNAFYEILHLPNLTEEQRNGF
IQSLKDDP<RPGAGVQVETISPGDGRTFPKRGQTCVVHYTGMLEDGKKFDSSRDRNKPFKFMLGKQEVIRGWEE
GVAQMSVGQRAKLTISPDYAYGATGHPGIIPPHATLVFDVELLKLETRGVQVETISPGDGRTFPKRGQTCVVHYTG
MLEDGKKFDSSRDRNKPFKFMLGKQEVIRGWEEGVAQMSVGQRAKLTISPDYAYGATGHPGIIPPHATLVFDVEL
LKLET

h2NLS-LR1(178)-TM3

            -LR1(158)
            -LR1(138)
            -LR1(118)

VKDENVETNKRKREQISTDNEAKMQIQEEKSPKKKRKKRSSKANKPPESPPQSDV>ASEESAPSKKLQFDEVSKN
<EELEEEREDGKDTELSEQHN<VSYPKTLEDPDANPLEALFE<PSRIESKTDENIITSVSRVD<KRGGSPNRVLGITSA
KIVTL<RELDAEEPTLQATATETNDNESLSKSKLKESNTHEPEKKDKLSSKKMVIGANKTKRGIDIMKPFIAHLFIWL
WNGAIFLSIICPILFGLWYREQRIQVGYCGHERPLKSLAISAFPQTERVDSVLQAYRP

h2NLS-LR2(215)-TM3

            -LR2(175)
            -LR2(155)
            -LR2(135)
            -LR2(115)

VKDENVETNKRKREQISTDNEAKMQIQEEKSPKKKRKKRSSKANKPPESPPQSDV>NEYDRATHVTLSSLDQVV
PR<NLGLSKVPIEKNEEATSPSL<ELEKNVKQSGSILVSDSTSE<KEEIQKFMLVASKLDHEANN<EGVKRDERGEPN
FPKAEEED<LAKESPPSTTSPEENEKTKRSESESNESRLSDSTDTKTKQ<KELPSKAKDLKENTAIKITEKRVRLITEEDI
DTDLAALEEGSPNSDGANKTKRGIDIMKPFIAHLFIWLWNGAIFLSIICPILFGLWYREQRIQVGYCGHERPLKSLAI
SAFPQTERVDSVLQAYRP

sp h2NLS-LR2(215)-TM3 VKDENVETNGPKKKRKKRSSKANKPPESPPQSDVNEYDRATHVTLSSLDQVVPRNLGLSKVPIEKNEEATSPSLEL
EKNVKQSGSILVSDSTSEKEEIQKFMLVASKLDHEANNEGVKRDERGEPNFPKAEEEDLAKESPPSTTSPEENEKTK
RSESESNESRLSDSTDTKTKQKELPSKAKDLKENTAIKITEKRVRLITEEDIDTDLAALEEGSPNSDGANKTKRGIDIM
KPFIAHLFIWLWNGAIFLSIICPILFGLWYREQRIQVGYCGHERPLKSLAISAFPQTERVDSVLQAYRP

tcNLS-LR2(215)-TM3 PKKKRKVGPKKKRKVASDVNEYDRATHVTLSSLDQVVPRNLGLSKVPIEKNEEATSPSLELEKNVKQSGSILVSDST
SEKEEIQKFMLVASKLDHEANNEGVKRDERGEPNFPKAEEEDLAKESPPSTTSPEENEKTKRSESESNESRLSDSTD
TKTKQKELPSKAKDLKENTAIKITEKRVRLITEEDIDTDLAALEEGSPNSDGANKTKRGIDIMKPFIAHLFIWLWNGA
IFLSIICPILFGLWYREQRIQVGYCGHERPLKSLAISAFPQTERVDSVLQAYRP

h2NLS-LR2(215)-WALP233 VKDENVETNKRKREQISTDNEAKMQIQEEKSPKKKRKKRSSKANKPPESPPQSDVNEYDRATHVTLSSLDQVPR
NLGLSKVPIEKNEEATSPSLELEKNVKQSGSILVSDSTSEKEEIQKFMLVASKLDHEANNEGVKRDERGEPNFPKAE
EEDLAKESPPSTTSPEENEKTKRSESESNESRLSDSTDTKTKQKELPSKAKDLKENTAIKITEKRVRLITEEDIDTDLAA
LEEGSPNSDGADNVGEPALSRKITKKPKGWWLALALALALALALALALWWATARGDHMFSEPILVQ

h2NLS-LR1(138)-Sec613

            -LR1(078)
VKDENVETNKRKREQISTDNEAKMQIQEEKSPKKKRKKRSSKANKPPESPPQSDV>VSYPKTFEDPDANPLEALF
EPSRIESKTDENIITSVSRVDKRGGSPNRVLGITSAKIVTL<RELDAEEPTLQATATETNDNESLSKSKLKESNTHEPEK
KDKLSSKKMVIGARKVPYNQKLIWTGVSLLIFLILGQIPLYGIVSSETSDPLYWLAMLASNRGTLLELGVSPIITSSMIF
QFLQGTQLLQIRPESKQDRELFQIAQKVCAIILILGQALVVVMTGNYGAPSDLGLPICLLLIFQLMFASLIVMLLDELL
SKGYGLGSGISLFTATNIAEQIFWRAFAPTTVNSGRGKEFEGAVIAFFHLLAVRKDKKRALVEAFYRTNLPNMFQVL
MTVAIFLFVLYLQGFRYELPIRSTKVRGQIGIYPIKLFYTSNTPIMLQSALTSNIFLISQILFQKYPTNPLIRLIGVWGIRP
GTQGPQMALSGLAYYIQPLMSLSEALLDPIKTIVYITFVLGSCAVFSKTWIEISGTSPRDIAKQFKDQGMVINGKRE
TSIYRELKKIIPTAAAFGGATIGALSVGSDLLGTLGSGASILMATTTIYGYYEAAAKEGGFTKN

h2NLS-LR1(138)-Sec61TM13

            -LR1(078)
VKDENVETNKRKREQISTDNEAKMQIQEEKSPKKKRKKRSSKANKPPESPPQSDV>VSYPKTFEDPDANPLEALF
EPSRIESKTDENIITSVSRVDKRGGSPNRVLGITSAKIVTL<RELDAEEPTLQATATETNDNESLSKSKLKESNTHEPEK
KDKLSSKKMVIGARKVPYNQKLIWTGVSLLIFLILGQIPLYGIVSSETSDPLYWL

LR1(138)-Sec613 VKDENVETNPGEQISTPRSSKANKPPESPPQSDVVSYPKTFEDPDANPLEALFEPSRIESKTDENIITSVSRVDKRGG
SPNRVLGITSAKIVTLRELDAEEPTLQATATETNDNESLSKSKLKESNTHEPEKKDKLSSKKMVIGARKVPYNQKLIW
TGVSLLIFLILGQIPLYGIVSSETSDPLYWLAMLASNRGTLLELGVSPIITSSMIFQFLQGTQLLQIRPESKQDRELFQIA
QKVCAIILILGQALVVVMTGNYGAPSDLGLPICLLLIFQLMFASLIVMLLDELLSKGYGLGSGISLFTATNIAEQIFWRA
FAPTTVNSGRGKEFEGAVIAFFHLLAVRKDKKRALVEAFYRTNLPNMFQVLMTVAIFLFVLYLQGFRYELPIRSTKV
RGQIGIYPIKLFYTSNTPIMLQSALTSNIFLISQILFQKYPTNPLIRLIGVWGIRPGTQGPQMALSGLAYYIQPLMSLSE
ALLDPIKTIVYITFVLGSCAVFSKTWIEISGTSPRDIAKQFKDQGMVINGKRETSIYRELKKIIPTAAAFGGATIGALSVG
SDLLGTLGSGASILMATTTIYGYYEAAAKEGGFTKN

LR1(138)-Sec61TM13 VKDENVETNPGEQISTPRSSKANKPPESPPQSDVVSYPKTFEDPDANPLEALFEPSRIESKTDENIITSVSRVDKRGG
SPNRVLGITSAKIVTLRELDAEEPTLQATATETNDNESLSKSKLKESNTHEPEKKDKLSSKKMVIGARKVPYNQKLIW
TGVSLLIFLILGQIPLYGIVSSETSDPLYWL
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Table 5.3: The amino acid sequences of the reporters
Name1 Sequence2

MBP5 MKIEEGKLVIWINGDKGYNGLAEVGKKFEKDTGIKVTVEHPDKLEEKFPQVAATGDGPDIIFWAHDRFGGYAQSG
LLAEITPDKAFQDKLYPFTWDAVRYNGKLIAYPIAVEALSLIYNKDLLPNPPKTWEEIPALDKELKAKGKSALMFNLQ
EPYFTWPLIAADGGYAFKYENGKYDIKDVGVDNAGAKAGLTFLVDLIKNKHMNADTDYSIAEAAFNKGETAMTIN
GPWAWSNIDTSKVNYGVTVLPTFKGQPSKPFVGVLSAGINAASPNKELAKEFLENYLLTDEGLEAVNKDKPLGAV
ALKSYEEELAKDPRIAATMENAQKGEIMPNIPQMSAFWYAVRTAVINAASGRQTVDAALAAAQT

GFP-h2NLS-L3

GFP-h2NLS

VKDENVETNKRKREQISTDNEAKMQIQEEKSPKKKRKKRSSKANKPPESPPQS>KSDGKATSADLTSELETVEELH
KKDSSDDKPRVKELPKPELPNLKVSNEFLAQLNKELASAATENYDHSIKSTDLSSIRIETEEPVGPSTGAETRNESEV
MENINLEVQPEVKEAKEELTKISETFDNQDEEDTSRLSSKKNI<RSPKGRTRHFIANKTKRGIDIMKPS

mCh-h2NLS-L MVSKGEEDNMAIIKEFMRFKVHMEGSVNGHEFEIEGEGEGRPYEGTQTAKLKVTKGGPLPFAWDILSPQFMYGS
KAYVKHPADIPDYLKLSFPEGFKWERVMNFEDGGVVTVTQDSSLQDGEFIYKVKLRGTNFPSDGPVMQKKTMG
WEASSERMYPEDGALKGEIKQRLKLKDGGHYDAEVKTTYKAKKPVQLPGAYNVNIKLDITSHNEDYTIVEQYERAE
GRHSTGGMDELYKACSRTSHGENLLGQGVKDENVETNKRKREQISTDNEAKMQIQEEKSPKKKRKKRSSKANK
PPESPPQSKSDGKATSADLTSELETVEELHKKDSSDDKPRVKELPKPELPNLKVSNEFLAQLNKELASAATENYDHS
IKSTDLSSIRIETEEPVGPSTGAETRNESEVMENINLEVQPEVKEAKEELTKISETFDNQDEEDTSRLSSKKNIRSPKG
RTRHFIANKTKRGIDIMKP

GFP-tcNLS-GFP MSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVSGEGEGDATYGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTFGYGVQCFARYPD
HMKQHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTIFFKDDGNYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGIDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNYNSHNVY
IMADKQKNGIKVNFKIRHNIEDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGPVLLPDNHYLSTQSALSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTA
AGITHGMDELYKSRTSGSPKKKRKVDPKKKRKVASEFMSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVSGEGEGDAT
YGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTFGYGVQCFARYPDHMKQHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTIFFKDDGNYKTRAEVK
FEGDTLVNRIELKGIDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNYNSHNVYIMADKQKNGIKVNFKIRHNIEDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIG
DGPVLLPDNHYLSTQSALSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGITHGMDELYK

h1NLS-L-h2TM3 TNDFQQNSDTRKKRKDPDSDDWSESNSKENKIDNKHLNLLSSDSEIEQDYQKAKKRKTSDLNQEHGNGSAILGK
LSVKTPIKNTNRKPVSMDNFNDSLTSSGTENDPFVPNIRHNPKELGTANGTGHSTPLRKLKVSASFADKLPQKEVP
STILVPEVEQQEPSQSERTPSLFSSEGSGSESEAPLLPEITTPGPHQPMGNTSNNVVEMIDTDSSNLVSDEDEVLVP
TRIETPQLPTEKDVEKCEARVQELQEEVNEQLEHENGSEFDVKQGSGKVGNGANKTKRGIDIMKPFIAHLFIWLW
NGAIFLSIICPILFGLWYREQRIQVGYCGHERPLKSLAISAFPQTERVDSVLQAYRP

tcNLS-GFP6 MPKKKRKVDPKKKRKVASenlyfqgQFSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVSGEGEGDATYGKLTLKFICTTG
KLPVPWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRYPDHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTISFKDDGNYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELK
GIDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNYNSHNVYITADKQKNGIKANFKIRHNIEDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGPVLLPDNHYL
STQSALSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVTAAGITHGMDELYKTShhhhhhhhhh

h2NLS-L-GFP6 MESSSSESKTVKDENVETNKRKREQISTDNEAKMQIQEEKSPKKKRKKRSSKANKPPESPPQSKSDGKATSADLT
SELETVEELHKKDSSDDKPRVKELPKPELPNLKVSNEFLAQLNKELASAATENYDHSIKSTDLSSIRIETEEPVGPSTG
AETRNESEVMENINLEVQPEVKEAKEELTKISETFDNQDEEDTSRLSSKKNIRSPKGRTRHFIANKTKRGIDIenlyfq
gQFSKGEELFTGVVPILVELDGDVNGHKFSVSGEGEGDATYGKLTLKFICTTGKLPVPWPTLVTTLTYGVQCFSRYP
DHMKRHDFFKSAMPEGYVQERTISFKDDGNYKTRAEVKFEGDTLVNRIELKGIDFKEDGNILGHKLEYNYNSHNV
YITADKQKNGIKANFKIRHNIEDGSVQLADHYQQNTPIGDGPVLLPDNHYLSTQSALSKDPNEKRDHMVLLEFVT
AAGITHGMDELYKTShhhhhhhhhh

1 Truncations of  each parental sequence are indicated. 
2 Residues between > and < are deleted in truncations. NLS-regions are bold; transmembrane domains 
are italic.
3 These reporters contain N-terminal GFP, which is not shown in the sequence.
4 PrA-FKBP and FKBP are constructed N-terminally of  GFP in h2NLS-L-TM. 
5 MBP is constructed C-terminally of  GFP in MBP-h2NLS-L-TM, the second and the third MBP is 
inserted N-terminally of  GFP.
6 tcNLS-GFP is expressed in E.coli and h2NLS-L-GFP in L.lactis. The TEV-cleavage site (enlyfqg) and 
the His-tag (hhhhhhhhhh) are underlined.
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Abstract

Nuclear transport of  the Saccharomyces cerevisiae membrane proteins Src1/Heh1 and 
Heh2 across the NPC, is facilitated by a long intrinsically disordered linker between 
the nuclear localization signal (NLS) and the transmembrane domain. We proposed that 
the linker allows interaction of  the NLS-associated karyopherins with the FG-Nups in 
the central channel of  the NPC. Here, we present a quantitative analysis of  Kap60/95-
mediated import and passive efflux of  membrane reporter proteins derived from Heh2, 
including data on the mobility of  the reporter proteins in different membrane compart-
ments. Although slower, even membrane proteins with extralumenal domains up to 174 
kDa terminal to the linker and NLS, passively leak out of  the nucleus via the NPC. We 
propose that also during efflux, the unfolded linker facilitates the passage of  extralume-
nal domains through the central channel of  the NPC. 

Introduction

Transport of  cargo between the cytoplasm and the nucleus is mediated by the nuclear 
pore complex (NPC). For import, nuclear import factors, belonging to the family of  karyopher-
ins (Kaps), bind specifically a nuclear localization signal (NLS) on cargo molecules (reviewed 
in (Pemberton and Paschal, 2005)). The basic classical NLSs (cNLS), as a single partite or a 
bipartite sequence (Dingwall and Laskey, 1991), are recognized by the adapter proteins Kap60 
(Importin-α or Kap-α in higher eukaryotes), and for nuclear transport it additionally requires 
Kap95 (importin-β1 or Kap-β1 in higher eukaryotes). Kap95 interacts with the phenylalanine-gly-
cine (FG)-repeats of  the FG-nucleoporins and carries the Kap60-Kap95-cargo-complex across 
the NPC. Once the complex reaches the nuclear side of  the NPC, binding to nuclear localized 
RanGTP leads to dissociation of  the cargo, whereby the Kaps are recycled back to the cytoplasm 
(reviewed in: (Wente and Rout, 2010;Kahms et al., 2011)). The kinetics of  facilitated import and 
passive leak across the NPC (nuclear efflux), together with possible retention at either the nuclear 
or cytoplasmic compartment determine the localization of  proteins.

Integral membrane proteins with a function at the inner nuclear membrane (INM) of  the 
nuclear envelope (NE) are also transported via the NPC. The outer nuclear membrane (ONM) is 
continuous with the INM via the sharply curved pore membrane (POM), at sites where the NPCs 
are anchored (Powell and Burke, 1990). Different mechanisms have been proposed for transloca-
tion of  integral membrane proteins via the POM across the NPC (reviewed by (Antonin et al., 
2011;Burns and Wente, 2012;Lusk et al., 2007;Zuleger et al., 2012)).

Early publications supported a diffusion/retention model (Worman and Courvalin, 2000), 
in which membrane proteins traverse the NPC by diffusion (Soullam and Worman, 1995;Powell 
and Burke, 1990;Soullam and Worman, 1993) and accumulate at the INM by binding to nuclear 
structures (Ellenberg et al., 1997;Graumann et al., 2007;Ostlund et al., 1999;Wu et al., 2002). This 
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diffusion across the NPC was thought to occur through the narrow lateral or peripheral channels 
along the POM (Hinshaw et al., 1992;Zuleger et al., 2008;Soullam and Worman, 1995). It has been 
reported that these ~10 nm wide channels allows passage of  molecules of  up to ~60 kDa (Soul-
lam and Worman, 1995;Wu et al., 2002). While for most membrane proteins studied so far, nuclear 
retention is an important determinant, specific domains or signals that contribute to targeting to 
or across the NPCs have been reported in recent years. 

Important was the discovery of  actual NLS sequences in the yeast Src1/Heh1 and Heh2 
proteins (King et al., 2006). These bipartite NLS sequences are bound by Kap60 and import of  
the proteins to the INM is dependent on Kap95 and the gradient of  RanGTP across the NE, 
just as it is for transport of  soluble cargo. Similar NLS sequences that attract Kapβ via Kapα have 
been identified in other membrane proteins, including the human SUN2 (Turgay et al., 2010), 
Caenorhabditis elegans Unc-84 (Tapley et al., 2011), and the human Pom121 (Funakoshi et al., 2011). 
The NLSs are not the only sequences that contribute to the targeting of  these proteins. Unc-84, 
e.g. has besides two cNLSs, an INM sorting motif, consisting of  three lysines at the cytoplasmic 
side of  a transmembrane helix, and a conserved region called the SUN-nuclear envelop localiza-
tion signal. SUN2 targeting relies on a functional cNLS, a Golgi retrieval signal and a luminal SUN 
domain to contribute to targeting to the INM (Turgay et al., 2010).

We have recently shown in Saccharomyces cerevisiae that Kap-mediated nuclear transport suf-
fices to accumulate membrane reporter proteins in the INM, i.e., without a need for nuclear reten-
tion (Meinema et al., 2011). We designed reporter proteins, having the minimal features required 
for INM-targeting. From the N-terminus, the reporter, named GFP-h2NLS-L-TM, consisted of: 
1) GFP, 2) the high-affinity NLS of  Heh2 (h2NLS) to ensure strong interaction with Kap60 (and 
Kap95),  3) an intrinsically-disordered linker between the NLS and the TM with a minimal length 
of  120 residues, and 4) a transmembrane α-helical segment (TM) that anchors the reporter to the 
membrane. Different from native Heh2, the accumulation of  the reporters at the INM is solely 
based on the rates of  nuclear import and efflux across the NPC. 

Also reporters with synthetic linkers, a synthetic TM segment or the TM domain of  Sec61 
were efficiently targeted to the INM (Meinema et al., 2011). These experiments showed that the 
primary sequences of  the transmembrane segments, flanking regions and the linker are not im-
portant for targeting to the INM. In fact, these experiments argue against Heh2 having a so-called 
INM sorting motif, consisting of  a cluster of  positively charged residues within 4 – 8 residues of  
the cytoplasmic end of  the transmembrane helix (Braunagel et al., 2004;Saksena et al., 2004;Sakse-
na et al., 2006) as was previously proposed (Liu et al., 2010). Our Sec61-derived and synthetic 
reporters contain positively-charged residues in cytosolic loops, flanking transmembrane helices, 
to ensure correct insertion in the ER (Harley and Tipper, 1996;Heijne, 1986;Heijne, 1986). It is 
however unlikely that these positively charged residues would act as alternative INM sorting mo-
tifs, particularly as genuine Sec61 is an ER resident protein. We concluded that nuclear import of  
these membrane proteins requires only an intrinsically disordered linker domain of  at least 120 
residues and the h2NLS and their movement in the ER is diffusion mediated. 
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Our previous study revealed details on Kap60/95-facilitated import of  GFP-h2NLS-L-
TM reporters through the NPC. We proposed that the linker is needed, to position the Kap-
bound NLS in the vicinity of  the FG-Nups in the central channel, while the transmembrane 
segment(s) reside(s) in the pore membrane. A corollary of  this model is that radial conduits in 
the scaffold of  the NPC must exist to provide space for the linker. However, little was known of  
how these proteins, particularly those with large soluble domains, leave the INM compartment. 
Here, we show that also these membrane reporters can exit the INM and travel back to the ONM 
and ER. We present quantitative information on the kinetics of  membrane protein import and 
passive efflux across the NPC and the lateral diffusion of  the reporters in the different membrane 
compartments. We discuss our findings in the light of  the architecture of  the NPC.

Results
Terminology

We use the terms nuclear import (and export) for metabolic energy and karyopherin-
dependent transport across the NPC. For equilibration, independent of  metabolic energy and 
karyopherins, we use the terms passive nuclear influx and efflux. Mobility of  proteins in the 
membrane is referred to as lateral diffusion and assumed to be 2D Brownian diffusion.

Transport factor binds h2NLS-reporter in ER
The movement of  membrane proteins to the INM involves both lateral diffusion to the 

NPC through the network of  ER-ONM membranes and translocation across the NPC. The 
translocation of  membrane proteins across the NPC to the INM is Kap-mediated import or 
Kap-independent passive influx. The movement of  INM-localized membrane proteins back to 
the ER involves Kap-independent passive efflux across the NPC and lateral diffusion through the 
ER-ONM network. To determine the kinetics of  nuclear import and efflux of  membrane pro-
teins in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, we used the Heh2-based membrane reporter GFP-h2NLS-L-TM 
(referred to as h2NLS-L-TM in (Meinema et al., 2011)). First, we show that Kap95 binds the NLS 
of  the reporter protein when present in the ER by imaging the localization of  chromosomally 
expressed Kap95-GFP. Normally, Kap95-GFP is homogeneously distributed in the cytoplasm 
with some accumulation at the NE (Fig. 6.1A)(Seedorf  et al., 1999). A co-expressed mCherry 
(mCh)-tagged reporter, mCh-h2NLS-L-TM, is efficiently imported into the INM (Fig. 6.1B). In 
most cells is thus just a small fraction of  the reporter present at the peripheral ER. To reduce 
INM-accumulation of  the reporter, we co-expressed mCh-h2NLS-L(37)-TM with Kap95-GFP. 
This reporter with a shortened linker of  37 residues does not accumulate in the INM and remains 
at the peripheral ER (Meinema et al., 2011). We found indeed that in 80% of  the cells where 
mCh-reporter localized at the peripheral ER, Kap95-GFP co-localized with the reporter (n = 78) 
(Fig. 6.1C). As a further control, we show that mCh-L-TM, a reporter without the h2NLS, did 
not show co-localization with Kap95-GFP in any of  the analyzed cells (n > 150) (Fig. 6.1D). We 
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conclude that the high-affinity NLS of  the membrane proteins attract both Kap60 and Kap95 
while diffusing in the ER, that is, prior to gating the NPC. The data is consistent with the strong 
binding of  Kap60 to h2NLS measured in vitro, KD < 1 nM (Meinema et al., 2011) and the cellular 
concentrations of  Kap60 and Kap95 in the micromolar range (Ghaemmaghami et al., 2003;Hahn 
and Schlenstedt, 2011).

The in vitro affinity of  the h2NLS for Kap60 lacking the importin-β binding domain is very 
high, even if  we compare it with other classical single partite NLSs or the bipartite NLSs (Hahn 
et al., 2008;Lange et al., 2010). We co-expressed the soluble cargo tcNLS-mCh, i.e. mCherry with 
two copies of  the classical SV40 NLS (Dingwall and Laskey, 1991), with GFP-h2NLS-L-TM to 
measure the effect of  competition for the pool of  Kap60 and Kap95 in vivo.  As a control, we 
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Figure 6.1: Kap95-GFP co-localizes with GFP-h2NLS-containing membrane reporter at the 
ER. Confocal images of  cells expressing Kap95-GFP (A) and cells in which Kap95-GFP is co-ex-
pressed with mCherry-tagged GFP-h2NLS-L-TM (B) GFP-h2NLS-L(37)-TM having a linker of  37 
residues (C), or GFP-L-TM (D). In (A) the expression of  mCh-h2NLS-L-TM was not induced. The 
profile of  the fluorescence intensity along a 5 pixel wide line through one of  the cells is plotted on the 
right. The NE is indicated and the arrows point when there is co-localization at the ER (black) or when 
only the mCh-reporter is visible at the ER (red). Scale bar is 5 μm.
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expressed rgNLS-mCh, i.e. mCherry with the NLS of  Nab2,(Lee and Aitchison, 1999;Timney 
et al., 2006); rgNLS-mCh makes use of  Kap104 rather than Kap60/95 for nuclear import. The 
INM accumulation of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM did not change upon co-expression with tcNLS-mCh 
or rgNLS-mCh (Fig. 6.2A), but all nuclear accumulation of  tcNLS-mCh was lost when GFP-
h2NLS-L-TM was co-expressed (Fig. 6.2B). As anticipated nuclear accumulation of  rgNLS-mCh 
was not affected by GFP-h2NLS-L-TM (Fig. 6.2C). The expression level of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM 
(~13,000 copies/cell) was similar to tcNLS-mCh (~14,000 copies/cell) or rgNLS-mCh (~15,000 
copies/cell) (Fig. 6.3). Thus, in the cell h2NLS-membrane cargo competes effectively with tcNLS-
soluble cargo for binding to Kap60.  

Lateral diffusion of  membrane proteins in the ER, INM and ONM
Next, we analyzed the lateral mobility of  the membrane reporters in the ER, the INM and 

the ONM, using fluorescent recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) (Fig. 6.4A). We determined 
the diffusion coefficient (D) of  GFP-h2NLS-GFP-L-TM, GFP-L-TM and MBP-GFP-h2NLS-
L-TM. We compared the mobility of  these reporters with that of  ER-resident Sec translocon 
protein Sec61 and the full length INM-resident Heh2, both tagged with GFP. The reporter GFP-
MBP-h2NLS-L-TM has an N-terminal maltose-binding protein (MBP) to increase the mass of  
the extralumenal domain by 40 kDa. In order to have a sufficient concentration of  reporters in 
the ER, we made use of  the KAP95-AA strain (Meinema et al., 2011). In this strain and when 
rapamycin (RAP) is present, an FRB-tagged version of  Kap95 is tethered to the plasma mem-
brane by high affinity binding to Pma1-FKBP (Haruki et al., 2008). Addition of  rapamycin rapidly 
depletes the cells of  functional Kap95-FRB, and, as a consequence, the reporters equilibrate over 
the INM, ONM and ER (Meinema et al., 2011). FRAP experiments were performed at the differ-
ent locations along the NE-ER network and the recovery traces were fitted to an empirical equa-
tion describing the lateral diffusion of  membrane proteins in one dimension through membranes 
(Ellenberg et al., 1997)(Fig. 6.4B). 
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Figure 6.2: Nuclear transport of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM is not reduced upon co-expression of  
competitive cargo, tcNLS-mCherry. A) The level of  accumulation of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM at the 
INM, without co-expression (-), with co-expression of  tcNLS-mCherry (tcNLS-mCh), or rgNLS-mCh 
(n ≥ 20). B) The level of  nuclear accumulation of  tcNLS-mCh without co-expression (-), with co-
expression of  GFP-L-TM and with co-expression of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM (n ≥ 44). C) The level of  
nuclear accumulation of  rgNLS-mCh without co-expression (-), with co-expression of  GFP-L-TM and 
with co-expression of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM (n ≥ 52). SEM is indicated.
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The diffusion coefficient of  all reporters and Sec61-GFP present in the ER was similar 
and about 0.16 µm2/s; the mobile fraction was in all cases >80% (Fig. 6.4C, Table 6.1). The mo-
bility of  the membrane proteins was thus not sensitive to the mass of  the soluble domains, that, 
in case of  GFP-Heh2, GFP-h2NLS-L-TM and MBP-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM, will also have included 
bound-Kap60. 

We measured the lateral diffusion in the INM by photobleaching the fluorescence of  GFP-
Heh2, GFP-h2NLS-L-TM and MBP-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM at the NE. These reporters are highly 
accumulated in the INM (NE/ER-ratio = 32.8) and the recovery kinetics will thus be dominated 
by the diffusion of  the INM-localized molecules. Fluorescence recovery due to transport across 
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Figure 6.3: The expression levels of  the membrane reporter GFP-h2NLS-L-TM. A) The copy 
number of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM was obtained from quantitative Western blots using an antibody against 
GFP or mCherry.  The culture was grown to a density of  1.7·107 cells/ml and the expression of  GFP-
h2NLS-L-TM was induced for 2 hours with 0.1% (w/v) D-galactose. An equivalent of  8.3·106 cells was 
loaded on a SDS-PAA gel together with a dilution series from 25 to 800 fmol of  purified GFP, and the 
proteins. B) We used chemiluminescence to detect the proteins and densitometry to quantify the pro-
tein levels. We found 180 fmol GFP-h2NLS-L-TM in 8.3·106 cells, corresponding to a copy number of  
13,000 copies of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM per cell.  C) Similar as (A) but now for tcNLS-mCh and rgNLS-
mCh co-expressed either with GFP-h2NLS-L-TM (1) or GFP-L-TM (2). The culture was grown to a 
density of  1.4·107 cells/ml. An equivalent of  7.2·106 cells was loaded on a SDS-PAA gel, together with 
a dilution series from 50 to 1,600 fmol of  purified mCh. D) Similar as (B) but now for tcNLS-mCh and 
rgNLS-mCh co-expressed either with GFP-h2NLS-L-TM or GFP-L-TM. We found 145 fmol tcNLS-
mCh when co-expressed with GFP-h2NLS-L-TM and 169 fmol tcNLS-mCh when co-expressed with 
GFP-L-TM, corresponding to copy numbers of  12,000 and 15,000 per cell, respectively. We found 150 
fmol rgNLS-mCh when co-expressed with GFP-h2NLS-L-TM and 198 fmol rgNLS-mCh when co-
expressed with GFP-L-TM, corresponding to copy numbers of  13,000 and 17,000 per cell, respectively.
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Figure 6.4: Mobility of  reporters at the NE and ER. A) Confocal images showing fluorescence 
recovery after photobleaching of  reporter localized at the NE (top) and at the ER (bottom). B) An 
example of  a time-trace of  fluorescence intensity in the bleached spot, for GFP-h2NLS-L-TM in the 
NE and ER. C) Representation of  diffusion coefficients of  reporters in the INM (accumulated at the 
NE), in the ONM (not accumulated at the NE) and in the ER. All reporters are tagged with GFP, scale 
bar is 2 μm, SEM is indicated.

Table 6.1: Diffusion coefficients of membrane proteins

Reporter1 D (μm2/s)2 Mobile fraction (%)2 n

At INM

Heh2 0.09 ± 0.01 42 ± 5 20

h2NLS-L-TM 0.87 ± 0.08 82 ± 4 58

MBP-h2NLS-L-TM 0.92 ± 0.08 89 ± 7 29

At ONM

L-TM 0.31 ± 0.04 85 ± 4 38

h2NLS-L-TM + RAP 0.38 ± 0.04 104 ± 10 15

Sec61 0.19 ± 0.03 109 ± 12 6

At ER

Heh2 + RAP 0.15 ± 0.03 96 ± 11 26

h2NLS-L-TM + RAP 0.18 ± 0.03 100 ± 11 20

MBP-h2NLS-L-TM + RAP 0.15 ± 0.02 94 ± 8 23

L-TM 0.15 ± 0.03 90 ± 4 28

Sec61 0.15 ± 0.05 84 ± 9 7

1 All reporters are fused to GFP
2 SEM is indicated.
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the NPC has little effect on the kinetics of  recovery, as it is much slower. Unexpectedly, we found 
a 5-fold higher diffusion coefficient for GFP-h2NLS-L-TM (D = 0.87 ± 0.08 µm2/s) and MBP-
GFP-h2NLS-L-TM (D = 0.92 ± 0.08 µm2/s) in the INM than when these reporters were present 
in the ER. In stark contrast with these high mobility values is the slow diffusion of  INM resident 
Heh2 (D = 0.09 ± 0.01 µm2/s). The mobility of  GFP-Heh2 is an order magnitude lower than 
that of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM and MBP-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM and the mobile fraction was ~40%, 
while the mobility and mobile fraction of  GFP-Heh2 in the ER was similar to that of  the other 
reporters. These findings are consistent with the observation that the majority of  GFP-Heh2 is 
trapped at the INM (King et al., 2006;Yewdell et al., 2011), while the membrane reporters are not 
retained by nuclear structures (Meinema et al., 2011). 

We measured the lateral mobility of  proteins in the ONM by photobleaching the NE 
in cells expressing GFP-L-TM or Sec61-GFP. These proteins are not accumulated in the INM. 
In addition, we used GFP-h2NLS-L-TM in the rapamycin-treated KAP95-AA strain to prevent 
INM accumulation of  the reporter and thus have a good signal at the ONM and ER. In the ab-
sence of  functional Kap95, GFP-h2NLS-L-TM is thus distributed throughout the entire network 
of  the INM, ONM and ER (Meinema et al., 2011), like GFP-L-TM. We found that the diffusion 
coefficient of  GFP-Sec61 at the ONM is similar to that of  the reporters at the ER (D = 0.19 ± 
0.03 µm2/s). The diffusion coefficient of  GFP-L-TM (D = 0 .31 ± 0.04 µm2/s) and GFP-h2NLS-
L-TM (+RAP; D = 0.38 ± 0.04 µm2/s) are higher than that of  Sec61 (D = 0.19 ± 0.03 µm2/s), 
which might relate to some contribution from the mobility of  INM-localized reporters. We con-
clude that lateral diffusion in the ONM and ER is slower than in the INM.

The diffusion coefficient of  soluble GFP in the cytoplasm of  yeast was established at 13.6 
± 1.3 µm2/s (n = 20). This is consistent with values measured in other cell-types (Nenninger et al., 
2010;Swaminathan et al., 1997), but almost two orders of  magnitude faster than the mobility of  
proteins in the ER-ONM network. 

Overall efflux kinetics 
To measure the kinetics of  membrane protein transport we tested the three assays that 

have been described for measurement of  transport of  soluble cargo in yeast. The first is a steady 
state assay using selective FRAP (sFRAP, Chapter 2). Here, one selectively photobleaches the 
nucleus and measures the recovery of  fluorescence as a consequence of  transport (import, influx 
and efflux) through the NPC (van den Bogaart et al., 2009;Goodwin and Kenworthy, 2005). The 
second is the Kap95-depletion method. Here, the cell is depleted of  functional Kap95 upon addi-
tion of  rapamycin and one measures the net efflux of  cargo after the import is abolished (Haruki 
et al., 2008). The third is a metabolic poison assay were cells are treated with sodium azide plus 
2-deoxyglucose to deplete the cells of  metabolic energy and disrupt the RanGTP-gradient over 
the NPC (Schwoebel et al., 2002;Shulga et al., 1996). Immediately after poisoning net efflux can be 
measured and when all accumulation is lost, the metabolic poisons can be washed away, and net 
import can be measured. To validate the three methods, we first measured import and passive ef-
flux of  soluble GFP-tcNLS-GFP using the Kap-depletion or the metabolic poison assay methods 
(Fig. 6.5A) and compared it with results from a sFRAP assay (Fig. 6.5B) (van den Bogaart et al., 
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2009). Using the Kap95-depletion assay or the metabolic poison assay we directly measured the 
overall efflux rate constant (kout) and calculated the overall import rate constant (kin) from the kout 
and the steady state accumulation of  GFP-tcNLS-GFP (Fig. 6.5A). Indeed, at steady state, the 
N/C ratio is equal to kin/ kout. In the sFRAP assay, the recovery of  fluorescence in the nucleus 
and cytosol are fitted to yield k in and kout (van den Bogaart et al., 2009). With all three methods, 
we obtained similar rate constants (kout of  1.2 – 2.0·10-2 s-1 and kin of  0.10 – 0.16 s-1, Fig. 6.5C) and 
concluded that they are valid approaches to study NPC transport kinetics of  soluble proteins. 
The Kap95-depletion assay offers advantages over sFRAP when nuclear accumulation is high 
and the pool of  the cytosol-localized proteins is small which can prohibit sFRAP measurements. 
The Kap95-depletion method offers advantages over the metabolic poison assay as it perturbs 
the cell more specifically (it does not interfere with energy metabolism and ion homeostasis), but 
unfortunately it is not reversible.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of  Kap95-de-
pletion and metabolic poison trans-
port assays and selective-FRAP. A) 
Nuclear efflux of  soluble GFP-tcNLS-
GFP in the Kap95-depletion assay (▲, 
for each time point, n ≥ 27) and poison 
assay (Δ, for each time point, n ≥ 22) fit-

We first aimed to measure the nuclear import of  membrane proteins using sFRAP by 
selectively photobleaching the NE and determining the recovery of  fluorescence as a quantitative 
measure of  transport. However, due to the high accumulation of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM in the NE, 
a major fraction of  the pool of  reporter proteins was photobleached. This made the analysis very 
difficult. Instead, we measured the nuclear efflux rate constant of  the membrane reporter GFP-
h2NLS-L-TM and calculated the import rate constant, based on the efflux rate constant and the 
nuclear accumulation. To measure the nuclear efflux of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM in the Kap95-deple-
tion assay, the membrane reporter was first expressed in the Kap95-AA strain and accumulated 
at the INM. Upon addition of  rapamycin, Kap60/95-mediated nuclear import stops, resulting in 
a temporary net flux of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM from the INM to the ONM and ER. We plotted the 

ted with a single exponent (dashed line). B) Recovery traces of  fluorescence from GFP-tcNLS-GFP 
in the nucleus (●) and cytoplasm (■) after selective photobleaching in the nucleus. Fitted as described 
in (van den Bogaart et al., 2009). C) Nuclear import and efflux rate constants of  GFP-tcNLS-GFP, 
measured in different assays as indicated. n is the number of  cells measured at each time point during 
nuclear efflux. In the selective-FRAP (sFRAP) assay, n is the number of  individual selective FRAP 
measurements.
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NE/ER-ratio of  the reporter over time and fitted the data to a single exponential. We found an 
overall efflux rate constant (kout) of  0.83·10-3 ± 0.16·10-3 s-1 (Fig. 6.6A). Our results demonstrate 
that the efflux of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM is much slower in ATP-depleted cells than in Kap95-de-
pleted cells: kout of  0.15·10-3 ± 0.02·10-3 s-1 (Fig. 6.6A). The Kap95-depletion and poison assays 
did not show these marked differences for transport of  the soluble cargo GFP-tcNLS-GFP (Fig. 
6.5A). We determined whether the ATP-dependence is specific to membrane protein efflux or 
may be related to just the presence of  the long, unfolded linker. 

We thus compared the efflux of  GFP-tcNLS-GFP with a soluble reporter having the 176 
amino acid-long unfolded linker of  Heh2, GFP-h2NLS-L, and a reporter having a shorter linker 
of  only 33 amino acids, GFP-h2NLS-L(33). These reporters accumulated in the nucleus more 
than 200-fold, due to the high affinity h2NLS (Fig. 6.2 and (Meinema et al., 2011)). A fast and mo-
no-exponential efflux was observed for all three reporters after the cells were depleted of  Kap95 
(Fig. 6.6B, C). The efflux of  the larger GFP-h2NLS-L was somewhat slower than GFP-h2NLS-
L(33), as expected. However, a marked difference was observed when the cells were depleted of  
ATP. Initially, the efflux of  GFP-h2NLS-L was fast but it leveled off  after a few minutes (Fig. 
6.6B). The data could not be fitted with a mono-exponential decay fit (R2 < 0.6) but was fitted by 
a two-term exponential decay model, which yielded two first-order rate constants for efflux. The 
efflux of  GFP-h2NLS-L(33) in ATP-depleted cells could be fitted by a mono-exponential decay. 
The efflux rate constant of  the initial fast phase for GFP-h2NLS-L did not differ significantly 
from the value in the Kap95-depletion assay (Fig. 6.6C). We conclude that the linkers do not af-
fect the nuclear efflux of  soluble reporters when the cells contain normal ATP levels, but do so 
under energy-depleted conditions. 

What could be the molecular basis for these observations? Upon ATP depletion, the 
Kap-cargo complexes do not dissociate from the nuclear face of  the NPC in the absence of  a 
RanGTP-gradient (Görlich et al., 1996;Ribbeck et al., 1999). Kap-cargo stuck in the NPC would 
obstruct further nuclear efflux (Kutay et al., 1997). Indeed, when we image the localization of  
Kap60-GFP and Kap95-GFP, we see that they concentrate at the NPCs upon addition of  sodi-
um-azide plus 2-deoxygluces. In wild-type cells, Kap60-GFP and Kap95-GFP show the punctate 
fluorescence stain, typical for NPC-localized proteins (Fig. 6.6D). After ATP depletion, the ratio 
of  fluorescence at the NPC over the intensity in the cytoplasm (NPC/C) increased 7- and 5-fold 
for Kap60 and Kap95, respectively (Fig. 6.6E). We thus confirm previous data (Ribbeck et al., 
1999) and show that the Kap-cargo complexes accumulate at the NPC in ATP-depleted cells. 
The NPC-accumulated Kap-cargo might particularly hinder the nuclear efflux of  molecules with 
large Stokes radii, such as the linker-containing reporters. The high-affinity h2NLS on the soluble 
reporters may be bound by NPC-resident Kaps, which provides an extra means of  retention in 
the NPC during nuclear efflux. In conclusion, as we see similar effects of  ATP depletion for the 
efflux of  soluble and transmembrane reporters, it is most likely that the slow efflux of  GFP-
h2NLS-L-TM in the absence of  ATP is simply due to the presence of  the h2NLS-L domain with 
large Stokes radius and not specific for membrane transport. The ATP-depletion assay is thus not 
suitable to determine efflux rate constants of  h2NLS-L-TM. 
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Figure 6.6: Measurements of  nuclear efflux of  membrane and soluble reporter proteins by 
depleting the cells of  Kap95 or ATP. A) After the expression of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM, the cells were 
depleted of  functional Kap95 (▲, data from (Meinema et al., 2011)) or ATP (Δ) after rapamycin (RAP) 
or sodium azide plus 2-deoxyglucose (NaN3 + 2-DG) was added. The nuclear accumulation (NE/ER) 
was plotted as a function of  time and fitted to a single exponent (dashed line). (n < 8 for each time 
point). B) Similar as (A), cells were depleted of  functional Kap95 (data from (Meinema et al., 2011)) or 
depleted of  ATP, after expression of  GFP-h2NLS-L(33) (●/○) or GFP-h2NLS-L (■/□). The nuclear 
accumulation (N/C) is plotted as a function of  time and fitted to a single exponent (dashed line) (n 
< 14). The nuclear efflux of  GFP-h2NLS-L in the metabolic poison assay (□) was fitted with a two-
term decay model. C) The nuclear efflux rate constants measured in the Kap95-depletion assay and in 
the poison assay and the R2 for each fit. D) Confocal images of  Kap60-GFP and Kap95-GFP, under 
normal conditions (+ATP) and depletion of  ATP (-ATP). E) The accumulation at the NPC of  Kap60-
GFP and Kap95-GFP under normal conditions (open bars) and in cells depleted of  ATP (gray bars). 
Scale bar is 5 μm, SEM is indicated.

Efflux of  reporters with large extralumenal domains
Where does the NLS-terminal region of  membrane reporters pass through the NPC dur-

ing efflux? To address this question we increased the number of  soluble domains and thus the 
mass at the N-terminus. If  the extralumenal domains of  the reporters travel through the narrow 
lateral channel facing the POM, one would expect a slowing of  the efflux with increasing mass. 
In fact, the upper size limit for transit through the lateral channel in yeast or vertebrate NPCs 
is thought to be ~60 kDa (Deng and Hochstrasser, 2006;Soullam and Worman, 1995;Wu et al., 
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2002). We observed that reporters with extralumenal domains of  174 kDa are capable to travel 
from the INM to ONM/ER (Fig. 6.7A). The rate constants for efflux were constant (kout ~0.9·10-

3 s-1) up to an extralumenal domain mass of  92 kDa and decreased to 0.15·10-3 s-1 at 174 kDa (i.e. 
three additional MBP-domains). The expression of  the reporters MBP-GFP-MBP-h2NLS-L-TM 
and MBP-GFP-2×MBP-h2NLS-L-TM showed spots with high fluorescence intensity at the NE 
in a fraction (<20%) of  the cells, which did not disappear upon addition of  rapamycin. These 
sites may correspond to reporter aggregation at the INM and/or ONM, and as a result, the ef-
flux rate constant will be underestimated. In parallel with a 5-fold reduced exit rate, the nuclear 
accumulation (NE/ER ratio) decreased with increasing number of  soluble domains (Fig. 6.7B). 
This implies that the overall import was affected more than the efflux (Fig. 6.7B, C). Altogether, 
the efflux kinetics of  the reporter with multiple extralumenal domains is not compatible with 
passage through 10 nm wide lateral channels (Hinshaw et al., 1992) and argue for a spacious exit 
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Figure 6.7: Large extralumenal domains can transit via the central channels of  the NPC. A) 
The nuclear accumulation (NE/ER) of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM (♦, data from (Meinema et al., 2011)) and 
of  reporters with one (□), two (●) or three (Δ) additional extralumenal MBPs is plotted as a function of  
time upon addition of  rapamycin and fitted with a single exponent. B) The nuclear accumulation (NE/
ER) at steady state of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM and the derived variants with one, two or three additional 
extralumenal MBPs (bars, data from (Meinema et al., 2011)); the overall efflux rate constants (kout, ○, 
solid line) and overall import rate constants (kin , ▲, dashed line) derived from (A) are also plotted. C) 
The overall efflux rate constants (kout) and the calculated overall import rate constants (kin). D) For the 
overall flux of  membrane proteins to the INM, we distinguish lateral diffusion through ER and ONM 
to the NPCs (k1), diffusion across the NPC (influx) (k2) or Kap-facilitated import (k3). For the overall 
efflux, we distinguish diffusion across the NPC (efflux) (k-2) and lateral diffusion from ONM to ER 
(k-1). See discussion for details. SEM is indicated.
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route, alike that is used during import. 

Discussion

The yeast membrane protein Src1/Heh1 and Heh2 pass the NPC via an import mecha-
nism that depends on the binding interactions between Kap95 and FG-Nups to cross the central 
channel of  the NPC (King et al., 2006;Meinema et al., 2011). A long intrinsically disordered linker 
spacing the h2NLS and the transmembrane domain facilitates the interactions between NLS-
associated Kaps and FG-Nups. We now present a quantitative analysis of  Kap60/95-mediated 
import and efflux of  membrane cargos, including data on the mobility of  the reporter proteins in 
the different membrane compartments. 

Lateral diffusion in the INM, ONM and ER
Our estimates of  lateral diffusion of  membrane proteins in the ER of  yeast (Fig. 6.4, 

Table 6.1) are a little lower than those in the mammalian ER, where values ranging from 0.3 to 0.5 
µm2/s were measured (Ellenberg et al., 1997;Nehls et al., 2000;Ostlund et al., 1999). The diffusion 
coefficient of  GFP-Heh2 at the INM is comparable with earlier findings of  full length membrane 
proteins trapped at the INM (Ellenberg et al., 1997;Ostlund et al., 1999) and concur with those of  
proteins tested in HeLa cells (Zuleger et al., 2011). The diffusion of  the free moving membrane 
reporters in the ER was observed to be 5-6 times slower than in the INM (Fig. 6.4). Overall, the 
diffusion in the ONM and ER of  the yeast cell was thus lower than in the INM, presumably re-
flecting a higher macromolecular crowding in the ONM and ER and/or a different viscosity of  
the membrane (e.g. lipid composition). This observation, that the diffusion of  membrane report-
ers in the INM is faster than in the ER, is in marked contrast with the finding that the diffusion 
of  full length membrane proteins was faster in the ER than in the INM of  HeLa cells (Zuleger et 
al., 2011). When the areas of  the bleaching spots are taken into account, the half-time of  recov-
ery in the ER of  HeLa cells corresponds to diffusion coefficients that are similar to those in the 
ER of  yeast. The differences between our work in yeast and that of  Zuleger are likely caused by 
(transient) interactions of  the full-length proteins with other nuclear structures in the HeLa cells. 
Our reporters were designed to assure free diffusion. 

Quantitative analysis of  active and passive transport of  membrane cargo.
Throughout the manuscript we refer to the NE/ER-ratio as the experimental value that 

allows direct comparison of  the accumulation levels of  different cargo’s, or of  the same cargo 
under different conditions. The measured efflux rate constants and the below derived import rate 
constants are the overall rate constants of  a number of  different steps (Fig. 6.7D): For movement 
towards the INM we distinguish: lateral diffusion through the ER to the NPCs (k1), and passive 
influx to the INM for proteins without an NLS (k2) or active import facilitated by karyopher-
ins (for proteins bearing an NLS) (k3). For the outward pathway from the INM, we distinguish 
nuclear efflux to the ONM (k-2) and lateral diffusion in the ONM/ER away from the NPCs (k-1). 
The kinetics of  Kap60/95 association and dissociation in the ER and ONM will not likely influ-
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ence the overall import (and efflux) kinetics; Kap60/Kap95 associates with the h2NLS when the 
reporter is still located in the ER (Fig. 6.1) and competition between membrane and soluble cargo 
takes place (Fig. 6.2). The measured efflux rate constant reflects thus k-1 and k-2 while the below 
calculated overall import rate constant reflects k3 and k1.

The diffusion of  membrane proteins in the ER was almost two orders of  magnitude 
slower than the diffusion in the cytosol of  yeast. For the lateral diffusion of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM 
through the membranes of  the ER, a diffusion coefficient of  D = 0.16 µm2/s was measured. The 
diffusion through the membranes (k1 and k-1) may thus have a significant influence on the overall 
import. Indeed, if  we estimate that the reporter diffuses on average 3.5 µm from a position in the 
ER to an NPC (see material and methods for this estimation), it would take ~20 seconds based 
on a 2D random walk. This number is indeed in the same range as the half  time for import (~38 
seconds) that can be calculated on the basis of  the kin = 1.8·10-2 s-1  (see below).  

The nuclear accumulation of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM is the resultant of, on the one hand, the 
import rate constant (k3) and the protein concentration in the ER-ONM, and on the other hand, 
the efflux rate constant (k-2) plus the protein concentration in the INM. Thus, to derive import 
rate constants from the measured efflux rate constants and the NE/ER ratio’s, we needed to es-
timate the concentrations of  the reporters at the INM and the ONM. We considered a simplified 
view of  what we know the structure of  the ER at the periphery of  a yeast cell looks like (West 
et al., 2011) and assume it consists on average of  cisternae of  two closely positioned bilayers 
enclosing the lumenal space, alike the NE. Furthermore, we assume that 40% of  the periphery 
is covered with ER (between 20 – 40 % (West et al., 2011)). Lastly, we assume that the concentra-
tions of  the reporter in the two membranes of  the ER and in the ONM are identical. With these 
assumptions we can convert our measured NE/ER ratio of  2.3 of  GFP-L-TM (Meinema et al., 
2011) into an INM/ONM-ratio of  0.8. GFP-h2NLS-L-TM with a measured NE/ER ratio of  34 
converts to an INM/ONM ratio of  26.  Based on the measured efflux rate constant of  0.83·10-3 
s-1 and the INM/ONM ratio of  26 we calculated an import rate constant for GFP-h2NLS-L-TM 
of  ~2.2·10-2 s-1 (Fig. 6.7C).

Based on the INM/ONM ratio of  26, we can conclude that efflux over the NPC is at least 
an order of  magnitude slower than Kap-mediated import. The slow diffusion through the mem-
branes and approximately equally slow overall import leads us to speculate that exit of  membrane 
proteins via the NPC is slow and rate-limiting for the overall efflux. For Kap-mediated import, 
the actual transport through the NPC is likely not rate-limiting as diffusion through the ER-ONM 
is slow. 

Comparing transport of  soluble and membrane cargo through the NPC
On the basis of  Western blot analysis (Fig. 6.3), we estimated that about 13·103 membrane 

reporter molecules are present per cell. Taking into account the accumulation ratios and estimates 
of  the surface area of  the INM, ONM and ER membranes (see materials and methods for de-
tails), we find ~0.4·102 molecules/μm2 in the ONM and ER and ~8.8·102 molecules/μm2 in the 
INM. Assuming a density of  12 NPCs per µm2 (Timney et al., 2006;Winey et al., 1997), the flux of  
GFP-h2NLS-L-TM over the NPC is ~0.06 molecules/NPC·s. 
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 How do these fluxes compare to those of  soluble nuclear transport? For the soluble 
reporter GFP-tcNLS-GFP, we found an import rate constant of  0.16 ± 0.03 s-1 (Fig. 6.4). We 
estimated ~1.5·105 soluble GFP-tcNLS-GFP copies in the cytoplasm, yielding a flux of  soluble 
reporters over the NPC of  13 ± 2.2 molecules/NPC·s, which is in good agreement with earlier 
studies in yeast (Timney et al., 2006). If  the GFP-tcNLS-GFP reporter would be present at an 
equal number of  copies per cell as GFP-h2NLS-L-TM, the flux would have been 1.5 molecules/
NPC·s. This is more than an order of  magnitude faster than the flux of  ~0.06 molecules/NPC·s 
for GFP-h2NLS-L-TM, which shows that the molecular transport of  membrane proteins to the 
nucleus is significantly slower than that of  soluble proteins when comparing cargo’s transported 
by Kap60/95 and similar in abundance. 

In conclusion, comparing the transport kinetics of  Kap60/95-facilitated import of  the 
integral membrane reporter GFP-h2NLS-L-TM and soluble GFP-tcNLS-GFP we see two major 
differences. For the membrane reporter we show that 1) the affinity of  Kap60 for the h2NLS is 
high and as a consequence we see little effect of  competition with other lower affinity cargo and 
2) the lateral diffusion in the ER is slow and may significantly affect the overall nuclear import 
kinetics. For the soluble reporters 1) the tcNLS and other NLS’s have a lower affinity for Kap60 
than h2NLS and finding a Kap in competition with many other proteins may be determining the 
overall import rate (Timney et al., 2006) and 2) the diffusion of  soluble cargo in the cytoplasm is 
relatively fast and not rate-limiting for the nuclear import (Smith et al., 2002;Timney et al., 2006). 
The relatively slow but robust accumulation of  membrane cargo is compatible with reported 
roles of  actively imported INM proteins, such as NPC-assembly and maintenance of  nuclear or-
ganization and structures (Funakoshi et al., 2011;Grund et al., 2008;Mekhail et al., 2008;Rodriguez-
Navarro et al., 2002;Talamas and Hetzer, 2011;Tapley et al., 2011;Turgay et al., 2010;Yavuz et al., 
2010;Yewdell et al., 2011).

 
Mechanism of  transport across NPC of  membrane cargo

Taking into account our recently published and new data, we discuss a possible mechanism 
and path for transport of  membrane proteins through the NPC. Our previously published data 
supported that the extralumenal domains of  the investigated INM-destined membrane proteins 
are transported through the central channel of  the NPC (Meinema et al., 2011). Most conclusive is 
that we show that the terminus of  the linker can be trapped at the Nsp1-anchor site. Our present 
data suggests that the extralumenal domains terminal to the linker can travel back to the ONM 
through the same channel. Namely, we found that membrane reporters could leak back from the 
nucleus to the ER, while having extralumenal domains with overall masses far above the reported 
upper size limit for proteins diffusing through the lateral channel facing the POM (Fig. 6.7A). 
Vice versa, we expect that the reporter with large extralumenal domains terminal to the linker can 
also reach the INM by influx, with similar slow kinetics. We had proposed that the NPCs have a 
central channel that is continuous with narrow conduits through the scaffold, lateral gates. These 
gates enable the linker to slice through the scaffold of  the NPC. Since these lateral gates have 
not been detected in electron microscopy studies (Hinshaw et al., 1992;Yang et al., 1998;Frenkiel-
Krispin et al., 2010;Stoffler et al., 2003;Akey and Radermacher, 1993), we assume they are narrow, 
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likely dynamic and possibly existing after restructuring of  the NPC (Solmaz et al., 2011), but wide 
enough for a linker to slice through. One possibility is that such gates are formed in-between the 
8-fold rotational symmetry units, the spokes, of  the NPC (Akey and Radermacher, 1993;Hinshaw 
et al., 1992).

During nuclear import of  membrane proteins, the karyopherin-bound NLS interacts with 
FG-repeat binding sites in the NPC, which may favor a stretched or extended conformation of  
the flexible linker. We infer that it would not cost much energy to promote this extended con-
formation, as intrinsically disordered domains can already adopt a wide range of  conformations 
(Galea et al., 2008) and are typically less stiff  than folded domains (Miyagi et al., 2008). With both 
ends of  the molecule “bound”, the TM domain embedded in the membrane and the NLS bound 
to the FG-repeats via Kap60 and Kap95, the linker can dodge into the lateral gates. The length 
of  the linker may give the karyopherin enough freedom to scavenge the entire width of  the cen-
tral channel and interact with the numerous FG-repeats. The RanGTP-gradient gives direction 
to the flux of  Kap-cargo to the nuclear site of  the NPC. Without karyopherins attached to the 
NLS, entry into the NPC, and residence of  the extralumenal domain in the central channel, will 
be much less likely to occur, as there is no mechanism that promotes a stretched linker. Due to 
the intrinsic dynamics of  the linker, it will still occasionally adopt an extended conformation, and 
the soluble domains terminal of  the linker can enter the NPC central channel and allow efflux 
of  the reporter. Future studies will have to show if  the interpretation of  our data is correct. Key 
will be to show the existence of  the lateral gates connecting the space immediately adjacent to the 
nuclear envelope and the central channel with more direct methods. 
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Materials and Methods

Strains and plasmids 
All experiments were performed in the S. cerevisiae KAP95-AA strain (Meinema et al., 2011), 

except for the selective-FRAP measurements (Fig. 6.5), which were done in BY4742 ((Brachmann 
et al., 1998) Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California) and the (co-)localization experiments (Fig. 6.1, 6D), 
which were done in the ATCC201388 ((Howson et al., 2005;Huh et al., 2003), Invitrogen, Carls-
bad, California). The correct integration of  GFP in the strains Sec61-GFP, Kap60-GFP and 
Kap95-GFP (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California) was confirmed by PCR. 

Most reporter proteins were expressed in yeast from low-copy number plasmids that are 
based on pUG34 and pUG36 (Niedenthal et al., 1996), and the genes were under control of  the 
GAL1 promoter, except for GFP-tcNLS-GFP that was expressed under control of  a constitutive 
MET25 promoter. The soluble cargo proteins rgNLS-mCh and tcNLS-mCh were expressed in 
yeast from a 2μ-plasmid under the control of  the TPI1-promoter, based on pBT016-Nab2NLS-
GFP-PrA (Timney et al., 2006). See Table 6.2 and 6.3 for a list of  the strains and the plasmids 
used in this study.

Plasmid construction To obtain the expression vector pACM062-mCh-h2NLS-L(180)-TM and 
pACM063-mCh-L(180)-TM, the coding sequence of  h2NLS-L(180)-TM and L(180)-TM were 
isolated from pACM023-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM and pACM024-GFP-L-TM, respectively (Meinema 
et al., 2011) and ligated into the XbaI and BamHI sites of  pUG36(Niedenthal et al., 1996). Subse-
quently, the coding sequence of  GFP was replaced for that of  mCherry (mCh), which was am-
plified by PCR from pcDNA3.1-mCherry (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California) (primers used: frw: 
5’-ggtct agaAT GGTGA GCAAG GGCGA GG, rvs: gctct agaTT ACTTG TACAG CTCGT 
CCATG CC uppercase: annealing sequence, lower case: primer overhang, Phusion polymerase 
(Finnzymes, Espoo, Finland) and ligated in the XbaI site. The linker of  pACM062-mCh-h2NLS-
L(180)-TM was truncated to obtain pACM061-mCh-h2NLS-L(37)-TM by PCR-based mutagen-
esis (adapted from Quik Change protocol, Stratagene, La Jolla, California) (primers used frw: 
CGAAG TCCAA AAGGT CGCAC C and rvs: 5’-AGATT GTGGA GGAGA CTCTG GTGG). 
To construct pACM065-GFP-tcNLS-GFP, first the coding sequence of  tcNLS, ordered as com-
plementary single stranded oligonucleotides (5’- GGATC CCCAA AAAAG AAGAG AAAGG 
TAGAT CCAAA AAAGA AGAGA AAGGT AGCTA GCGAA TTC and 5’- GAATT CGCTA 

Table 6.2: S.cerevisiae strains
Name Description Source
BY4742 MATα his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 lys2Δ0 ura3Δ0 Invitrogen
KAP95-AA w303, matα tor1-1 fpr1::NAT PMA1-2xFKBP12::TRP1 

KAP95-FRB::KanMX
(Haruki et al., 2008;Meinema et al., 
2011) 

Sec61-GFP MATα his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 ura3Δ0 SEC61-
GFP::HIS3

Invitrogen

Kap60-GFP MATα his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 ura3Δ0 KAP60-
GFP::HIS3

Invitrogen

Kap95-GFP MATα his3Δ1 leu2Δ0 met15Δ0 ura3Δ0 KAP95-
GFP::HIS3

Invitrogen
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GCTAC CTTTC TCTTC TTTTT TGGAT CTACC TTTCT CTTCT TTTTT GGGGA TCC), 
was annealed and ligated into pUG34(Niedenthal et al., 1996) at BamHI and EcoRI. Subsequently, 
a second GFP gene was ligated at EcoRI and EcoRV. The gene coding for GFP was amplified by 
PCR from pUG34 (frw: 5’- gccga attcA TGTCT AAAGG TGAAG AATTA TTCAC TGGTG 
TTG, rvs: 5’- gccga tatcA GCGGA TTTGT ACAAT TCATC CATAC CATGG GTAAT ACC). 
The rgNLS in pACM066-rgNLS-mCh was replaced for a tcNLS to yield pACM067-tcNLS-mCh. 
The tcNLS was ordered as complementary single stranded oligonucleotides (5’-AATTC ATGCC 
AAAAA AGAAG AGAAA GGTAG ATCCA AAAAA GAAGA GAAAG GTAGC TAGCG 
and 5’-GATCC GCTAG CTACC TTTCT CTTCT TTTTT GGATC TACCT TTCTC TTCTT 
TTTTG GCATG), annealed and ligated in the EcoRI and BamHI site of  pACM066-rgNLS-mCh. 
All DNA constructs were confirmed by sequencing. 

Table 6.3: Plasmids
Name Description Source
pUG34 Met25 promoter, His3 selection marker, GFP (Niedenthal et al., 1996)
PUG36 Met25 promoter, Ura3 selection marker, GFP (Niedenthal et al., 1996)
pACM022-GFP-Heh2 GFP-HEH2 under Gal1 promoter, His3 selection marker (Meinema et al., 2011)
pACM023-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM As above, Heh2[aa93-378] (Meinema et al., 2011)
pACM024-GFP-L-TM As above, Heh2[aa138-378] (Meinema et al., 2011)
pACM040-MBP-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM As above, Heh2[aa93-378] fused to MalE-GFP (Meinema et al., 2011)

pACM041-MBP-GFP-MBP-h2NLS-
L-TM

As above, Heh2[aa93-378] fused to MalE-GFP-MalE (Meinema et al., 2011)

pACM042-MBP-GFP-2xMBP-
h2NLS-L-TM

As above, Heh2[aa93-378] fused to MalE-GFP-MalE-MalE (Meinema et al., 2011)

pACM062-mCh-h2NLS-L(180)-TM pUG36, GFP replaced for mCh with h2NLS-L-TM under Gal1 
promoter

This study

pACM061-mCh-h2NLS-L(37)-TM As pACM062-mCh-h2NLS-L(180)-TM, but linker truncated 
to 37 residues

This study

pACM063-mCh-L(180)-TM pUG36, GFP replaced for mCh with Heh2[aa138-378] under 
Gal1 promoter

This study

pACM065-GFP-tcNLS-GFP pUG34 where tcNLS and GFP are inserted This study

pACM066-rgNLS-mCh 2μ plasmid, NLS of Nab2 fused with mCh, under TPI-
promoter, Leu2 selection marker

(van den Bogaart et al., 2009)

pACM067-tcNLS-mCh 2μ plasmid, tcNLS fused with mCh, under TPI-promoter, 
Leu2 selection marker

This study

pACM050-GFP-h2NLS-L(176) pAC023-GFP-h2NLS-L-TM, where the gene fragment coding 
for the TM segment was removed

(Meinema et al., 2011)

pACM051-GFP-H2NLS-L(033) pACM050-GFP-h2NLS-L(176), where L was truncated to 33 
residues

(Meinema et al., 2011)

Fluorescence Microscopy
Growth conditions. Yeast strains were grown at 30°C in synthetic dropout medium without 

histidine, leucine or uracil, supplemented with 2% (w/v) filter-sterilized D-raffinose plus 0.01 % 
(w/v) adenine. The genes encoding reporter proteins were expressed from low-copy plasmids 
under the control of  the GAL1 promoter by 1-2 hours induction with 0.1% (w/v) D-galactose, 
except for MBP-GFP-MBP-h2NLS-L-TM (3 hour of  induction) and MBP-GFP-2MBP-h2NLS-
L-TM (4 hour of  induction). The cells with constructs under control of  the constitutive MET25 
or TPI1-promoter were grown in medium supplemented with 2% (w/v) D-glucose.
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Image acquisition: All imaging and selective-FRAP experiment were performed on a 
home-build laser-scanning confocal microscope or a commercial LSM 710 confocal microscope 
as described previously (Meinema et al., 2011). Data was analyzed with home-made software and 
the ZEN2010B package (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). To quantify the protein mobility in the 
membranes, an epi-fluorescence microscope was used, which is based on an inverted microscope 
Observer D1 (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). The laser beam (488 nm, argon ion laser, Melles Griot, 
Carlsbad, CA, USA) was focused by a Zeiss C-Apochromat infinity-corrected 1.2 NA 63× wa-
ter immersion objective and directed to the sample. The fluorescence emission was detected by 
a Cool-Snap HQ2 CCD camera (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ, USA) and recorded in MetaMorph 
(Molecular Devices, Downingtown, USA).  

 Data analysis and NE/ER-ratios. Since the resolution of  optical microscopy does not 
discriminate the INM from ONM, we used the NE/ER ratio as a measure for accumulation at 
the INM. The NE/ER ratio is an experimental value that allows direct comparison of  import 
efficiencies. The NE/ER ratio was calculated as the average pixel intensity at the nuclear enve-
lope (NE) divided by the average pixel intensity at the peripheral or plasma membrane associated 
endoplasmic reticulum as described before (Meinema et al., 2011). 

The nuclear transport of  membrane proteins across the NPC is between the ER-ONM 
network and the INM. We assume that the concentrations at the ER and ONM are the same. 
The changes in membrane protein density at the INM ([A]INM) and ER-ONM ([A]ER/ONM) can be 
written as:

         (1)

                    (2)  
 

where kin and kout are the import and the efflux rate constants, respectively, and t is the 
time. At steady state is the reporter concentrations at the INM ([A]INM) and the ONM ([A]ONM)  
determined by the ratio of  kin/kout (equation (3))

         
         (3) 

The INM/ONM ratio, the ratio of  the reporter concentrations at the INM and the ONM, 
is calculated from the experimental NE/ER ratios, the measured ratio of  fluorescence levels at 
the NE and the ER.  First, for the purpose of  our calculations we consider that the ER consist on 
average of  two closely positioned bilayers forming cisternea (flattened membrane disks) enclosing 
a lumen that is continuous with the NE lumen. This is obviously a simplification as the structure 
of  the ER is more complex, consisting of  cisternae (flattened membrane disks) and tubules (tube 
structures) (West et al., 2011). Second, proteins can diffuse throughout the entire network, and 
we assume that the concentration of  membrane reporters in ONM and ER are equal. Third, to 
estimate the concentrations of  the reporters and the surface area of  the ER membranes, we take 
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into account that 40% of  the plasma membrane is covered with peripheral ER at the contour of  
a yeast cell (20% - 40% in (West et al., 2011;Schuck et al., 2009). At our resolution, we see the ER 
as a continuous membrane system and the actual concentration of  fluorescent reporters is thus 
2.5 times the measured concentration of  reporters. The calculation thus are performed as follows: 
We measured for GFP-h2NLS-L-TM an NE/ER-ratio of  34, thus for the fluorescence intensities 
(i) in the membranes we can write: i(NE):i(ER) = 34:1. Not taking into account the 2.5 times un-
derestimation of  the concentration at the ER and ONM we would write i(INM): i(ONM): i(ER) 
= 33.5:0.5:1. But correcting for this underestimation of  the concentration of  reporters at the ER 
and ONM, we can write for the ratio of  concentrations of  reporters in the INM and ONM: INM/
ONM ratio = (i(NE):i(ER) – (0.5*2.5)) / 0.5*2.5) =26. For GFP-L-TM, with a measured NE/
ER-ratio of  2.3, we arrive at an INM/ONM-ratio of  0.84.

Diffusion of  soluble protein. We used the LSM710 confocal microscope to measure the diffu-
sion coefficient of  GFP in the cytoplasm of  yeast. We positioned the focused laser beam (wave-
length: 488 nm) in the cytoplasm of  a yeast cell and photobleached a small spot for 3.31 ms with 
100% of  the output power of  a 15 mW solid state laser to obtain 40 - 50% of  the initial intensity. 
The recovery was measured by taking images of  0.5 × 0.5 μm in 3.78 ms for a period of  200 ms 
using 0.4% of  the output power of  the laser. The recovery trace was fitted to a single exponent to 
find the half-time of  recovery. The diffusion coefficient was obtained according to equation (1), 
derived from (Axelrod et al., 1976):

         (4)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, w the radius of  the beam and t0.5 the half-time of  
recovery. To determine the diameter of  the beam, we bleached a similar spot in poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA) doped with Rhodamine B, imaged a frame of  5 × 5 μm and measured the 
diameter (d) of  the beam as the full width at half  minimum (FWHM) of  the spot, yielding d = 
2.0 ± 0.2 μm (n = 16). 

Lateral diffusion of  membrane proteins. For quantitative estimates of  protein mobility in the 
membrane, FRAP-measurements were performed. The laser was focused for 30 - 50 ms to pho-
tobleach the fluorescent signal at the membrane to 40-50% of  the initial intensity, using ~ 10% 
of  the output power of  a 10 mW argon ion laser. Immediately after the photobleaching, a time 
series of  50 images was recorded every 100 ms for fast diffusing reporters at the INM or 500 ms 
for the more slow lateral diffusion in the ONM and ER. The diameter (d) of  the photobleached 
spot was defined as the full width of  half  minimum (FWHM) of  the intensity level immediately 
after photobleaching and determined as d  = 1.8 ± 0.1 μm (n = 38). 

The fluorescence intensity was determined by pixel analysis in the centre of  the pho-
tobleached spot (d = 0.7 μm), using MetaMorph (Molecular Devices, Downingtown, USA). A 
significant fraction of  total fluorescence at the NE was photobleached, since we photobleached 
a spot corresponding to 20 – 40% of  the size of  NE. To find the mobile fraction, we corrected 
for this reduction of  the total fluorescence by plotting the ratio of  the intensity in the bleached 
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spot over the intensity in a reference spot with the same size at the same membrane compartment. 
The photobleaching as a result of  imaging during the recovery was negligible (~4%). Therefore, 
uncorrected data could be fitted according to earlier publications (Ellenberg et al., 1997) to obtain 
a measure for the lateral diffusion coefficient D (expressed in μm2/s). 

We estimated how much time a membrane protein would need on average to diffuse from 
the ER to the nucleus. We used equation (5) for the mean squared displacement, describing the 
average distance (r) a particle travels in time (t) based on Brownian motion of  a random walk in a 
two dimensional system of  the plane of  a membrane. 

   `       (5)

 D is the coefficient for lateral diffusion and t is the time interval. We measured the volume 
of  a yeast cell as 49 ± 2 μm3 (n = 381) (van den Bogaart et al., 2009), consistent with (Tyson et 
al., 1979). Assuming a circumference of  a yeast cell of  ~15 μm, we estimated the average travel 
distance (r) through the peripheral ER aligning the plasma membrane to be ~3.5 μm. 

Selective-FRAP. Selective-FRAP was used to quantify the nuclear transport of  soluble pro-
teins (as reviewed in (Goodwin and Kenworthy, 2005)). The import and efflux rate constants of  
soluble proteins were calculated as described before (van den Bogaart et al., 2009). 

Reporter efflux assays. (i) The Kap95-depletion assay: After 2 hours of  membrane reporter 
expression in exponentially growing KAP95-AA cells, 2 μg/ml of  rapamycin was added to trig-
ger Kap95-FRB interaction with Pma1-FKBP. Kap95 depletion disables further Kap95-mediated 
nuclear import, resulting in a net efflux of  INM-accumulated reporter (Haruki et al., 2008;Meine-
ma et al., 2011). (ii) The poison assay: The cells were harvested and resuspended in glucose-free 
medium supplemented with 10 mM sodium azide plus 10 mM 2-deoxy-D-glucose. This treatment 
dissipates the ATP pool and thereby the Ran-GTP gradient across the nuclear envelope. For both 
assays, images at t = 0 were recorded, i.e. before adding rapamycin or sodium azide/2-deoxy-D-
glucose, and time series were recorded for a period of  90 to 180 minutes. The cells were kept 
at 30°C during the course of  the experiment. For every time point new microscopy slides were 
prepared from one culture, the data thus represents averages of  multiple cells, as described in 
(Shulga et al., 1996;Worman and Courvalin, 2000). 

We plotted the nuclear accumulation as the NE/ER ratio and fitted the data with a single 
exponential decay function. We simplified equation (1) to obtain equation (6) as the passive in-
ward flux is negligible during the efflux experiment.

          
          (6)

or a two-term exponential decay function:
        
          (7)
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Calculation of  import rate constants and membrane protein fluxes through the NPC. The import rate 
constant was calculated from the steady state accumulation of  the membrane reporter and the 
efflux rate constant as estimated in the Kap95-depletion, using equation (4). The import rate con-
stant was used to calculate the flux of  reporter through the NPC (in units of  molecules/s·NPC), 
which requires an estimate of  the number of  reporters per cell, the total surface area of  the ER-
ONM and the INM, and the number of  NPCs per nucleus. Quantitative Western blotting yielded 
a copy number of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM in the Kap95-AA strain of  ~13,000 per cell (Fig. 6.3A, B). 
On the basis of  the geometry of  the cell, we estimated the average radius of  the cell and nucleus 
as r = 2.3 ± 0.1 μm and r = 1.00 ± 0.05 (n = 381), respectively, as described in (van den Bogaart 
et al., 2009). Assuming the ER as a double membrane and aligned with the outline of  the cell and 
covering ~40% of  the plasma membrane (West et al., 2011;Schuck et al., 2009), we estimated the 
surface area of  the ER-ONM to be ~64 μm2 and that of  the INM ~12 μm2, which is consistent 
with earlier data (Prinz et al., 2000;Strambio-De-Castillia et al., 1995). The density of  NPCs in the 
NE of  yeast is on average 12 NPCs/μm2 (Timney et al., 2006;Winey et al., 1997). Given the ac-
cumulation of  GFP-h2NLS-L-TM at the INM, and assuming equal concentrations of  reporter 
in ONM and ER, we calculated a membrane protein density for GFP-h2NLS-L-TM of  879 mol-
ecules/μm2 at the INM and 39 molecules/μm2 at the ER-ONM in the Kap95-AA strain. 
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The transport of integral membrane proteins 
across the nuclear pore complex in perspective

- Conclusions and discussion  -  

This chapter is based on a manuscript in press: The transport of  integral membrane 
proteins across the nuclear pore complex. Nucleus. 2012.
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Abstract

Specific membrane proteins destined for the inner nuclear membrane (INM) are 
actively transported across the nuclear pore complex (NPC). A long intrinsically-disor-
dered linker attached to these proteins is essential to position the Kap-bound nuclear 
localization signal (NLS) in the central channel of  the NPC while the transmembrane 
domain is in the pore membrane. This means that the linker dodges into the scaffold 
of  the NPC and implies the existence of  lateral gates connecting the space aligning the 
pore membrane and the central channel. We discuss here that the need for lateral gates 
is not in contradiction with existing data but merely conflicts with the many cartoons 
drawn of  the NPC. We also discuss that the charge in the intrinsically disordered linker 
might promote the passage through the lateral gates. Although this import pathway 
seems to be conserved in other species, membrane proteins other than Heh1 and Heh2 
that are actively targeted to the INM, have so far not been found in a genome wide 
screen in yeast. The specific function of  the studied proteins, Heh1 and Heh2, may re-
quire high nuclear accumulation without intranuclear retention. We speculate that Heh1 
and Heh2 might be involved in defining the orientation of  the NPC during the assembly 
of  new NPCs.

Introduction

The nuclear envelope (NE) segregates the content of  the nucleus from the cytoplasm in 
eukaryotes, and thus separates the sites of  DNA-replication and transcription from that of  trans-
lation. This enables a higher degree of  regulation of  these processes than present in prokaryotes, 
and is likely needed to maintain the complexity of  a eukaryotic cell (Field and Dacks, 2009). 
As a consequence of  the compartmentalization, an efficient mechanism for selective transport 
between cytoplasm and nucleus is required. All this transport is mediated by the nuclear pore 
complexes (NPCs), which are embedded in the double membranes of  the nuclear envelope. The 
NPC has indeed an important role in fundamental cellular processes, like the regulation of  gene 
expression and signal transduction (Chen and Thorner, 2007;Johnson et al., 2004). 

The selectivity of  the nuclear transport resides in the presence of  a nuclear localization 
signal (NLS) or a nuclear export signal (NES) on cargo proteins. Only proteins destined for 
the nucleus feature an NLS, while proteins exported out of  the nucleus feature an NES. Those 
signals are recognized by transport factors, which are collectively called karyopherins (Kaps, or 
importins in mammals). Cargo featuring the classical SV40 NLS (Dingwall and Laskey, 1991) is 
imported into the nucleus by two Kaps. The yeast Kap60 (Kapα) binds the classical NLS on the 
cargo molecule. Kap95 (Kapβ) in turn, interacts with the NPC-components in the central channel 
(FG-Nups), while associated with the Kap60-cargo complex. At the nuclear side of  the NPC, the 
complex is dissociated in the presence of  RanGTP. As such, the cargo is delivered to the nucleus 
and the Kaps are shuttled back to the cytoplasm and made available for the next round of  trans-
port (reviewed in (Stewart, 2007)). 
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Similar to soluble proteins, membrane proteins destined for the INM, like the yeast Heh1/
Src1 and Heh2 bear an NLS and need karyopherin for selective transport ((King et al., 2006) and 
chapter 3). We conclude that during translocation across the pore, the transmembrane segment re-
mains in the membranes while the NLS-bound karyopherin interacts with the FG-Nups in the cen-
tral channel of  the NPC (chapter 4). A long and flexible linker between the NLS and the transmem-
brane helix allows the NLS-bound karyopherins to scavenge for FG-Nups within the NPC (chapter 
4). Consequently, the linker will slice through the scaffold of  the NPC, utilizing the proposed lateral 
gates, which likely exist between the spokes of  the NPC (chapters 4 and 6). In this thesis, we con-
clude that the transport of  soluble cargo across the NPC is fast relative to transport of  membrane 
proteins. We measured in vivo a flux of actively transported soluble proteins, such as GFP fused 
to a tandem of  the classical NLS (GFP-tcNLS), of  30 – 50 molecules/(NPC·s), when the cargo 
protein is expressed at 105 copies per cell (chapter 2 and 6). The flux of  membrane proteins actively 
transported over the NPC was significant smaller, and amounted to ~ 0.1 molecules/NPC·s when 
estimated at a level of  expression that was ~10-fold lower than for GFP-tcNLS. Thus, we conclude 
that the transport rate of  soluble cargo is an order of  magnitude faster than that of  membrane 
proteins, if  corrected for the copy number (as discussed in chapter 6). This may reflect the dodging 
of  the linker into the scaffold, a thermodynamically unfavorable step (as discussed in chapters 4 
and 6). Alternatively, it is possible that the higher viscosity of  the membranes, as compared to the 
(crowded) aqueous environment of  the cytosol and nucleus, causes the slower transport.

Nuclear import and efflux

In a living cell, soluble and membrane cargo are actively imported into the nucleus and 
the naked cargo (after the Kaps are stripped off  in the nucleus) can leak back to the cytoplasm. 
All nuclear import and export plus the diffusion of  soluble and membrane proteins occurs via 
the NPC. The NPC is clearly a crowded intersection for traffic between the cytoplasm and the 
nucleus. One could argue that traffic is slowed down at such congestion sites and cargo molecules 
may have to wait for another. On the basis of  the diffusion coefficient of  GFP in the cytoplasm 
(chapter 6), we estimate that soluble GFP could travel the distance of  the 100 – 200 nm long 
channel in the NPC within 3 – 5 ms. The facilitated diffusion of  cargo across the NPC is 3 – 6× 
slower than the 3D Brownian diffusion in the cytoplasm; the hindered diffusion of  non-cargo is 
even >30× slower (Cardarelli and Gratton, 2010;Yang et al., 2004), which suggests that the NPC 
is indeed a congestion point for traffic between the cytoplasm and nucleoplasm.

To evaluate the role of  the high-affinity NLS in nuclear transport, as was found in Heh1 
and Heh2 (Chapter 3), we will try to deduce some “priority rules” for nuclear trafficking across 
the NPC. Nuclear transport can be described by a simple pump-leak model (Timney et al., 2006): 
cargo is selectively pumped into the nucleus and can leak back down the concentration gradient, 
both via the NPC. The ratio of  the import and efflux rate constants determines the steady-state 
level of  nuclear accumulation. We consider the affinity of  the Kaps for the NLS a key factor in 
determining the priority for transport through the NPC. Cargos bearing a high-affinity NLS will 
have a competitive advantage for binding a Kap and thus for entering the NPC. 
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We observed that membrane proteins need a high-affinity NLS for efficient accumulation 
in the INM (Fig. 3.9B). The high-affinity NLS assures strong interaction between the membrane 
protein and the Kaps (Fig. 3.9A). We reasoned that the high-affinity binding is needed to compete 
with other cargos for the available Kaps. This advantage in competition may compensate for the 
generally lower concentrations of  membrane proteins as compared to soluble proteins. The copy 
number of  membrane proteins in general, and Heh1 and Heh2 in particular (1250 – 2100 cop-
ies per cell (Ghaemmaghami et al., 2003)) is low. Furthermore, we observed that the import of  
membrane proteins is at least an order of  magnitude slower than that of  soluble proteins (chapter 
6); membrane proteins may thus spend more time in or at the NPC. Naked cargo present within 
the NPC can compete for the Kap60/95 and chase off  karyopherins from proteins with a lower 
affinity NLS. Without a  strong binding to the Kaps, a membrane protein might lose its Kaps to a 
more abundant soluble cargo while within the NPC. We infer that having a high-affinity NLS on 
membrane proteins ensures high concentrations in the nucleus, despite lower copy numbers and 
slower nuclear import compared to other cargos in the cell.

The transport of  high abundant soluble cargo across the NPC has priority to non-cargo 
or naked cargo, which was shown in NPC mimics and modeling studies (Jovanovic-Talisman et 
al., 2009;Zilman et al., 2010). In fact the diffusion of  cargo across the NPC is facilitated and dif-
fusion of  non-cargo is hindered (Peters, 2009). Thus, at the congestion points where cargo and 
non-cargo compete for the available space in the pore, the Kap-cargo has “right of  way” because 
its affinity for the FG-Nups. The passive or hindered diffusion of  naked cargo out of  the nucleus 
across the NPC depends on the space available in the central channel of  the NPC, which in turn 
is influenced by the amount of  Kap-cargo that transits the pore. Thus, high affinity NLS-cargo 
would go before low-affinity NLS-cargo, and low-affinity NLS-cargo would go before naked 
cargo. 

We conclude that any cargo having an NLS gets transported preferentially and that the 
priority is determined by the affinity of  the Kap for the NLS. A high-affinity allows less well 
expressed cargos to compete with more abundant proteins having a lower affinity NLS. Modi-
fication of  the NLS allows the affinity and thus the priority for transport to be regulated. Such 
rules of  priority allow the transport across NPC to adapt to situations were more or less nuclear 
transport is needed, without losing the selectivity of  the translocation reaction.

Membrane reporters stay in the membrane during transport
The nuclear transport of  the membrane proteins Heh1 and Heh2 resembles that of  sol-

uble proteins: it requires RanGTP, Kaps and FG-Nups, and the NLS-encoding domain passes 
through the central channel (Chapter 3, 4 and (King et al., 2006)). Therefore, we challenged the 
option that Heh1 and Heh2 might be translocated across the NPC like a soluble protein. There is 
a precedent for this possibility, as the membrane-anchored yeast spindle pole body protein Nbp1 
is transported across the NPC as a soluble protein. Once the transport factor Kap123 is removed 
after transport into the nucleus, an amphipatic helix gets exposed to enable interaction with the 
INM (Kupke et al., 2011). 
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We studied the nuclear transport pathway of  Heh1 and Heh2 with the membrane reporter 
h2NLS-L-TM, having one transmembrane segment at the C-terminus. While polytopic mem-
brane proteins are generally co-translationally integrated in the ER via the signal receptor particle 
(SRP) and Sec61 translocation pathway (reviewed in (Osborne et al., 2005;Renthal, 2010;Stirling, 
1999)), some tail-anchored membrane proteins use post-translational membrane insertion mecha-
nism (reviewed in (Cross et al., 2009;Renthal, 2010;Schuldiner et al., 2008)). If  the transmembrane 
domain is close to the C-terminus of  the polypeptide, the translation is terminated before the 
SRP recognizes the hydrophobic element, and the protein dissociates from the ribosome. To in-
sert the tail-anchored protein post-translationally into the ER, the hydrophobic transmembrane 
domain is shielded and stabilized by dimeric Get3 prior to insertion into the ER via the ER-
localized membrane receptors Get1 and Get2 (Auld et al., 2006;Mariappan et al., 2011;Mateja et al., 
2009;Schuldiner et al., 2008). Theoretically, Get1 and Get2 are small enough to diffuse across the 
NPC via the pore membrane and could facilitate the post-translational integration of  the nuclear 
accumulated soluble h2NLS-L-TM directly into the INM. However, our data indicate first that 
h2NLS-L-TM is integrated in the ER and second that the nuclear transport across the NPC oc-
curs via the pore membrane:

i) We trapped the reporter at Nsp1 within the NPC and could specifically block nuclear 
transport of  membrane proteins (Fig. 4.13). Subsequently, we observed a steady concentration 
increase of  newly synthesized h2NLS-L-TM specifically at the ER and not at the INM (Fig. 
4.13A, B). We thus conclude that h2NLS-L-TM is integrated in the ER, alike the native Heh1 
and Heh2. 

ii) After h2NLS-L-TM is integrated in the ER, subsequent extraction from the membranes 
and re-insertion into the INM after nuclear transport as soluble proteins is very unlikely. The en-
ergy costs for displacing a transmembrane spanning segment from the membrane are high. The 
hydropathy estimates of  Goldman-Engelman-Steitz (GES) or Kyte and Doolittle (KD) give a 
number for the energy associated with the transfer of  each type of  amino acid side-chain from oil 
to water (Fig. 7.1A, (Engelman et al., 1986;Kyte and Doolittle, 1982)). The energic costs to extract 
the first transmembrane segment of  Heh2, as was used in the reporter h2NLS-L-TM, are ~170 
kJ/mol (Fig. 7.1B). The hydrolysis of  ATP releases 30 – 50 kJ/mol (Alberts et al., 2002); the ex-
traction of  one protein from the membrane would cost thus the equivalent of  several ATPs. For 
the reporter fusions with Sec61, having 10 transmembrane spanning segments, it is even harder to 
imagine that they would be extracted from the ER/ONM membrane and inserted into the INM 
after translocation (as in Fig. 4.7C). Most of  all, in the absence of  solublizing or stabilizing agents, 
membrane proteins would aggregate once extracted from the membrane.

iii) Finally, the transport characteristics of  soluble and membrane proteins are markedly 
different. We observed that the translocation of  h2NLS-L-TM through the NPC is disrupted in 
a Nup170-deletion strain (Fig. 3.4B), similar as Heh2 (King et al., 2006), while the transport of  
soluble cargo is not affected (Fig. 7.1C and (Shulga et al., 2000)). Also the nuclear transport of  
membrane proteins is specifically dependent on particular FG-Nups (Fig. 4.9), h2NLS-L-TM 
thus utilizes a different import route than soluble cargos. 
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Altogether, we conclude that it is highly implausible that integral membrane proteins are 
transported to the nucleus as soluble cargo with the hydrophobic domain shielded during trans-
location and reinserted into INM after transport through the NPC.

The properties of  the linker

The transmembrane domains thus remain in the pore membrane during the import of  
membrane proteins to the INM. The distance between the NLS and the transmembrane segment 
of  Heh1 and Heh2 is spaced by a long and flexible linker of  minimally 120 residues (Fig. 4.5C). 
We have shown that this linker is intrinsically disordered and exists in an extended conformation 
(Fig. 4.4). This is needed to allow the NLS-bound Kap60/95 to interact with the FG-Nups in 
the central channel of  the NPC (Fig. 4.9 - 4.13). It has been shown that intrinsically-disordered 
domains can easily adopt a wide range of  lengths (Galea et al., 2008) and it will not cost much 
energy to stretch such a domain (Chapter 4, (Kriwacki and Yoon, 2011;Miyagi et al., 2008)). We 
assume that stretching the linker is thermodynamically favored by the enthalpy gain from binding 
of  NLS-bound Kap60/95 to the multiple FG-repeat binding sites in the central channel of  the 
NPC. We replaced the native linker (L) for two randomized versions (LR1, LR2) and measured 
that the NE/ER-accumulation was not decreased (Fig. 4.5C). The linker length rather than its 
sequence is essential for nuclear transport. Since the randomized linkers LR1 and LR2 have the 
same amino acid composition as the native linker L, we cannot conclude if  a particular amino acid 
composition is required for transport. The occurrence of  specific amino acids can determine the 
flexibility and compactness of  an intrinsically-unfolded domain: glutamic acid, serine and to some 
extent proline and aspartic acid can promote the formation of  an extended coil, while asparagine 
and glycine and to some extent glutamine and threonine contribute to a more collapsed unfolded 
coil (Yamada et al., 2010). We thus compared the composition of  the linkers in Heh1 and Heh2 
with compositions of  the average S. cerevisiae proteins (Nakamura et al., 2000). We found indeed 
that the linkers in Heh1 and Heh2 are relatively abundant in glutamic acid, serine and proline; the 
ratio of  extended coil promoting residues over those favoring a collapsed coil (Ratio E/C) reveal 
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Heh1 2 of Heh1 315.3 378.1
Heh2 2 of Heh2 272.6 256.7
h2NLS-L-TM First of Heh2 184.2 166.2
h2NLS-LR2(215)-WALP23 WALP23 202.6 193.0
h2NLS-LR1(138)-Sec61TM1 First of Sec61 162.4 194.7

Figure 7.1: Transmembrane segments 
are not likely extracted from the mem-
brane during nuclear transport. A) The 
high energy costs for the extraction of  in-
tegral membrane proteins from the lipid 
bilayer. The hydropathy table showing 
the free energies (ΔG), needed to transfer 
amino acid side chains present in α-helices 
from the lipid bilayer (the oil phase) to the 
cytoplasm (the water phase), as estimated 
by Goldman-Engelman-Steitz (GES) or 

Kyte and Doolittle (KD) (Engelman et al., 1986;Kyte and Doolittle, 1982). B) The calculated free ener-
gies (ΔG) needed to extract the all the transmembrane (TM) segments of  the reporters from the lipid 
bilayer (the oil phase) to the cytoplasm (the water phase), based on the GES and KD estimates (A). C) 
Confocal fluorescence images in cells where Nup170 is knocked out (nup170Δ) show mislocalization 
of  h2NLS-L-TM but the soluble h2NLS-L is accumulated in the nucleus. The scale bar is 5 μm.
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that both linkers contain more extended coil promoting residues than an ‘average’ yeast protein 
(Fig. 7.2A). Further, the linkers have a net negative charge and contain more charged residues than 
average. The transport efficiency plotted as the NE/ER ratio seems to correlate with the charge 
content of  different linkers (Fig. 7.2B): we clustered the linkers with similar size and observe, par-
ticularly in the cluster with reporters having a ~180 residues long linker, that the import efficiency 
is higher when more charged residues are present in the linker. The charge content might be 
needed to stimulate the extended conformation by electric repulsion and/or to slice through the 
scaffold of  the NPC. The overall negative charge might also prevent association with the nega-
tively charged surface of  the membranes; the ER and presumably the pore membrane contain a 
significant fraction of  the anionic lipid phosphatidylserine. 

We tried to make the linker less flexible and introduced stretches of  5-6 prolines, to pro-
mote the formation of  a polyproline type II (PPII) helix in the linker. In helical polyproline type 
II conformations, the rise per residue in the helix is 3.1 Å, due to the trans-isomeric orientation of  
the peptide bond. This is similar to the spacing of  3.6 Å between neighboring Cα’s in the back-
bone of  proteins. The PPII helix thus promotes an extended conformation of  the peptide. This 
secondary structure of  the PPII helix is less flexible than a normal amino acid chain (Adzhubei 
and Sternberg, 1993;Stryer and Haugland, 1967). We measured the accumulation of  the reporter 
with a linker of  34% (LP1) or 44% (LP2) proline residues and found a small but significant reduc-
tion in the import efficiency (Fig. 7.2C). 

Owing to trans/cis isomerization of  the polyproline helix into an polyproline type I (PPI) 
conformation, the linker can adapt a more collapsed conformation with a rise per residue in the 
helix of  1.9 Å (Doose et al., 2007). Although the conversion from a PPII to PPI helix is thermody-
namically unfavorable due to the more condensed conformation (Adzhubei and Sternberg, 1993), 
a subpopulation of  the reporters might have stretches in the PPI conformation thereby affecting 
their effective linker length. Besides, the polyproline linkers have a lower content of  glutamic acid 
and serine and an overall lower charge content, which might result in a more collapsed coil. The 
lower charge content might also reduce effective slicing of  the linker between the Nups. Since we 
have not assessed the Stokes radii or flexibility of  these linkers experimentally, we do not know if  
the reduced import efficiency is caused by lower flexibility, a lower overall charge of  the linker or 
the formation of  a more collapsed conformation (see future outlook).

Implications for the structure of  the NPC

The intrinsically-disordered linkers between the NLS and TM in Heh1 and Heh2 are flex-
ible, have a high content of  charged residues and overall net negative charge, and as discussed 
above these properties may promote effective slicing through the scaffold of  the NPC. However, 
in existing models, the scaffold of  the NPC is depicted as a donut-shape composed of  con-
centric rings. The lateral gates between the spokes or openings in the scaffold rings were never 
observed in EM-studies, but even the most detailed images of  the NPC obtained by 3D EM-
tomography may have too limited resolution to observe such features (~60 Å resolution (Beck et 
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al., 2007;Frenkiel-Krispin et al., 2010)). Can we reconcile our transport model with current data 
describing the NPC structure? The model asks for flexibility between the spokes of  the NPC 
and a modular construction without permanent interactions between the spokes. We will discuss 
recent literature to judge if  there is any data contradicting the existence of  lateral gates. 

The structure and architecture of  the NPC have been investigated intensively with elec-
tron microscopy (EM) (Akey and Radermacher, 1993;Beck et al., 2007;Fahrenkrog and Aebi, 
2003;Frenkiel-Krispin et al., 2010). A model of  the yeast NPC was made on the basis of  a large 
array of  experimental data and subsequent computational modeling (Alber et al., 2007b;Alber et 
al., 2007a;Cronshaw et al., 2002;Rout et al., 2000). In the EM-studies, the nuclear pore complex is 
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Figure 7.2: Presence of  charge and extended coil promoting residues in the linker might be 
essential for nuclear membrane protein transport. A) The table shows the absolute (n) and relative 
(%) occurrence of  the amino acids in the linkers (L) of  Heh1 and Heh2, the randomized Heh2 linkers 
(LR1 and LR2), the Heh2 linker with 34% or 44% proline occurrence (LP1 and LP2) and in the average 
of  yeast proteins (Nakamura et al., 2000). The physical properties of  the amino acids, like the charge 
under physiologic conditions in a yeast cell (at pH ~6 (Conway and Downey, 1950;Pena et al., 1995), the 
hydrophobicity, and their contribution to form an extended or collapsed random coil, are listed. The 
relative charge is the total net charge of  the peptide expressed per residue, the number of  extended 
coil promoting residues per collapsed coil promoting residues is indicated as a ratio (Ratio E/C). B) 
Same as figure 4.5B (grey), showing the nuclear accumulation of  reporters at the INM. The nuclear ac-
cumulation of  h2NLS-LP1-TM and h2NLS-LP2-TM, having respectively 34% and 44% of  the amino 
acids in the linker replaced for short stretches of  5 – 6 prolines, is plotted in the graph (black, ×). SEM 
is indicated. (C) The nuclear accumulation (NE/ER) of  different reporters is plotted to percentage 
of  charged residues (lysine, arginine, histidine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid) within the linker. The data 
points are clustered for reporters having a similar linker length. SEM is indicated. 
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shown as a spoke-ring complex with an eight-fold rotational symmetry along the nucleocytoplas-
mic axis through the central channel and a two-fold symmetry in the plane of  the membrane. The 
eight-fold rotational symmetry of  the NPC, is based on a distinct electron density pattern of  the 
spokes along the NPC (Gall, 1967;Hinshaw et al., 1992). In both the vertebrate and yeast NPC, 
one can clearly observe that the protein density is lower between the spokes (Fig. 7.3A, B, adapted 
from (Yang et al., 1998)). These EM-studies also revealed a high structural plasticity within the 
NPC. The NPCs can differ in in their radial size and occasionally NPCs with more than eight 
spokes were seen (Hinshaw and Milligan, 2003). The radial flexibility in the NPC became further 
obvious from the observed size differences of  single spokes within one NPC, causing asym-
metric octagonals (Beck et al., 2007;Frenkiel-Krispin et al., 2010). The variation in spokes sizes 
was explained by spoke compaction and extension or changing distances between spokes. This 
might be needed to facilitate the transport of  large particles across the NPC and allows dilation or 
shrinkage of  the complex (Akey, 1995;Pante and Kann, 2002). Consistent with flexibility between 
the spokes, sliding modules were shown within the NPC scaffold. Antiparallel oriented α-helical 
hairpins in different Nups alternating their hydrogen bond network to enable iris-like adjustments 
of  the NPC were proposed (Melcak et al., 2007). These publications show that the NPC is not 
static or rigid at all, but has radial flexibility, resulting from dynamics between the spokes. 

What do we actually know about the interactions between the spokes? From the architec-
tural model of  the yeast NPC we learn that the scaffold is composed of  two equal outer and two 
equal inner rings at the cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic sides. The outer rings in yeast is formed 
by an 8-fold arrangement of  a subcomplex of  7 proteins, called the Nup84 complex and con-
sists of  Nup133, Nup120, Nup85, Nup84, Nup145N, Sec13 and Seh1. The inner rings consist 
of  a complex of  4 proteins, i.e. Nup157, Nup170, Nup188 and Nup192. These rings, together 
with the membrane Nups, Pom152, Pom34 and Ndc1, form the structural core or the scaffold 
of  the NPC (Alber et al., 2007b). The scaffold provides stability to the NPC and maintains the 
sharply curved bending in the pore membrane (Devos et al., 2004). The FG-Nups, which facili-
tate the transport, are attached to the inner side of  the scaffold, facing the central channel. All 
the 8 spokes are similar in composition and each consists of  different subcomplexes, indicating 
a modular architecture of  the NPC. But are the subcomplexes of  different spokes connected to 
each other within rings or not? The existence of  stable subcomplexes was biochemically dem-

* *

A B Figure 7.3: The distinct spokes are 
clearly visible in electron micro-
scopic images of  the vertebrate and 
yeast NPC. A) Electron microscopic 
image of  a plane through the vertebrate 
NPC, perpendicular on the nucleoplas-
mic axis, adapted with permission from 
(Yang et al., 1998). The distinct pattern 
of  alternating high (|) and low (*) pro-
tein density along the scaffold of  the 
pore, mark the spokes. B) Similar as (A) 

but for the yeast NPC. Scale bar is 30 nm, image is adapted with permission from (Yang et al., 1998).
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onstrated in recent years: (i) the 400 Å long and Y-shaped Nup84 complex of  the outer rings is 
stable and could be isolated as intact single heptamers and visualized by 2D-EM (Lutzmann et al., 
2002;Siniossoglou et al., 2000). There is no evidence that these Nup84 complexes have a tendency 
to oligomerize, which would have been indicative for spoke-to-spoke interactions via the Nup84 
complexes. (ii) The Nsp1-complex, the Nup60-Nup2 dimer and the Nup82 complex are small 
subcomplexes containing FG-Nups (Hurwitz et al., 1998;Grandi et al., 1993;Dilworth et al., 2001). 
These small complexes are localized in the central channel and interactions with complexes in 
the neighboring spokes are not reported. (iii) The Ndc1 complex is an assembly with two other 
membrane proteins, Pom152 and Pom34, and it is inserted in the pore membrane to anchor the 
NPC (Onischenko et al., 2009). These membrane proteins form distinct patches in the membrane, 
Ndc1 and Pom34 have regions located at the pore side of  the membrane, whereas the Pom152 
domains reach the lumen of  the NE and form a stable ring structure around the NPC (Alber et 
al., 2007b;Alber et al., 2007a). In fact, of  all the Nups, only Pom152 forms a continuous ring by 
homotypic interactions of  the lumenal domains (Strambio-de-Castillia et al., 1995). These lumenal 
rings will obviously not affect the movement of  the linker since they exist at the other side of  
the pore membrane in the lumen of  the NE. (iv) Recently, Nup170/157 and Nup192/188 of  the 
inner rings were purified from the eukaryotic thermophile Chaetomium thermophilum and in vitro 
reconstituted as a subcomplex (Amlacher et al., 2011). Flexible interactions were shown with the 
Ndc1 complex on one side and via the linker Nups Nic96 and Nup53 with the Nsp1 subcomplex 
on the other side. The inner ring complex thus connects the membrane anchor with the FG-
Nups, which allows the FG-repeat filaments to protrude into the central channel.  

Collectively, these studies show that: A) the NPC forms a modular architecture of  dif-
ferent subcomplexes within each spoke. B) Several subcomplexes are stable and can be isolated 
or reconstituted, and they do not need other interactions for their own stability. C) There is no 
data that points to stable spoke-to-spoke interactions. D) The subcomplex of  Nup170/157 and 
Nup192/188 bridges the membrane proteins with FG-Nups. The stability of  one such spoke 
seems to be formed by interactions within the spoke. We judge that the available data on the 
structure of  the NPC does not contradict the proposed lateral gates that connect the space close 
to the pore membrane and the central channel. It is mostly the cartoons (and descriptions) of  the 
NPC that have suggested a solid scaffold structure built of  continuous rings. 

Screen of  INM-proteins

The NPC with its modular composition and high flexibility is fit to allow the nuclear 
transport of  membrane proteins. But how many proteins in yeast make use of  this pathway? To 
answer this question, we searched the entire yeast genome for more INM-targeted integral mem-
brane proteins having the appropriate targeting signal including a linker domain (Chapter 4). The 
targeting consensus consists of  an NLS spaced from the first (or last) transmembrane helix by an 
intrinsically-unfolded linker. We defined the components of  the consensus as the parameters in 
our screen as follows: 
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We searched for proteins having a putative classical NLS sequence by simply looking for 
at least 3 positive residues in a row (K, R). This prediction is based on the ‘pat4’ definition as is 
used in the protein localization predictor PSORTII (Nakai and Horton, 1999), where minimally 
3 out of  4 residues are positively charged. Although Heh1 and Heh2 contain high-affinity NLSs, 
we observed that less strong NLSs could target membrane proteins to the INM, but at lower 
efficiency (Fig. 3.9B). Thus, we chose to search with the minimal definition of  an NLS to avoid 
missing INM targeted proteins.

The linker (L) between the NLS and the first transmembrane segment was defined to be 
minimally 80 and maximally 250 residues long and unfolded over at least 80 residues. Although 
our data on the Heh2-based reporters suggest that the linker is at least 120 residues long (Fig. 
4.5C), we searched a somewhat wider range of  linker lengths. The position of  the transmembrane 
segment in the protein was predicted by the TMHMM server v.2 (Krogh et al., 2001). The poly-
peptide counted as disordered when it scored negative for the foldability in a sequence of  >80 
residues in the linker, as was calculated with FoldIndex© (Prilusky et al., 2005). The orientation 
of  the protein, also predicted by the TMHMM server v.2, must be such that the NLS points into 
the cytoplasm/nucleoplasm instead of  the lumen of  the ER. The option that the NLS is present 
between two transmembrane segments was allowed in the search, but only if  it had a sufficiently 
long linker at both sides of  the NLS and the appropriate orientation.  

The script, custom made in Python 3.3.2 (Ghandi, T. unpublished data), identified 35 
proteins out of  a total of  5749 (verified and uncharacterized) translated open reading frames in 
the Saccharomyces genome database (www.yeastgenome.org) that met our criteria, including Heh1 
and Heh2. To determine if  these NLS-linker (NLS-L) domains comprised genuine targeting, we 
amplified the coding sequences of  the putative NLS-L from the yeast genome and cloned them 
in an expression vector in front of  the coding sequence of  the Heh2 transmembrane segment 
(h2TM) (Hapsari, RA; Kralt, A; Laba, JK; Meinema, AC; unpublished data). In the cases where 
more regions of  positive residues were present in a protein at the appropriate distance from a 
transmembrane segment, more sequences with different length were amplified from the same 
gene. In total, we cloned 45 putative NLS-L coding sequences. We expressed the constructs with 
a C-terminal NLS (L-NLS) after an inversed version of  h2TM. The amino acid sequence of  the 
transmembrane segment was inversed to have the orientation of  construct in the membranes of  
the ER such that the NLS is present at the cytoplasmic/nucleoplasmic side. We expressed these 
constructs in yeast and measured the localization with confocal microscopy. 38 of  the putative 
NLS-L domains expressed well in yeast and just 3 of  these reporters showed distinct nuclear ac-
cumulation, in addition to those of  Heh1 and Heh2. However, the nuclear accumulation was not 
strong (NE/ER ~ 5 – 8 ×) and only visible after a very long induction period of  15 – 18 hours 
and only in a subset of  cells. To test if  the nuclear accumulation was specific and Kap-dependent, 
we depleted the strains of  Kap95, but we did not see significant nuclear efflux within 1 – 2 hours. 
The nuclear accumulation was thus Kap95-independent and likely not caused by selective nuclear 
targeting. All together, we conclude that the nuclear accumulation of  these reporters was an 
artifact, likely caused by random aggregation at the NE. Among the reporters that did not ex-
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press well, were many reporters with the NLS at the C-terminus and fused to the inverted Heh2 
transmembrane segment. These constructs were likely not properly inserted into the membrane 
and possibly among them there are proteins that are imported to the INM alike Heh1 and Heh2. 
Particularly, Nur1, which is localized at the INM and has a confirmed NLS would be a clear can-
didate (Fig. 7.4, (Mekhail et al., 2008;King et al., 2006)). Possibly the picture will change with better 
search criteria and after solving the expression problems.  

Other membrane proteins at the INM

Although we did not find other INM-localized proteins that are actively targeted to the 
INM in yeast, recently three candidates were found in other organisms. For the human Pom121 
and Sun2 and the Caenorhabditis elegans Unc-84, it was shown that these proteins localize at the 
INM and that the transport across the NPC to the INM is dependent on an NLS, similar to Heh1 
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Figure 7.4: Eukary-
otic proteins with 
putative NLS-L-
TM configuration. 
A) Representation 
of  the NLS-L-TM 
configuration within 
a membrane pro-
tein, having at one 
end the NLS (red 
dots), the other end 
the transmembrane 
segment (yellow) 
and a linker domain 
(gray) in between. 
The NLS-L-TM 
configurations are 
indicated in respec-
tively the yeast Heh1 
(B, scHeh1) and 
Heh2 (C, scHeh2) 
and predicted for re-
spectively the yeast 
Nur1 (D, scNur1), 
the human Pom121 
(E, hsPom121), the 
human Sun2 (F, 
hsSun2) and the 
Caenorhabditis elegans 

Unc-84 (G, ceUnc-84). The predicted foldability is indicated according to FoldIndex© (Prilusky et 
al., 2005), where the disordered segments are red and folded segments green. The NLS, as predicted 
by PSORTII (Nakai and Horton, 1999) and experimentally determined(Funakoshi et al., 2011;Turgay 
et al., 2010;Yavuz et al., 2010;Tapley et al., 2011;Mekhail et al., 2008;Tapley et al., 2011), is bold and un-
derlined; the transmembrane segments, as predicted by the TMHMM server v.2 (Krogh et al., 2001), is 
highlighted yellow; the linker between the NLS and transmembrane segment is highlighted gray and its 
length is indicated.
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and Heh2 (King et al., 2006). Pom121 and Sun2 have a clear bipartite NLS, interact with Kapβ via 
Kapα and their INM-localization was dependent on RanGTP (Funakoshi et al., 2011;Turgay et al., 
2010;Yavuz et al., 2010). The localization of  the Sun protein Unc-84 was partly dependent on the 
presence of  two stretches of  cNLS segments (Tapley et al., 2011). More proteins have been ob-
served at the INM, but their accumulation is thought to be driven by binding to nuclear structures, 
like the lamina (Malik et al., 2010;Soullam and Worman, 1995). The three INM-localized proteins 
Pom121, Sun2 and Unc-84 share no identity at the amino acid level with Heh1, Heh2 and Nur1, 
but they do share the ‘NLS-L-TM’-feature (Fig. 7.4). The region between the NLS and the first 
transmembrane helix is predicted to be mainly unfolded in these proteins (Prilusky et al., 2005), 
and the linker domains are long enough for nuclear targeting (>120 residues). Based on these con-
siderations, we infer that these mammalian membrane proteins may well be targeted to the INM 
according to the model we have presented for the transport of  Heh1 and Heh2 (Fig. 4.14). 

Roles of  Heh1 and Heh2

Although the transport mechanism for membrane proteins across the NPC might be con-
served among different species, we could not confirm the ‘NLS-L-TM’-feature for other yeast 
proteins. We thus wondered why this feature could be specific for Heh1 and Heh2. Likely many 
INM-localized proteins do not have an NLS and diffuse across the NPC via the lateral channels 
to accumulate in the INM by specific interactions with intranuclear structures (Chapter 1). Heh2 
does not accumulate in the INM without an NLS (King et al., 2006), although it is immobilized 
at the INM (Chapter 3). The NLS in Heh1 and Heh2 is clearly essential for accumulation in the 
nucleus and promotes a high concentration at the INM (Chapter 3). We discussed in this chap-
ter that the high affinity NLS might be needed to assure these high nuclear concentrations in a 
competitive environment, while the protein is low abundant and its transport is less efficient. 
The functions of  Heh1 and Heh2 might require a strong nuclear accumulation. However, their 
exact function is not well described. Heh1 and Heh2 are homologues of  the mammalian proteins 
Man1 and Lem2 (Fig. 1.2), which are members of  the LEM-domain containing family (Lap2, 
Emerin, Man1) (King et al., 2006;Lin et al., 2000). The well-conserved LEM and Man1 homology 
domains, which are present respectively at the N- and C-termini of  Heh1 and Heh2 (Chapter 1), 
bind DNA, chromatin binding factors or the lamina in metazoans (Gruenbaum et al., 2005;Mans 
et al., 2004). The function of  Heh1 is related to chromatin organization, regulation of  gene ex-
pression and genome stability (Grund et al., 2008;Mekhail et al., 2008;Rodriguez-Navarro et al., 
2002). Recently, it was shown that both Heh1 and Heh2 contribute at discrete and different steps 
to the initiation of  the assembly of  new NPCs (Yewdell et al., 2011). It was suggested that Heh1 
could form a lumenal bridge with the pore membrane protein Pom152 and would function in the 
formation of  the NPCs inner ring, while Heh2 could have a role in the formation of  the outer 
ring. If  Heh1 and Heh2 are indeed responsible for the initiation of  the NPC assembly, than the 
strong accumulation at the INM might be essential to determine the orientation of  the NPC in 
the NE. Heh1 and Heh2 accumulated in the nucleus could mark the INM and assure initiation of  
NPC formation at the correct membrane of  the NE. Leaving a significant portion of  Heh1 and 
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Heh2 at the ONM could theoretically lead to the start of  NPC assembly at the wrong side of  the 
NE, resulting in non-functional NPCs. The strong nuclear accumulation of  Heh2 is not achieved 
by nuclear retention without an NLS; thus the intranuclear interactions of  Heh1 and Heh2 to 
chromatin are likely not strong enough. We speculate that the membrane proteins need to diffuse 
within the INM to define new sites for pore formation. The nuclear accumulated Heh1 and Heh2 
might thus form a docking site for other components of  the NPC and the formation of  the large 
complexes of  pre-pores might prevent the nuclear efflux of  Heh1 and Heh2.

Future outlook

In this thesis, we studied the transport of  integral membrane proteins across the NPC be-
tween the ONM and the INM. We present a new model explaining how this transport mechanisti-
cally occurs. The importance of  the long and intrinsically-disordered linker domain between NLS 
and TM in integral membrane proteins was highlighted. The model also sheds new light on the 
architecture of  the NPC. Many new questions have arisen due to this work and we will propose a 
few future directions of  which some are currently pursued. 

A corollary of  our model is that lateral gates must exist between the spokes in the NPC-
scaffold. Two experiments could confirm this hypothesis: in the first, one could try to cross-link 
the outer ring subunits with each other and then probe transport efficiency of  h2NLS-L-TM 
across the NPC. In a second experiment, the reporter protein would have to be expressed first, 
followed by cross-linking of  the subunits of  the outer ring and measurement of  nuclear efflux in 
the Kap95 depletion assay. The cross-linked outer rings would close the lateral gates and strongly 
reduce the nuclear accumulation in experiment 1 and nuclear efflux in experiment 2. Such data 
would be consistent with the existence of  lateral gates. The subunits could be cross-linked with 
the FRBP-Rap-FRB technique (Haruki et al., 2008).

As discussed in this chapter, the linker is expected to slice between the spokes through the 
lateral gate of  the NPC. The linkers in Heh1 and Heh2 are more charged than average. We won-
der if  the relatively high charge (and/or the reduced hydrophobicity) in the linker would promote 
slicing of  the linker through the scaffold of  the NPC. I first propose to model the known X-ray 
structures of  the Nup84-complex components in the observed Y-shape (as done before (Hoelz 
et al., 2011)) and plot the distribution of  charge and hydrophobicity on the surface of  the entire 
complex. Since the entire Y-shaped complex could be isolated and was stable in a hydrophilic 
environment, I expect that the surface of  the subunit is hydrophilic and likely charged, while the 
contact sites between the Nups in the subcomplex might be hydrophobic. Electrostatic stabili-
zation of  the linker between the subunits of  the spokes might favor the dodging of  the linker 
domain into the scaffold of  the NPC. To study the role of  the charge in the linker domain for 
the passage of  membrane proteins across the NPC, I propose to replace the native linker for a 
zwitterionic linker, one with positive charges and one without charges. However, changing the 
charge in an unfolded region may change the Stokes radius or compactness. It is thus important 
to make the linker long enough to maintain the distance between the NLS and TM and measure 
the Stokes radius of  the linkers used. 
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By size-exclusion chromatography and NMR, it was shown that the linker domain is intrin-
sically unstructured and adopts an extended coil conformation. The linker might thus be highly 
flexible (Chapter 3). We tried to reduce the flexibility and introduced polyproline patches sepa-
rated by small fragments of  the native linker. This data was difficult to interpret, because we did 
not know how these regions would arrange with respect to each other or if  the linker would form 
a PPI conformation (see above). The Stokes radius of  the linker would in both cases be reduced 
causing a reduced import efficiency. We have observed that beyond 180 residues the contribution 
of  the linker length to transport efficiency is negligible. Therefore I propose to add a long stretch 
of  30 – 50 consecutive prolines to the linker and keep the total linker length ~220 residues long. 
The linker will be kept long enough, so that a possible increased compactness of  the polyproline 
stretch (into e.g. PPI-conformation) will not influence transport significantly. I propose to add the 
stretch of  prolines immediately adjacent to the first transmembrane segment, to study the effect 
of  flexibility of  slicing the pore and to add the prolines immediately adjacent to the NLS to study 
the effect of  flexibility and dynamics of  the linker within the central channel. Less intramolecular 
dynamics of  the linker might reduce the freedom of  the NLS-bound Kaps to interact efficiently 
with the FG-Nups and reduce the import efficiency. A linker with 30 – 50 prolines might be 
difficult to express and handle. The longest polyproline linker, expressed in cells, was up to 15 
residues, as far as we know (Arora et al., 2002). The expression and stability of  the reporter hav-
ing such a long PPII linker must thus be carefully checked. Furthermore, the three dimensional 
organization of  such a long PPII linker is unknown, and it thus needs to be purified and analyzed 
by biophysical methods. 

 Finally, in the genomic screen of  yeast we did not find proteins other than Heh1 and 
Heh2 that are actively transported to the INM. In higher eukaryotes, three more proteins have 
been found, Pom121, Sun2 and Unc-84 (Funakoshi et al., 2011;Tapley et al., 2011;Turgay et al., 
2010;Yavuz et al., 2010). To confirm that the nuclear transport of  these membrane proteins in 
metazoans is according to our model, we propose to express the yeast reporter h2NLS-L-TM in 
mammalian cells and study its localization with microscopy. We expect that it will accumulate at 
the INM in a Kapα and Kapβ dependent manner, and its localization at the INM will be depen-
dent on the presence of  the unfolded linker. Furthermore, we would like to express the NLS-L-
TM of  Pom121 in mammalian cells and replace the linker for a randomized linker and truncate 
the linker to prove that the linker in higher eukaryotes is also essential.

 
We expect that the elucidation of  the mechanism of  membrane protein transport from the 

ER to the INM will provide further insights in the architecture of  the NPC and the function of  
the NE. Now that Heh1 and Heh2 seem involved in the assembly of  the NPC, our model might 
contribute to a further understanding of  the biogenesis of  the nuclear pores. 
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Transport van membraaneiwitten naar de 
celkern

- Nederlandse samenvatting voor mensen buiten het vakgebied -

Inleiding 

Levende organismen, zoals mensen, dieren en planten bestaan uit cellen. De cel wordt 
gezien als het kleinste levende onderdeel van een organisme. De mens bestaat uit ongeveer 50 
biljoen cellen (dat zijn er 50 keer miljoen keer miljoen), maar er zijn ook hele kleine organismen, 
die uit één cel bestaan. Dat zijn onder andere de bacterie en gist. 

De inhoud van de cel wordt omgeven door het celmembraan en bestaat uit het cytoplasma. 
Dit is een waterige omgeving waar alle onderdelen van de cel zich bevinden. Uitgezonderd 
bacteriën, hebben alle cellen in het cytoplasma een celkern (Fig. 1A). De inhoud van de kern 
wordt door een kernmembraan afgescheiden van het cytoplasma. Het kernmembraan bestaat 
uit twee membranen, de binnen- en buitenmembraan van de kern. In de kern wordt het erfelijke 
materiaal, het DNA, van de cel opgeslagen en beschermd. Het erfelijke materiaal is opgedeeld in 
genen, dat zijn de stukken DNA die coderen voor eiwitten. In de kern bevinden zich bijvoorbeeld 
ook alle factoren die nodig zijn voor de transcriptie van de genen – zo wordt het proces genoemd 
waar genen worden omgezet naar RNA. Het RNA wordt vervolgens vanuit de kern naar het 
cytoplasma getransporteerd waar het wordt getransleerd - zo wordt het proces genoemd waar een 
ribosoom van losse aminozuren een specifiek eiwit maakt, zoals dat op het RNA gecodeerd is. 
Eiwitten zijn grote, complexe moleculen die als functionele onderdelen van de cel alle cellulaire 
processen mogelijk maken. Hun specifieke vouwing in combinatie met de driedimensionale 
verdeling van de aminozuren over het molecuul, maken de eiwitten uitermate geschikt voor zeer 
uiteenlopende taken in de cel.   

De factoren die nodig zijn voor de transcriptie van DNA in de celkern, worden in het 
cytoplasma gemaakt en moeten de kern in worden getransporteerd, terwijl het RNA de kern 
uit moet worden getransporteerd. In een levende cel vindt er dus veel transport plaats tussen 
de kern en het cytoplasma. Dit gebeurt via de poriën in de twee kernmembranen. Deze poriën, 
die de inhoud van de kern met het cytoplasma verbinden, zijn geen eenvoudige gaten waar 
zonder meer van alles doorheen kan stromen. Ze worden opgevuld door een eiwitcomplex in een 
verbluffende samenstelling. Dit eiwitcomplex in de kernporie wordt het nuclear pore complex 
(NPC) genoemd (Fig. 1B). De stabiele structuur van de NPC heeft een driedimensionale vorm 
die grofweg vergelijkbaar is met een donut (Fig. 1C en D), waarbij het transport tussen kern 
en cytoplasma via het gat in het midden van de donut gaat. De NPC-eiwitten in de donutring 
bieden de stabiliteit aan  het complex en zorgen ervoor dat het binnenmembraan aaneengesloten 
is met het buitenmembraan van de kern zodat er een porie ontstaat door beide membranen. 
Tegelijk verankeren ze het complex in die porie. De NPC-eiwitten aan de binnenkant van de 
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Figuur 1. De studie van membraan eiwitten in gist. A). De geometrie van een gistcel. Het cel-
membraan omgeeft het cytoplasma; vlak onder het celmembraan bevindt zich het endoplasmatisch 
reticulum (ER). Het ER is verbonden met het buitenmembraan van de celkern en via de kernporiën 
met het binnenmembraan. Op deze manier ontstaat er een opening door beide membranen. B). In 
een kernporie zit een nuclear pore complex (NPC) verankerd. C). De stabiele structuur van het NPC 
heeft grofweg een ringvorm vergelijkbaar met een donut. D). De ring zit aan de buitenkant vast in 
de membranen van de kern, precies in de kernporie. De binnenkant van de ring is gevuld met een 
eiwitcluster. E). Alleen moleculen met een lokalisatiesignaal voor de kern (NLS, bal) worden gebonden 
door een transportfactor (maan) en via de NPC naar de kern getransporteerd. Andere moleculen 
worden tegen gehouden (vierkant). Membraaneiwitten kunnen via de laterale kanalen in de NPC naar 
het binnenmembraan van de kern diffunderen. F). Heh2 is gelabeld met een groene fluorescentie eiwit 
(GFP) en heeft verschillende domeinen. Het lokalisatiesignaal (NLS) dat het eiwit naar de kern stuurt 
is middels een linker verbonden aan de transmembraansegmenten. G). De lokalisatie van Heh2 kon 
worden geobserveerd aan de hand van de fluorescentie van GFP. Heh2 met lokalisatiesignaal voor de 
kern werd alleen in het binnenmembraan van de kern gezien (links), maar zonder het lokalisatiesignaal 
zit het in het ER en in het buitenmembraan van de kern. De schaallijn is 5 µm. 
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donut, feitelijk in het gat, zitten aan de ene kant vast aan de structuur van het NPC maar vullen 
met de andere kant het gat (Fig. 1D). Op deze manier is het donut-gat gevuld met een eiwitcluster 
dat grote moleculen, zoals eiwitten en RNA, tegenhoud. Kleine moleculen, zoals water en zouten, 
kunnen gemakkelijk door de barrière van het eiwitcluster heen bewegen, maar grote moleculen 
moeten worden getransporteerd met behulp van een transportfactor (Fig. 1E). De transportfactor 
is een eiwit dat wel door de barrière in het NPC kan bewegen doordat het specifieke interacties 
met het eiwitcluster kan maken. Daarnaast kan het  grote moleculen binden, maar alleen als deze 
moleculen een lokalisatie signaal voor de celkern hebben (een NLS). 

De transportfactor “draagt” de moleculen (zoals eiwitten en RNA) dus over de barrière 
van het NPC; de moleculen kunnen dan vanuit het cytoplasma naar de kern of  vanuit de kern 
naar het cytoplasma getransporteerd worden.  Als de transportfactor met het molecuul in de kern 
is aangekomen, worden ze losgekoppeld en gaat de transportfactor terug naar het cytoplasma 
om een ander molecuul te transporteren. Het molecuul blijft achter in de kern. Op deze manier 
worden dus alleen eiwitten die nodig zijn in de kern gebracht en eiwitten die schadelijk zijn buiten 
gehouden. Het is namelijk essentieel voor eiwitten om het juiste lokalisatiesignaal te hebben die 
zorgen dat het eiwit op het juiste moment op de juiste plaats in de cel is. 

Simpelweg kan de kern worden gezien als een middeleeuwse vestingstad in oorlogstijd. De 
kernmembraan is dan de ondoordringbare muur en de kernporie is de stadspoort waardoor het 
verkeer de stad in en uit gaat. Het NPC met het eiwitcluster is dan een stevige deur in de stadspoort, 
die altijd gesloten is. De moleculen met een lokalisatiesignaal, die middels een transportfactor de 
kern in worden gebracht, worden herkend door de portier die aan de stadspoort de wacht houdt; 
ze worden herkend aan hun adreslabel. De portier opent  de deur voor hen en zij worden door 
hem  binnengeleid. 

Onderzoeksvraag

De meeste eiwitten die worden geproduceerd, zijn oplosbaar in het cytoplasma. Echter, een 
deel van de eiwitten is niet oplosbaar en wordt gedurende de translatie geïntegreerd in intracellulaire 
membranen. Een membraaneiwit bestaat uit minimaal één transmembraansegment die voor de 
verankering in het membraan zorgt, daarnaast heeft het vaak goed gevouwen en oplosbare eiwit 
domeinen aan het anker vast. Het genoemde netwerk van intracellulaire membranen wordt het 
endoplasmatisch reticulum (ER) genoemd (Fig. 1A). Het ER is onder andere betrokken bij de 
distributie van membraaneiwitten in de cel en dus ook naar de kernmembranen. De membranen 
van het ER zijn verbonden met het buitenmembraan van de celkern en via het NPC met het 
binnenmembraan van de celkern (Fig. 1A).

Toen ik als promovendus aan mijn wetenschappelijke onderzoek begon, was er weinig 
bekend over het transport van membraaneiwitten vanuit het ER naar het binnenmembraan van de 
celkern. Het was algemeen geaccepteerd dat membraaneiwitten vanuit het ER via het NPC de kern 
binnen konden stromen middels diffusie (willekeurige beweging) (Fig. 1E). De membranen zitten 
aan de buitenkant van de donutvorm van het NPC. Membraaneiwitten kunnen dus logischerwijs 
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niet via het gat in het midden van het NPC de kern in stromen. Aan de buitenkant van de 
donutvorm, daar waar het complex in de membranen zit verankerd, werden nauwe kanaaltjes 
geobserveerd, die laterale kanalen werden genoemd (Fig. 1E). De membraaneiwitten kunnen door 
deze laterale kanalen langs de membranen aan de buitenkant van het NPC de kern in bewegen. 
Aangekomen in de celkern, bevinden de membraaneiwitten zit nu in het binnenmembraan van de 
celkern. Hier zouden deze eiwitten dan specifiek gebonden worden door eiwitten of  structuren 
die daar aanwezig zijn. Op deze manier kunnen sommige membraaneiwitten zich in de kern 
verzamelen, namelijk alleen die 1) klein genoeg zijn om door de laterale kanalen te diffunderen en 
2) die gebonden worden door een bindingspartner in de kern. 

Het verhaal bleek echter wat minder eenvoudig toen destijds werd aangetoond dat 
sommige membraaneiwitten ook een lokalisatiesignaal (NLS) voor de kern bezaten. In dit 
onderzoek, dat werd uitgevoerd in gistcellen, werd aangetoond dat membraaneiwitten op een 
vergelijkbare manier als andere (oplosbare) eiwitten gebruik maken van transportfactoren. 
Deze doorbraak deed bij ons verschillende nieuwe vragen rijzen, met één hoofdvraag: hoe is dit 
transport verenigbaar met het idee dat het NPC de vorm heeft van een donut (Fig. 1C en D)? 
Namelijk, gedurende het transport van membraaneiwitten over het NPC, bevindt het eiwit zich in 
het membraan, die zich aan de buitenkant van de donutvorm bevindt, terwijl de transportfactor 
bindt aan het eiwitcluster, dat zich in het midden van de donutvorm bevindt. Kortom, we vroegen 
ons af: hoe kan de transportfactor membraaneiwitten de kern in transporteren? We formuleerden 
drie hypotheses: 1) De transportfactor gaat in dit geval ook langs de buitenkant, via het laterale 
kanaal. 2) Het membraaneiwit komt even uit het membraan en gaat door het eiwitcluster heen. 
3) De transportfactor gaat door het midden terwijl het membraaneiwit langs de buitenkant 
gaat en de donutring wordt “doorsneden”. Wij waren erg nieuwsgierig hoe dit transport van 
membraaneiwitten van het ER naar de celkern kon plaatsvinden. 

Experimenten

In dit onderzoek maakten we gebruik van gistcellen. Gistcellen hebben een celkern, evenals 
menselijke en zoogdierlijke cellen, maar zijn veel eenvoudiger te bestuderen en te manipuleren. 
Daarnaast was dit transport voor het eerst aangetoond in gistcellen, we konden dus eenvoudig 
gebruik maken van de kennis en het materiaal uit het voorgenoemde onderzoek. Gebaseerd 
op dit eerdere onderzoek kozen we voor het membraaneiwit Heh2 om het transport naar het 
binnenmembraan van de kern te bestuderen (Fig. 1F). We labelden het membraaneiwit met het 
groene fluorescentie eiwit GFP om de lokalisatie van het eiwit onder de microscoop te volgen 
(Fig. 1G. Vervolgens verwijderden we allerlei domeinen van het eiwit en bestudeerden of  het 
eiwit nog steeds naar de kern ging (Fig. 1G, links) of  niet (Fig. 1G, rechts). Wij konden bevestigen 
dat het membraaneiwit inderdaad een lokalisatiesignaal (NLS) had dat herkend werd door een 
transportfactor. We ontdekten dat de binding tussen de transportfactor en het lokalisatiesignaal 
van het membraaneiwit bijzonder sterk was. Verder zagen we dat het eiwit normaal gesproken 
bindt aan factoren in de kern, maar dat het eiwit ook zonder die interacties kon ophopen in de kern. 
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Tenslotte vonden we dat het domein tussen het lokalisatiesignaal en het transmembraansegment 
essentieel was voor het transport naar de kern (Fig. 1F). Echter, toen we dit domein gingen 
zuiveren en analyseren, bleek het volledig ongevouwen en erg flexibel te zijn. Verder onderzoek 
wees uit dat meer dan de exacte samenstelling, de lengte van dit domain belangrijk was.  We 
namen aan dat dit domein een linker was, die de afstand spant tussen de lokalisatiesignaal 
(NLS) en transmembraansegment (Fig. 1F). We koppelden deze combinatie van NLS-linker aan 
een membraaneiwit dat standaard niet in het binnenmembraan van de kern lokaliseerd maar 
in het ER, en zagen dat dit eiwit vervolgens naar de kern werd gestuurd. Dit gebeurde alleen 
als de linker lang genoeg was en het lokalisatiesignaal aanwezig was. We concludeerden dus 
dat de linker een essentieel onderdeel is van het lokalisatiesignaal voor membraaneiwitten; het 
lokalisatiesignaal voor membraaneiwitten is kennelijk complexer dan dat voor oplosbare eiwitten. 
Tenslotte, deze aanwijzingen deden ons vermoeden dat de linker nodig zou zijn om de NLS 
met transport factor van het membraan naar het eiwitcluster in het midden van het NPC te 
krijgen; het transmembraansegment kan dan in het membraan blijven zitten (aan de buitenkant 
van de donutvorm) terwijl de transportfactor aan het lokalisatiesignaal van het membraaneiwit 
door het NPC kan (in het gat van de donutvorm). Om deze hypothese te bevestigen hebben we 
verschillende experimenten gedaan: in het meest overtuigende experiment konden we de ene kant 
van het membraaneiwit binden aan het eiwitcluster in het midden van het NPC, terwijl het andere 
uiteinde zich in de membranen bevond. 

Conclusie

Al met al kwamen we tot een vrij compleet model dat de import van membraaneiwitten 
naar de celkern kan beschrijven (Fig. 2). Vanwege de sterke binding tussen het lokalisatiesignaal op 
het membraaneiwit en de transportfactor, ontstaat deze binding reeds wanneer de membraaneiwit  
zich in het ER bevindt. Middels diffusie bereiken het membraaneiwit en transportfactor het NPC 
in de buitenmembraan van de kern. Door de dynamiek en flexibiliteit van de linker kan het zich 
makkelijk uitstrekken zodat de transportfactor, dat gebonden is aan het lokalisatiesignaal van het 
membraaneiwit, in de buurt kan komen van het eiwitcluster. Er ontstaan een interacties tussen de 
transportfactor en het eiwitcluster in het midden van het NPC. Deze interacties zorgen ervoor 
dat de transportfactor door het NPC wordt getransporteerd, zoals dat gebeurt met oplosbare 
eiwitten. Doordat het transportfactor aan het lokalisatiesignaal gebonden zit, en dat met een 
linker is verbonden met de rest van het membraaneiwit, wordt het membraaneiwit meegetrokken 
over de NPC “getrokken” terwijl het in het membraan blijft zitten. De linker is flexibel genoeg 
om door de structuur van het NPC heen te “wiebelen”, zodat de ring in wezen doorsneden wordt. 
Op basis van dit model stellen wij voor dat er, wellicht tijdelijk, openingen of  gleufjes dwars door 
de ring heen worden gevormd.

We kunnen de analogie van de kern met een stad in oorlogstijd aanvullen met dit model. 
Dan zijn de membranen beekjes die door het land om de stad stromen en membraaneiwitten 
vlotjes die willekeurig met de stroom meedrijven. De laterale kanalen langs het NPC zijn dan 
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tunnels die naast de poort zitten zodat het water van de beekjes onder de muur door de stad in 
en uit kan stromen. Sommige membraaneiwitten kunnen de kern in bewegen, terwijl andere een 
lokalisatiesignaal nodig hebben. Dus sommige vlotjes kunnen zomaar de stad in stromen terwijl 
andere door de portier de stad binnen gehaald moeten worden. Uit ons model blijkt dan dat de 
portier niet het beekje inspringt om al zwemmend het vlotje door de tunnels onder de muur door 
te trekken.Ook haalt hij de vlotje niet uit de beek om ze de stad in te dragen en ze binnen weer 
terug in het water te plaatsen; de portier blijft op het droge en het vlot in het water. Namelijk, 
aan het vlot zit een touw met aan het uiteinde een adreslabel dat door de portier wordt herkent. 
De portier opent vervolgens de deur en loopt door de poort de stad binnen terwijl hij het touw 
vasthoudt. In de zijkant van de poort zit een gleuf  waar het touw doorheen glijt zodat het vlot 
de stad wordt ingetrokken. In een cel betekent dit dat de transportfactor aan de NLS bindt, dat 
zich aan de uiteinde van de linker zich bevindt. De transportfactor gaat  door het midden van het 
NPC en trekt het transmembraaneiwit via de linker door de membraan langs het NPC De linker 
snijdt dus door de structuur van de NPC en dit is alleen mogelijk als het NPC niet een gesloten 
ringvorm heeft. Het is namelijk nog onbekend hoe deze gleufjes er uit zien en of  ze misschien 
alleen tijdelijk bestaan. 

In perspectief

Dit model biedt allereerst een vernieuwd inzicht in het transport voor membraaneiwitten 
naar het binnenmembraan van de kern. Daarnaast impliceert ons model dat het NPC niet een 
statische donut is, maar meer als dynamisch moet worden beschouwd. En tot slot, dat er zeer lange 
ongevouwen domeinen in eiwitten kunnen bestaan, die zeker van belang zijn bij het functioneren 
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Figuur 2. Model voor het 
transport van membraaneiwitten 
over de NPC. Voor het transport 
bindt de transportfactor aan het 
lokalisatiesignaal voor de kern 
(NLS). De linker wordt uitgerekt, 
zodat de transportfactor met 
het eiwitcluster in het NPC kan 
binden. De linker beweegt door 
de structuur van de NPC, wellicht 
door gleufjes in de ring. Eenmaal 
in de kern laat de transportfactor 
het membraaneiwit weer los en 
gaat terug naar het cytoplasma om 
een volgend eiwit naar de kern te 
brengen. Deze artist impression 
van het NPC is gemaakt door 
Graham Johnson. 
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van het eiwit in de cel. Deze fundamentele biologische informatie kan relevant zijn voor medische 
toepassingen, aangezien fouten in membraaneiwitten aan het binnenmembraan van de kern of  
mislokalisatie van dergelijke eiwitten in verband worden gebracht met ernstige ziektebeelden. 

We hebben een aantal humane eiwitten gevonden, die een duidelijke overeenkomst hebben 
met het door ons bestudeerde eiwit in gist Heh2; ze bezitten eveneens een klassiek lokalisatiesignaal 
dat aan het uiteinde van een linkerdomein zit. Voor de toekomende tijd verwacht ik dus dat een 
vergelijkbaar onderzoek in humane cellen wordt gedaan. Daarnaast wordt wellicht het bestaan 
van de door ons gesuggereerde kanaaltjes door de ringstructuur van het NPC beter onderzocht. 
Stapje voor stapje ontstaat er meer begrip van de complexe en vooral wonderlijke wereld binnen 
in een cel.
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Nawoord
Groningen, 2 april 2012

‘Als er over vier jaar een proefschrift klaar moet liggen, kan ik het best direct beginnen’. 
Met die instelling begon ik op 3 september 2007 aan mijn promotieonderzoek.  En vandaag, ruim 
vier-en-een-half  jaar later, is het boekje geschreven, ligt er een vriezerlade vol met giststammen 
en DNA-constructen, is mijn laptop volledig versleten, maar met een harde schijf  vol data en 
zijn veel leuke resultaten gepresenteerd en gepubliceerd. Dit avontuur van het wetenschappelijke 
onderzoek heb ik altijd vergeleken met een bergwandeling zonder kaart of  kompas. 

Toen ik begon had ik slechts een vaag idee welke kant ik op wilde; ik exploreerde wat en 
beliep betreden paden; ik herhaalde metingen die door anderen waren gedaan en oefende met 
technieken. Dit deel van de wandeling bracht me noch niet echt verder. Hoewel ik genoot van de 
makkelijk begaanbare wegen, wilde ik toch omhoog om meer te zien. In het voorjaar/zomer van 
2008 deed ik nieuwe experimenten en verkreeg al snel een set data (Fig. 6.4 en tabel 6.1), leerde ik 
hoe ik data kon kwantificeren (Fig. 5.2) en kwam het onderzoek in versnelling. De wandeling ging 
nu echt omhoog. Het ging stapje voor stapje, maar toch, na elke nieuwe meting werden de inzich-
ten beter; we kwamen als het ware steeds hoger op de berg en het uitzicht werd steeds duidelijker. 
Maar wat tijdens elke bergwandeling zonder kaart geldt, gold ook voor ons: de top die je ziet, is de 
top van de berg niet, de top ligt veel verder nog buiten het blikveld. Elke keer als we dachten dat 
we er bijna waren, werd ons verhaal niet geaccepteerd voor publicatie en moesten we weer verder. 
Om de echte top te bereiken, moesten we volhouden, elke keer twijfelend of  we het wel zouden 
halen, of  we niet een makkelijkere route moesten nemen. 

De grote doorbraak kwam na één van de vele brainstormsessies met Liesbeth. We besloten 
een toen onbekend maar essentieel domein in ons eiwit te vervangen voor een volkomen wille-
keurige eiwitsequentie en zagen dat dit eiwit nog steeds naar de celkern werd getransporteerd 
(Fig. 4.5). Dit leverde vele nieuwe inzichten op, en hierdoor werd duidelijk welke richting we 
moesten inslaan. Een dergelijke zoektocht zonder kaart op kompas brengt je soms op verras-
sende plaatsen, maar dit gaat nooit via de kortste weg. Dus was de hulp van collega’s en de goede 
samenwerking erg waardevol en essentieel voor deze expeditie. Ik ben uiteindelijk blij dat de berg 
is beklommen en het resulteerde in een mooie publicaties en dit proefschrift.

Ik wil dus iedereen hartelijk bedanken die een bijdrage heeft geleverd aan het onderzoek en 
de verwezelijking van het proefschrift. Een paar namen wil ik in het bijzonder noemen:

Allereerst wil ik mijn copromotor Liesbeth Veenhoff  bedanken. Ik heb een hele goede 
tijd gehad onder jouw enthousiaste supervisie. Ik waardeerde de vrijheid die ik kreeg om mijn 
proeven te doen, terwijl je altijd beschikbaar was voor advies en discussie. De lange gesprekken 
die dan ontstonden, waarin we speculeerden over mogelijke modellen, vond ik erg interessant.  
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Bert – Bedankt dat ik in je lab de ruimte en mogelijkheden kreeg om dit werk te doen. De 
manier waarop je mensen vrijheid en verantwoordelijkheden gaf  werkte motiverend. Ik heb veel 
gehad aan je suggesties een kritische commentaren. 

Justyna and Astri – Thanks a lot for the collaboration. It was fun to work together on the 
project of  membrane protein transport across the NPC. I enjoyed the time you were a student 
and I was really pleased to see you coming back to the lab. Thank you as well for being my para-
nimfs during the defense.

Geert van den Bogaart – Ik wil jou bedanken voor de hulp bij de data-analyse, de software 
die je schreef  en de samenwerking gedurende mijn eerste maanden as promovendus. 

Frans Mulder en Renée Otten – Dat jullie middels NMR lieten zien dat het linker domein 
in Heh2 inderdaad intrinsiek ongevouwen was, leverde het onderzoek een flinke boost op. Dank 
je wel voor de goede samenwerking.

Patrick Lusk and Megan King – Thanks for the valuable discussions and good comments 
on the manuscripts. 

Victor Krasnikov – You always kept the microscopes up and running, so that I could do 
all the experiments I wanted, thanks for that. Further I appreciated your help with data analysis.

Ria en Gea – Fijn dat jullie het lab altijd draaiende hielden. 

De leescommissie, Maarten Fornerod, Peter Lansdorp en Peter van Haastert, wil ik 
bedanken voor het lezen en beoordelen van mijn proefschrift. 

Arend-Jan Suk en Frans Bianchi – Bedankt voor jullie inzet tijdens het studentenproject.

Thanks to al my collegues for the nice atmosphere in the lab.

Ik wil mijn familie en vrienden bedanken voor alle interesse en support. 

Annemarie, ik wil jou bedanken voor de liefde en het geluk van de afgelopen jaren. Bijzon-
der vind ik dat we onze interesse voor macro- en microbiologische natuur delen en ons samen zo 
vaak verwonderen over de schoonheid van de schepping. Ik geniet van het leven met jou en met 
onze kleine Lise! 

Ik wil mijn God en Vader bedanken voor de kracht en wijsheid die ik heb ontvangen in dit 
werk. Het is fasinerend om de natuur te kunnen bestuderen!

 Anne Meinema
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